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Abstract 

 Consideration of blast damage in rock slope stability has been a challenging task in rock 

mechanics because blasting results depend on several factors that can lead to different forms of 

damage. Currently, it is not clear on how to consider blast damage in rock slopes. This thesis 

investigates the occurrence of blast damage in rock slopes using an integrated field 

investigation, remote sensing and numerical modelling approach. A framework for defining blast 

damage in the field and using remote sensing data was developed to provide the input for a 

blast damage model which can then be used either for numerical analysis or understanding the 

occurrence of blast damage features in the field. Results of field investigation and numerical 

simulations show that blast damage on the rock slope surface varies depending on the rock 

mass quality. Blast fracturing increases with decrease in rock mass quality. Observations on 

exposed joint surfaces in open pit slopes indicate that the blasting process has induced varying 

forms of damage on these surfaces. Finite-discrete element numerical modelling of blast 

induced damage indicates that blast damage develops in different forms from the slope surface. 

The simulated blast damage zone varied from complete blocks (fully connected blocks), partially 

connected blocks, dilation and undamaged zone. The extend of the blast damage increased 

with decrease in strength of the rock. A stronger rock mass show less blast damage thickness 

compared to a weaker rock mass. Results show that blast damage features such as blast 

fracture, damage along the joint surface and extension of joints all influence slope stability.  
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Abbreviations and definitions  

BDQ: Blast Damage Quality index used to measure the degree of fracturing of a rock mass by 

blasting 

BF: Blast fracture 

Blast damage: Damage features due to blasting processes 

Blast induced slope damage: Damage due to slope failure induced by blasting  

D factor: blast disturbance factor as it is used in Hoek and Brown criterion 

DFN: Discrete fracture network 

HCF= Half cast factor  

JRC: Joint roughness coefficient  

RQD: Rock quality designation index 

SfM: Structural from Motion 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

As future mining faces increasingly challenging geomechanical environments with 

respect to deep underground mines and large open pits, it is essential that the damage induced 

in rock masses due to blasting be quantified in a more systematic and objective manner. Blast 

damage has been known to cause several problems including ore dilution, stability of the final 

wall and increasing production cost in terms of overbreak. The damage problems in host rock 

caused by blasting have been the subject of considerable research (Hagan 1979; Scoble & 

Moss 1994; Scoble et al. 1997; Hoek 2012). Research on blast damage has been carried out for 

decades with early work by Hagan (1979) emphasizing the importance of controlling blast 

damage and suggesting methods of blast damage measurement/classification. Since that time, 

numerous geophysical and instrumentation based techniques have been used with varying 

degrees of success in the attempt to characterize both the degree of blast damage and its 

extent behind the excavation face. 

Modeling of blast damage has similarly increased in sophistication with the use of 

numerous codes including UDEC (Itasca, 2015a), PFC3D/FLAC3D (Itasca, 2015b), 

AUTODYNA (Century Dynamic, 2005), ABAQUS (3ds, 2015), ELFEN (Rockfield, 2015) and 

more recently the HSBM Blo-Up code (Itasca, 2014). Notwithstanding the advances in our 

ability to characterize and model blast damage, its incorporation into mine design remains 

extremely subjective. The importance of considering blast disturbance has received 

considerable impetus through its inclusion in the Hoek – Brown criterion 2002 version (Hoek et 

al. 2002) as the ―Disturbance factor, D‖ varying from 0 (for undisturbed rock mass) to 1 (for 

disturbed rock mass).  

 Brown (2008) noted that D values should only be applied to the zone of blast damage 

and not to the entire slope. Marinos et al. (2005) noted that blast damage in large open pits has 

been observed at distances of up to 100 m behind the pit wall.  Li et al. (2011) in a study using a 

combination of finite element and limit equilibrium analysis assumed a linear decrease in D with 
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distance from the pit wall. Recently, Hoek (2012) provided an extremely useful online note as an 

aid to the selection of the appropriate D value and the extent of the damage zone. These are 

useful guidelines but predominantly relate to a reduction in the rock mass strength and hence 

are most relevant in the application of continuum slope modeling approaches. Where discrete 

structures controlling instability are present the use of Hoek-Brown criterion – GSI-RocLab 

approach is not recommended. Moreover, field experience from several large open pits has 

highlighted an association between stability, blast damage and rock bridge destruction as well 

the creation of new fractures. The degradation of the rock mass strength is related to the blast 

damage; however, the reduction of shear strength and the failure of in-plane and out-of-plane 

rock bridges require further research. Several questions have recently arisen in defining the 

blast damage zone; 

 What defines blast damage in a rock slope? 

 To what depth behind the excavation face does blast damage extend? 

 Should the blast damage zone be graded with distance behind the wall and if so how? 

 More work is in particular required to understand and characterize blast damage 

especially in structurally controlled open pit slopes.  

1.1. Research objectives  

The primary objectives of this research are: 

 To further our understanding and improve the existing datasets on the effect of blast 

disturbance on the rock slope mass and discontinuities in order to provide a less subjective 

assessment of the blast disturbance parameter; 

 To improve our knowledge on the damage of the rock mass  due to blasting; and 

 To understand the potential development of blast disturbance zones behind excavation 

walls and their implications for excavation stability. 
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The secondary objectives of this thesis are: 

 To investigate the characteristics of blast damage features in large open pits by conducting 

a combination of remote sensing and bench mapping; 

 To investigate joint damage on pre-existing discontinuity surfaces using remote sensing; 

and   

 To evaluate the development of blast damage zones using numerical modelling.   

1.2. Approach 

This thesis introduces a new approach to field investigation and numerical modelling of 

blast damage in engineered slopes. The methods used in this research are a combination of 

different techniques such as observation of external evidence of blast damage and empirical 

assessment methods. Mapping methods were based on field discontinuity survey techniques 

with a focus on recording the fracture trace length, dip and dip direction and the surface 

condition of both blast fractures and natural discontinuities. In most open pits the area of 

investigation is limited due to inaccessibility and safety reasons. For example, in two of the four 

case studies considered in this thesis, accessibility to mine benches was restricted due to safety 

reasons. Field mapping in these cases was complimented by remote sensing techniques where 

the same area can be investigated from a safe distance. Field based methodology and remote 

sensing should not be viewed as two competing methods, but rather as methods that 

complement each other, especially in investigating blast-induced rock slope damage. A total of 

four cases studies are presented in this thesis with the objectives described in Table 1.1.  
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                      Figure 1.1. Flow chart summarising thesis outline 

 

Table 1.1 Case studies and objectives 

Case study Study objective 

Mount Polley and 

Copper Mountain open 

pits (BC, Canada)  

Used for establishing procedures for blast damage mapping based on both 

remote sensing and field mapping data  

Jwaneng open pit, 

Botswana  

Used for establishing procedures for blast damage mapping based on remote 

sensing data, results compared with numerical modeling 

 

Sea to Sky highway rock 

cuts, BC, Canada  Used for developing procedures for remote sensing rock slope mass 

mapping using open source software;  

 Characterization of damage and slope damage based on Google 

Street View; and  

 Used for close range characterization of blast damage features such 

as dilation, radial fractures, extension of pre-existing fractures etc.  
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1.3. Thesis outline 

This thesis consists of eight chapters. The present chapter provides an introduction to 

the research. A brief outline of each of the chapters is as follows: 

 Chapter 2 presents a literature survey reviewing the fundamental aspects of blasting, rock 

mechanics and damage. Special emphasis is given to research on blast damage in open 

pits. Blast damage features important to slope failure are discussed followed by a review of 

the principles of fracture mechanics and damage evolution during blasting. The state-of-art 

in the characterization of blast damage and its consideration in numerical modelling are 

discussed; 

 Chapter 3 describes the methodologies used in this thesis. The chapter outlines the criteria 

for defining blast damage followed by the methodology used in characterizing the blast 

damage. Furthermore, the numerical methods used to create the remote sensing derived 

models are also described;  

 Chapter 4 presents the field characterization of blast damage on road cut walls.  Road cuts 

offer an opportunity to study blast damage features in more detail. In this chapter, the details 

of near-field features such as the crushed zone, radial fractures, and stable fractures are 

given; 

 Chapter 5 describes the characterization of blast damage in open pit environments. In this 

chapter, the key features of blast damage are investigated at the large scale and their 

potential relationships to slope failure explained. This chapter presents the results of blast 

damage mapping and blast damage models constructed for the three case studies, viz 

Mount Polley, Copper Mountain and Jwaneng open pits; 

 Chapter 6 presents the results of simulation of blast fracture initiation, propagation, and 

coalescence during bench-scale blasting. In this chapter, the Finite-Discrete Element 

Method (FEM-DEM) using ELFEN (Rockfield, 2015) is employed. The fracture elongation 

and formation of the blast damage zone are investigated and discussed; 
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 Chapter 7 simulates the effects of blast damage features using conceptual large open pit 

slopes. Pit slope failures associated with the bench scale, overall scale and 

pentrahedral/hexahedral wedges are shown and analyzed using a number of data 

interpretation methods. The importance of blast fracture elongation on rock bridge 

degradation, excavation stages, and blast fracture development are investigated and 

discussed; and 

 Chapter 8 provides discussions and conclusions from the research together with 

recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 2. Literature review  

2.1. Introduction 

This chapter reviews historical literature and recent research on rock mass 

characterization, with emphasis on investigations concerning the influence of blast damage 

features on rock slope stability. The following sections present a brief discussion of the state-of- 

-the-art on our knowledge of blast damage features and other related concepts. The terminology 

for damage, blast quality and blast damage occurrence in open pits are defined and relevant 

concepts in fracture mechanics and damage evolution presented. Finally, approaches used in 

the field investigation and numerical modelling of blast damage in rock slopes are summarized. 

2.2. Explosive, blast design and implementation  

The excavation of material by blasting has been an important way of recovering mineral 

ore in the mining industry for decades. According to Wyllie and Mah (2005), the primary 

requirements of blasting in open pit mines are to produce a muck pile that is fragmented to suit 

operation of the excavating, hauling equipment and processing; to control damage to the rock 

and to minimize slope instability when excavating final slope faces. According to Mosher (2005), 

in most mines increased fragmentation has several advantages including; (1) increasing shovel 

and haul truck productivity (2) reducing boulder or oversize handling (3) reduce secondary 

blasting costs and (4) ensuring higher primary-crusher utilization. These advantages of 

increased fragmentation can however compromise the rock mass quality of the remaining rock 

slope walls. 

The measure of effectiveness of drilling and blasting is not in terms of blasting alone, but 

also by its contribution to the efficiency and economy of total excavation and processing 

systems. In order to achieve the optimum results of blasting under all conditions, a thorough 

understanding of the following parameters is required (Figure 2.1); (I) Type, weight, distribution 
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of explosive (ii) Nature of the rock (iii) Bench height (iv) Blast hole diameter (v) Burden (vi) 

Spacing (vii) Sub drill depth (viii) Stemming (ix) Initiation sequence for detonation of explosive 

and (x) Powder factor. 

 

 Figure 2.1. Definition of bench blasting terms (modified after Wyllie and Mah, 2005) 

Literature on blasting (Muller et al., 2010) shows that the process of rock fragmentation 

by blasting involves three main stages;  

 Pressure build-up 

 Wave transmission  

 Air blast  

Pressure build-up is the first stage of blasting in the rock fragmentation process. At this 

stage, relatively cool explosives are quickly converted into high temperature and high pressure 

gas. These explosion gases occupy a much greater volume at ordinary confining pressure than 
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the original charge and are capable of building up transient peak pressures in excess of 5 GPa. 

A resulting shock wave generated within a few milliseconds after detonation propagates away 

from the explosive charge. 

These shock waves are reflected back from the free face as tensile stress waves. Since 

rocks are weaker in tension than in compression, the tension waves induce rock mass fracture. 

The compression wave energy only enlarges the radial cracks whereas the tension waves 

cause the rock to fragment. The rapid expansion of gases in the blasthole causes flexure or 

bending.  As the rock surrounding the blast hole is crushed the initial shock waves after leaving 

the point of detonation begin to decay in intensity. At a relatively short distance (20 times the 

charge diameter), the compressive pulse is reduced to a level of intensity below the 

compressive strength of the rock.  From this point on rock fracturing stops, but other pressure or 

primary (P) and shear (S) waves continue through the rock mass.  The velocity of P-wave varies 

mainly according to the elastic properties of the rock. These waves are of considerable 

importance in regard to damage and vibration control (Persson et al., 1993). A portion of the 

energy that reaches the free face as P waves may be transferred to the air in the form of an air 

wave (Figure 2.2). 

 

Figure 2.2  Model showing physical effects of the detonation reaction of explosive in a 
rock mass (modified after Muller et al. 2010) 
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According to O‘Bryan (2012) and Wyllie and Mah (2005), mines are operated to 

minimize the cost of production and the key objective of production blasting is to achieve 

optimum rock fragmentation at minimal cost. Therefore, in order to meet this condition, 

production blasting uses large, widely spaced explosive charges that are designed to fragment 

a large amount of burden (the rock that lies between the existing slope face and the blasthole). 

Blast-induced rock mass damage in open pits is controlled by using several special 

methods called wall control blasting techniques (Wyllie and Mah, 2005). These techniques 

include changing the explosive type, changing blasthole diameter, decoupling the explosive, 

decking and changing the burden and spacing. The specific reason for the use of controlled 

blasting techniques may vary according to the mine. Two main reasons can be identified (Wyllie 

and Mah, 2005): 

 To ensure that the rock is broken to the excavation limit but not beyond to keep the host 

rock intact; and 

 To ensure the subsequent safety of personnel and equipment working under or adjacent to 

walls by avoiding overbreak and loose rock on the face. 

2.3. Damage 

Scoble et al. (1997) defined damage to a rock mass as the reduction in its integrity or 

quality. It has been divided into two group‘s namely inherent damage and mechanical damage. 

Inherent damage depends on the pre-existing rock mass fracturing before the mining process 

began. The rock mass fracturing can be viewed at three scales; small scale, intermediate scale 

and large scale. Large scale fracturing/inherent damage – examples of structures at this scale 

are faults, shear zones, lithological contacts, folding etc. According to Paventi (1995), 

intermediate scale fracturing or inherent damage occurs as joints, small scale shear zones and 

faults.  Mechanically induced damage is considered to be produced as a result of blasting or 

machine fragmentation and also due to stress redistribution. Blast damage can be defined as 

the deterioration in rock mass strength due to blasting. Blast damage can include the presence 

of newly generated fractures (including micro cracks), the extension of pre-existing 
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discontinuities; the opening/dilation of both newly formed and pre-existing discontinuities and 

the shearing along cracks and discontinuities.  

2.4. Blast induced rock slope damage  

The blasting process consists of several events that can damage the rock mass and 

lead to a loss of strength and/or integrity and hence to instability of a slope (Hagan, 1979). 

These events include (Figure 2.3): 

 Formation of a crushed zone immediately adjacent to the blasthole wall. This occurs when 

the cylindrical compressive strain produced by the shock waves exceeds the dynamic 

compressive breaking strain or the plastic yield of the material. The thickness of this zone is 

usually small (0.05-0.3 m); 

 Radial cracking – This is a zone of radial fractures formed immediately around the crushed 

zone and occurs when the tangential tensile strains exceed the dynamic tensile breaking 

strain of the rock.  The width of this zone decreases with (i) a decrease in peak strain on the 

borehole wall (ii) an increase in the rock‘s dynamic tensile breaking strain (iii) an increase in 

the rate of energy absorption in the rock (0.3-2 m); 

 Internal spalling - this occurs due to the tensile forces generated by the reflection of shock 

wave at a free face (usually an air interface). If this reflected wave pressure exceeds the 

tensile strength of the material, spalling or slabbing occurs progressively from the free face 

back toward the blasthole. This produces more intense overbreak between the blasthole 

and discontinuities (<60 m); 

 Fracturing along the boundaries of elastic modulus contrast - this occurs when the 

compressive strain wave propagates along adjacent beds which possess a difference in 

rock stiffness and results in differential strains being generated at the boundary; 

 Gas extension – During or after formation of radial and internal spalling, the gases start to 

expand and penetrate into strain wave – induced fractures and natural discontinuities; and   
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 Blast induced vibration applied to potentially unstable zones that may trigger a slide or slope 

failure. Usually require a movement of one key block. 

                  

Figure 2.3. Sketch showing crushing and radial cracking around a back-row 
blasthole and internal spalling (after Hagan, 1979) 

The occurrence of blast damage in an open pit mining can be influenced by distance 

from the blasting point. Mohanty and Chung (1986) classified blast damage in open pit into two 

types; 

 Near field damage or permanent damage – damage within a rock mass due to high 

frequency vibration when the blast is occurring in close proximity to the slope wall (0-20m); 

and  

 Far field damage or transient ground response – damage within the  rock mass occurs far 

away from the blast hole due to low frequency vibration (<100m). 
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2.4.1. Near field damage 

This includes the blasting induced damage which occurs near the vicinity of an exploding 

borehole. Mohanty and Chung (1986) and Yang et al. (1994) , described the near field damage 

as characterized by zones of crushing, compressive failure and tensile failure. The extent of the 

failure zone in hard rock seldom exceeds 20 borehole diameters (Mohanty and Chung, 1986). 

For a 0.3 m diameter charge hole with 500 kg of explosive this translates into a zone of about 6 

m around each borehole. The damage encountered in this zone is usually considered as 

permanent damage (due to permanent blast effects). Hartman (1992) divided the near field 

damage (permanent damage) into degradation and displacement. The degradation damage 

results from the increase in crack density that occurs in the near field of a blast hole. The extent 

of the degradation depends on blasthole diameter, rock type and initial conditions. Displacement 

results from vibrations and gas pressure. These vibrations cause significant problems in terms 

of slope stability where the static factor of safety is low and where ground motions produce 

permanent displacement greater than the size of discontinuity asperities (O‘Brian, 2012). 

2.4.2. Far field damage 

The damage potential in this zone is due to blasting vibration. Although the stress waves 

in this zone are not sufficient to fracture the intact rock directly, damage occurs due to strain 

accumulation along discontinuities. According to Mohanty and Chung (1986), the effect of blast 

vibration can be described on the basis of the failure of intact rock by means of spalling and 

plane failure of a slope. In lower quality rock mass, the cumulative effects of blasts vibration can 

be significant. Maki and Holmberg (1982) showed that in a foliated rock mass, the shock wave 

and reflected tensile waves from successive blasts caused a dilation of pre-existing 

discontinuities and the formation of new fractures, leading to a major reduction in the rock mass 

strength.  

2.5. Blast damage and its characteristics 

Explanation of the blast damage process in an open pit is well described in several 

publications related to fragmentation by blasting (Hagan, 1979; Oriard, 1982, Holmberg and 

Maki, 1980; Mohanty and Chung, 1984; La Juge et al. 1994; Scott, 1992; Little, 1997). The 
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phenomenon of damage according to Dowding (1985), Holmberg (1993) and Persson et al., 

(1996) is a result of the induced strain , which for an elastic medium is given by the equation: 

/ / pE PPV c     
   (2.1) 

Where  = induced strain,  = stress generated, E = Young‘s modulus and PPV is the peak 

particle velocity and cp = wave propagation velocity of the rock. From this relation, it can be 

seen that the strain controls the rock mass failure due to blasting. Failure in the rock/ rock mass 

will occur if the strains are greater than 1% (Dowding, 1985). Studies conducted by Hagan 

(1979); Mohanty and Chung (1984); Scott (1992) and Da Gama (1997) resulted in a damage 

and undamaged rock mass model where a damaged rock mass is characterized by post-blast 

cracks exceeding the pre-blast cracks (Raina et al., 2000).  

Blasting induced damage in a rock mass has been well documented internationally by 

many researchers ( Hagan ,1979; Scoble and Moss ,1994; Scoble et al.,1997; Hoek, 2012).  

Similar to underground openings, open pit slopes are vulnerable to the forces due to repeated 

blasting. Different researchers ( Oriard 1981; Little ,1999; Hoek and Karzulovic , 2000; Scott et 

al.,1993, O‘Brian, 2012 and Floyd, 2012) have concluded that, blast damage in open pits can be 

classified as follows; 

 Dislocated and loose face rocks which present hazards to men and machinery working 

below the face; 

 Overbreak which can destroy catch berms and lead to over-steepening of the face and wall 

angle; and 

 A cumulative reduction in material strength of the rock mass in which the slope is 

developed. 

2.5.1. Intact rock fracture  

Damage in intact rock can be considered according to the Kachanov damage principle, 

(Kachanov, 1986), in which damage is defined as changes in elastic modulus. Kachanov (1986) 
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proposed a damage variable (ω) which is defined as the area that is unable to support load due 

to damage (A), relative to the area before damage (A0).  

0

A

A
 

 ;  0 1   

                                      (2.2) 

Kachanov (1986) used Hooke‘s law to show that a damage constant can be calculated 

based on the Young‘s modulus for a sample before damage and 𝐸, the Young‘s modulus for the 

sample after damage (𝐸′):  
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(Usually expressed as D) where   
'E

E
represent a continuity of the material usually expressed by 

the parameter (г).  

2.5.2. Cohesion weakening due to crack growth  

Blasting produces an impact load against the surrounding rocks as a result of the 

explosion. Stress waves, though not as strong as impact waves, still provide sufficient energy to 

break rock to form a fracture zone and extend the length of pre-existing joints. Each blast round 

creates a partially fractured joint system and block assemblage and leaves few critical blocks 

which form a part of the bench volume (Rossmanith and Uenishi, 1997). During blasting, the 

fractures tend to open, close and grow. These processes of sub critical crack growth have been 

known to be important for brittle rocks failure; however, it has in general been ignored in the 

design of rock structures such as rock slopes (Kemeny, 2003). In rock slope failure, both mode I 

and mode II are used to describe the brittle failure of the rock mass (Figure 2.4). For pre-

existing discontinuities, the elongation can be derived in terms of Mode I fracture and dynamic 

loading. 
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 To understand the blast effects on discontinuities, the stress intensity factor should be 

considered. The stress intensity factor is used to predict the accumulation of stress near the tip 

of cracks caused by loading. The importance of this factor is that it relates applied load and 

crack size. With continued increase in applied compressive stress waves from blasting, the 

growth of a crack will be initiated when the stress intensity factor 𝐾𝐼 of the crack equals the 

mode I fracture toughness of the material. The stress intensity factor 𝐾𝐼 driving the growth of a 

crack of length 𝑙 is given as (Ashby and Hallam, 1986): 

 
𝐾𝐼 = −

[1 − 𝜆 − 𝜇 1 + 𝜆 − 4.3𝜆𝐿

(1 + 𝐿)
3
2

[0.23𝐿 +
1

 3 1 + 𝐿 
]𝜎1(𝑡) 𝜋𝑎 

(

(2.4) 

where 𝐿 = 𝑙/𝑎 is the normalized length of the wing crack and  𝜆 = 𝜎1/𝜎3
 . The orientation 

is obtained by 2𝜒 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1(  
1

𝜇
 ) 

 

          

Figure 2.4 Fracture modes and their corresponding stress intensity factors (modified 
after Phillips et al., 2013). 

 

In the case of dynamic loading, the Mode I dynamic stress intensity factor is defined as, 

 𝐾1𝐷 = 𝑘1(𝑣)𝐾𝐼                    
(2.5) 
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where K1D is Mode I dynamic SIF, KI is Mode I static SIF and k1(v) is a function of crack growth 

velocity, (v). The function k1 v = 1.0  when v = 0 and k1 v = 0  when  reaches the critical 

velocity of crack growth, which is normally regarded as the velocity of a Rayleigh wave in the 

rock mass. The function   represents the inertial effect on crack growth and is given as, 

 

 

                                
(2.6) 

where  is the Rayleigh wave speed and can be derived from material parameters, Young‘s 

modulus , mass density  and Poisson‘s ratio  (Freund, 1998):  

 

 

         (2.7) 

The simplest criterion for dynamic crack growth is set by assuming that   cannot exceed a 

critical value (static fracture toughness of the material)  

 
 

           (2.8) 

where   is the static fracture toughness of the material. Combining equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, 

the rate of crack growth  becomes  

 

 

             (2.9) 

Then the crack length (  ) is determined incrementally as  

 
 

                (2.10) 

For a given blast load, the problem can be solved dynamically by first determining the 

current values of stress as it varies with distance and stress intensity factors and then the crack 
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growth rate and finally the cumulative crack length. The initial conditions for the calculations are 

assumed as:  

                                                       (2.11) 

Laboratory and numerical modeling results have shown that cohesion weakening and 

reduction of rock bridge size occur simultaneously (Rossmanith and Uenishi, 1997). In open pits 

the common form of damage is a reduction in the discontinuity shear strength due to the 

repeated blasting. Field evidence at Diavik mine (Beale et al., 2014) shows blast damage may 

go deeper into open pits than often considered. During the investigation at Diavik, blasting 

occurred 400 m away from piezometers, however, the pore pressure was noted to rise soon 

after blasting (Figure 2.5). The interpretation of these results is that blasting has caused an 

opening or growth of the fracture which improves the hydraulic connectivity between fracture 

networks. 

 

Figure 2.5 Pore pressure response after blasting at Diavik open pit (after Beale et al., 
2014) 
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 Seismic monitoring presented by Lynch et al. (2006) at the Navachab open pit gold mine 

in Namibia showed that the cumulative number of recorded seismic events increased after two 

rounds of blasting (Figure 2.6). A possible explanation is that micro-seismic activity is related to 

open pit blasting and material removal. The fracturing could be related to blasting and unloading 

of the slope. From this study, it is obvious that increases in seismic events are due to fracturing 

from both blasting and brittle failure processes. 

 

Figure 2.6 Seismic event records increased after blasting at Navachab mine, Namibia 
(After, Lynch et al., 2006). 

2.5.3. Joint shear strength reduction  

In structurally controlled open pit slopes, repeated blast loading causes a progressive 

accumulation of damage in a rock mass and may lead to degradation in the rock mass strength 

with resultant large slope displacements (O‘Bryan, 2012). Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show 

conceptually the reduction in the shear strength of a discontinuity near the final pit wall; the 

discontinuity shear strength may decrease to a residual value as the blasting activities approach 

the final pit wall position (O‘Bryan, 2012).  
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Figure 2. 7 Cumulative effect of blasting on the final pit slope (modified after O’Bryan, 
2012) 

           

 Figure 2.8 Blasting influence on rock defects (modified after O’Bryan, 2012) 

Field investigations at the Nchanga open pit reported by Naismith and Wessels (2005) 

showed that the slope displacements and related deformation at Nchanga tended to increase 

soon after blasting  (Figure 2.9) . The possible explanation for the increase in displacement 

soon after blasting is that, blasting either destroyed rock bridges inside the rock mass or 

blasting reduced the shear strength of the discontinuities leading to increase slope 

displacement. 
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Figure 2.9 Nchanga Mine, July 2004 failure. Displacements rates and accumulated 
displacement for 4 days prior to collapse (Naismith and Wessels, 2005) 

2.6. Quantification of blast damage in rock slopes 

Both direct and indirect techniques have been used in the past to measure the amount 

of damage adjacent to a blasted area. Methods for the determination of blast induced damage 

can be classified into four main categories (Table 2.1). The first consists of field methods that 

directly measure cracks in blocks of relatively intact rock and also in the face of a bench in 

controlled blasting ( Olsson et al. , 2002; Marklund et al., 2007; Ouchterlony et al., 2000 ;1999). 

Hagan and Morris (1981) and Scoble et al. (1997) provide a detailed overview of the direct 

techniques used to measure blast damage as shown in Table 2.1. The advantage of using 

these methods includes physical measurement of the extent and intensity of damage. 

Furthermore, it allows reliable damage classification to be done. However, these techniques 

may often be too expensive to be practical and some methods may have suffered from 

inconsistency in application and interpretation of the data leading to some time consuming, 

difficult and sometimes unreliable data processing to obtain the relevant information. Several 

empirical methodologies have been established to aid in assessing blast damage. One such 
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method is assessment of the effectiveness of controlled blasting by Golder Associates (Floyd, 

2012) (Table 2.2). 

Table 2. 1. Field based methods for blast damage measurements  
Techniques Method and 

reference 
Examples  Advantages and 

disadvantages  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Direct or contact 
methods 

Bench mapping 
(Mojtabai and 
Beattie,1996; 
Hagan,1979) 

 Visual inspection  

 Geomechanical line 
surveys  

 Core logging and strength 
testing 

 Surface surveying  

Provides surface distribution of 
blast damage and require 
drilling to obtain blast damage 
behind the face 

Traditional methods  
(Paventi,1995) 

 Half cast factor 

 Blast damage rating 
system (BDRS) 

 Drift condition Rating 
(DCR) 

 Blast damage index 

 Mining induced damage 
index, for tunnelling and 
drifting purposes 

Parameters and indices have 
been developed through 
experience and trial and error 

Depends on 
presence of borehole  
(Brent, 2000) 

 Borehole video cameras 

 Cross hole seismic 

 Borehole pressure  

 Extensometers 

 Coaxial cable and shear 
strips 

Cannot sustain high pressures 
near the explosive borehole 
due to the borehole collapse 
 
 
 

Ground vibrations 
and response 
(Outchelony,2004; 
Maki and 
Holmbelrg,1981) 
 

 PPV methods 

 Ground response curve 
(GRC) 

Provides only an indirect 
measurement of ground 
condition at a point 

Rock mass 
classification 
 

 Rock Mass Rating 
(RMR) 

 Mining Rock Mass 
Rating (MRMR) 

 Geomechanical Q- 
Classification System  

 Blasting Damage 
Rating  

 Inherent Damage 
Index 

These systems and criteria 
were not developed for blast 
damage classification; 
however adjustment can be 
made to these systems to 
accommodate blast damage 

Geophysical 
properties of material 
 

 Seismic tomography 

 Ground radar penetration  

Provides vertical and lateral 
distribution of blast damage  

Numerical 
methods 

Numerical simulation 
of blast fracturing  
(Munjiza,1998; 
Mitelman, 2015; 
katabanias,2004) 

 Continuum methods 

 Discontinuum methods 

 Hybrid methods 

Alternative to field observation 
for blast fracturing.  
Cheap compared to field trials. 

Empirical methods Blast damage levels 
(Floyd, 2012; 2009) 

 Golder Associates blast 
damage assessment table 

Provides preliminary 
assessment of blast damage 
on the rock mass 

Remote sensing 
techniques 

Detection and 
classification of 
features 
(Tuckey, 2012) 

 Photogrammetry 

 LiDAR  

 Thermal imaging 

Acquisition of information 
about damage zones without 
making physical contact with 
the rock 
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In this assessment, blast damage is classified into five arbitrary damage levels; slight, 

moderate, heavy, severe and extreme (Figure 2.10). In each arbitrary damage level; joint and 

block condition, face condition and digging condition are described. This method is used to 

define different blast domains on the open pits slopes.In order to characterize blast damage in 

the interior rock mass, behind the bench face which the single face map and photogrammetry 

cannot fully capture, geophysical survey data and/or borehole logs where available can be 

used. Velocity imaging has been used in a number of geotechnical applications including 

lithologic mapping, mapping of fracture zones and mapping stress concentration. This is a 

technique which maps the spatial variation in some seismic properties of rock mass typically P-

wave velocity. Furthermore, this technique has been used in mapping blast damage zones. 

Rock fragmentation associated with blasting results in local reduction of modulus of rock mass 

with corresponding reduction in seismic velocity (Singer and Iverson, 2009;Maxwell and Young, 

1993).The advantage of a seismic survey is that the surveys have resolution on the order of 1 m 

or greater and method can be used to cover large cross section areas of approximately 10000 

m². Target suitable for this scale are major cracks, faults and depositional changes (Maxwell 

and Young, 1993). 

 

        

 

Figure 2.10. Example of blast induced fractures associated with different blast damage 
levels (a) no damage and (b) moderate (after Floyd et al., 2009). 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

~3m 
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Table 2.2. Assessment of the effectiveness of controlled blasting (Golder Associates),  
based on Floyd, (2012) 

Estimated Damage level Joint and block 

condition  

Face condition Digging condition  

Slight  Joint closed, infilling still 

welded 

Most half- barrels seen Scars of teeth in softer 

formations, but further 

digging impractical 

Moderate  Weak joint infilling is 

broken, occasional 

blocks and joints slightly 

displaced 

Face is smooth; some 

half barrels can be 

seen, minor cracks. 

Some free digging 

possible but with tooth 

chatter 

Heavy Frequent joints 

dislocated and 

displaced 

Minor spalls from face, 

Radial cracking seen. 

Free digging possible 

with effort <1.5 m. 

Severe Face shattered, joints 

dislocated. Some blocks 

disoriented. 

Face irregular, some 

spalls, some back –

break cracks. 

Free digging possible 

but to <3 m. 

Extreme Block dislocated and 

disoriented. Blast 

induced fines observed 

Face highly irregular, 

heavy spalling from 

face, large back break 

cracks 

Extensive free digging 

possible > 3 m. 

  

 

Peak particle velocity is the most common method to determine blast induced damage. 

Peak particle velocity has been found not only to be theoretically proportional to blast induced 

damage, but also to correlate closely with actual damage. One advantage of this method is that 

it is a relatively simple method compared to other methods. The disadvantages are that it does 

not provide actual value of the damage and it is difficult to predict accurately damage for PPV 

measured further away from the charge (Scoble et al., 1997). The original model was proposed 

by Holmberg and Persson (1979) and is expressed as: 

KW
PPV

R






 

                                                (2.12) 
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where  is the charge weight, is distance from the charge and ,  and   are constants. 

Singh (2001) reviewed ―critical vibration velocity for damage―ranges for different rock masses 

based upon his experience and that of other researchers (Holmberg and Persson, 1979); these 

are summarized in Table 2.3.  

    Table 2.3. Critical PPV for damage for different rock types 

 
Rock type 

 
Critical PPV for damage in 
millimeters per second 

 
Hard rock: Specific gravity (SG)> 2.7  
    Compressive strength >240 MPa 

        
       1200 to 2000 

 
Medium hard rock: SG > 2.5  
  Compressive strength 100 to 150 MPa 

           
         700 to 1000 

 
Soft rock: SG > 2.3 
    Compressive strength <50 MPa 

          
         < 400 

 

In practice, damage in the final wall is controlled by limiting the particle velocity. The 

damage initiates because of large displacements and large strains that are generated by stress 

waves. Depending on the type of rock, rock breakage can occur at much lower particle 

velocities. As the blast damage is cumulative in nature and when rock mass has already been 

loosened by previous blasting, it may thus require therefore very little blast energy to suffer 

damage (Singh, 2001). Therefore, the use of the single limiting value of PPV as a case of blast 

damage criteria is not adequate and may result in damage to poor quality rock masses. 

Different damage criteria have been proposed for describing damage levels in rock masses 

(Floyd, 2012; Singh 2001); Table 2.4 shows examples of these criteria. 

Table 2. 4. Blast damage criteria proposed by Singh (2001) and Floyd (2012) 
 

Type of damage PPV threshold for 

damage 

Type of damage 

Minor damage 50-400 mm/s Loosening of open joints with weak 

filling. Fall of partly loosened section of 

rock. Reduction in the frictional 

properties of joints 

Medium damage 200-700 mm/s Opening and extension of pre-existing 

cracks, tight joints, and joints filled with 

hard material. Minor rock falls 

Severe damage 600-2500 mm/s Fracturing of intact rock 

A major rock fall 
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2.7. Characterization of blast damage in rock mechanics 
practice 

Currently five approaches are used to characterize the influence of blast damage on a 

rock mass: 

I. Empirical approach – using a disturbance factor, D, in the Hoek – Brown equations 

(Hoek,1998; Hoek et al., 2002) 

II. Fracture mechanics approach – depends on availability of fracture and loading on the 

model. It utilizes the stress intensity to predict the stress at the tip of cracks. (Zhou, 

2004; Zhou et al., 2004, 2006) 

III. Damage mechanics approach – through numerical modelling of the blasting process 

followed by excavation and determination of damage caused by blasting using damage 

models. 

IV. Combined damage and fracture mechanics approach – utilizing the theories of rock 

fracture mechanics and damage mechanics for estimating blast damage (Rossmanith et 

al., 1997) 

2.7.1. An empirical approach to blast damage assessment 

Hoek (1988) introduced the concept of a disturbed rock mass in the 1988 Hoek- Brown 

criterion in which the original interlocking mass is disturbed by blasting, excavation or stress. In 

this version of the criterion, the rock mass was either disturbed or undisturbed and the criterion 

did not allow for gradation in blasting damage. This formed the basis for the development of a 

variable blast reduction factor D which was introduced in the 2002 version of Hoek-Brown 

criterion (Hoek et al.,2002). The Hoek and Brown - 2002 criterion is expressed as: 

3
1 3
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                 (2.13) 

where  and    are the maximum and minimum effective stresses at failure The value of the 

Hoek-Brown constant m for the rock mass,  and  are constants which depend upon the rock 

mass characteristics, and  is the uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock pieces, 
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                           (2.14) 

GSI is the geological strength index and D is the disturbance factor which varies from 0 to 1 (0 

being undamaged rock mass and 1 damaged rock mass). 

According to Hoek et al. (2002), the disturbance factor (D) accounts for global 

disturbance of the rock mass. Furthermore, the guidelines provided by Hoek et al. (2002) for 

estimating the disturbance factor (D) are largely based on visible evidence on the rock face. 

Recently, Hoek (2012) provided an extremely useful online note as an aid to selection of 

appropriate D value and the extent of the damage zone. For open pits, where T is the thickness 

of the damage zone and H is the bench height Hoek‘s recommendations are given in Table 2.5 

and Figure 2.11. 

 
Table 2. 5  Recommendation of blast damage thickness by Hoek (2012) 

Large production blast, confined and with little or no control T = 2 to 2.5 H 

Production blast with no control but blasting to a free face T = 1 to 1.5 H 

Production blast, confined but with some control, e.g. one or 

more buffer rows T = 1 to 1.2 H 

Production blast with some control, e.g. one or more buffer 

rows, and blasting to a free face T = 0.5 to 1 H 

Carefully controlled production blast with a free face T = 0.3 to 0.5 H 
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Figure 2.11 Slope with blast induced zone as suggested by Hoek and Karzulovic (2000) 

These are useful guidelines but relate to reduction in the rock mass strength only and are 

most relevant to use of continuum numerical codes. Where discrete structures are present that 

may control stability, the use of the Hoek Brown criterion – GSI approach is not recommended. 

Diederichs (2007) pointed out that Hoek and Brown criterion should be used with caution 

because the criterion does not adequately account for brittle damage, crack propagation and the 

inhibition of frictional strength development in near excavation environment. These factors are 

likely to be encountered in large open pits during and after blasting. Crack propagation and 

extension of existing discontinuities are the main features of blast damage, especially in large 

open pit which cannot be practically accounted for in using the Hoek and Brown criterion.      

2.7.2. Blast damage simulation methods 

Constitutive models of rocks have also been developed using the continuum damage 

mechanics principles first proposed by Kachanov (1958) and based on scalar, vector or 

tensorial representation of void formation, micro-cracking or embedded fracture phenomenon in 

rock under loading. Damage models usually relate closely to both continuum mechanics and 

fracture mechanics (Oliver, 2000; Oliver et al., 2002). The damage mechanics approach has 

been applied to study the influence of blast loading on a rock mass and to formulate damage 

observed in slopes, Huang and Subhash (2002) and Fei et al. (2013).  
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2.7.3. Fracture mechanics approach to blast damage assessment 

In this approach the propagation of cracks is influenced by stress near the crack which 

alters the final fracture pattern. The defect is regarded as a stress concentrator and controls 

brittle fracture development. The influence of applied loads on crack extension is related 

through parameters that characterize stress and strain intensity near a crack tip. Several 

modelling approaches have been used to represent the damage evolution of rock under blast 

loading including open crack (Zhou, 2004), cohesive and sliding crack models. Of these three 

crack models, the sliding crack model is regarded as the most representative in describing the 

fracture behaviour of rock as it considers frictional effects in the stress intensity factor for crack 

extension. 

Zhou (2004) used the open crack model to analyze the localization of deformation and 

damage in a mesoscopic heterogeneous rock under dynamic uniaxial tensile loading. In this 

model, it is proposed that the stress-strain relationship under dynamic uniaxial tensile stress 

includes four stages i.e. linear elasticity, pre-peak nonlinear hardening, stress drop and strain 

softening. Zhou et al. (2004) developed a model for the dynamic stress intensity factor based on 

the assumption that the growth of tensile cracks is in the direction of the maximum principal 

stress. The overall damage equation and complete stress-strain relation is dependent on a 

number of randomly oriented pre-existing micro-cracks within the rock material. In fracture 

mechanics models, the solution depends on the existence of well-defined cracks or defects. 

Based on this assumption a limitation is that the material must have well defined crack length, 

orientation and spacing between initial cracks together with the friction coefficients of the initial 

crack surface (Yuan and Harrison, 2006). In practice measurement of these properties within a 

material is difficult and renders the method impractical.  

2.7.4. Combined fracture and damage mechanics approaches  

 This approach is developed using a block model combining both fracture mechanics and 

damage mechanics in order to investigate the stability of the face block (Rossmanith and 

Uenishi, 1997 and Daehnke et al., 1997). In this model it is assumed that a major discontinuity 

at the bench scale will lead to local bench failure. Furthermore, three mechanisms are assumed 

to operate jointly or simultaneously. The assumptions are: 
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 Static friction and cohesion is assumed to be active on the joint plane between the block and 

frictional surface. The magnitude of cohesion decreases with environmental conditions such 

as cyclic vibration from trucks travelling on the bench surface, stress waves from nearby 

blasts, daily thermal cycles;  

 A portion of the contact area of the block is still intact to a certain degree and the remaining 

part is a shear surface divided into areas of slip and stick. Cracking by low cycle fatigue due 

to blast vibration and thermal fatigue will change the area of friction, fracture and ligament; 

and 

 Often joints are not completely broken and planar shear load transfer is possible where their 

degradation is taken into account by formulating a damage analysis. 

2.8. Blast representation in numerical models 

Numerical modeling may also be used in the characterization of blast induced damage. 

In this method, a number of rock damage parameters and indices are developed through 

numerical simulation of the blasting process. These methods have become increasingly 

applicable to assessing blast induced damage. The advantage of numerical simulations lies in 

the fact that a variety of blast geometry and explosive loading condition can be examined 

without having to conduct costly field trials. Numerical simulations can accommodate all 

practical explosive conditions, including decoupling and decked charges and able to anticipate 

problem areas and allows changes in the blast patterns and selection of explosives accordingly 

leading to significant cost saving. Munjiza et al. (1995) combined finite and distinct element 

methods and developed a model which was capable to model blasts. This model was further 

extended by Minchinton and Lynches (1996) and equipped with a strain – softening based 

fracture model in order to simulate the fracturing process. Onederra et al. (2013) used the 

Hybrid Stress and Blast Model code to validate the blasting damage of two controlled blasting 

experiments in a concrete block. Results indicated that the code is capable of adequately 

predicting both the extent and shape of blast damage (Figure 2.12). Radial fractures extending 

towards free face are apparent in modeling output and match those mapped in physical 

experiments (Figure 2.14). However, the code currently has some limitations in the modelling of 

attenuation of peak particle velocity further away from the charge. 
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Figure 2.12. Comparison between model prediction and actual measurement for a model 
of a concrete block (after Furtney et al., 2009) 
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2.9. Numerical methods and modeling of blast damage 

Stead et al. (2006) suggested three levels of sophistication in slope stability problems. 

Limit equilibrium methods and kinematic methods form the first level of complexity. These 

methods are simple and well adapted to slope stability problems. However, limit equilibrium 

analysis cannot represent deformations and the displacement of the failing rock mass. Many 

rock slope stability problems encompass complexity such as geometry, material anisotropy, 

nonlinear behavior, in situ stress etc.(Eberhardt, 2003). Limit equilibrium and kinematic analysis 

cannot address such complexity in slope stability problems. In these cases, using more 

sophisticated methods (level 2 or level 3) may be required. Numerical methods can be divided 

into three main groups: 

I. Continuum  

 Finite Element methods (FEM) 

 Finite Difference Methods (FDM) 

 Boundary Elements Methods (BEM) 

II. Discontinuum methods  

 Discrete Element Methods (DEM) 

 Discrete Fracture Network Methods (DFN) 

III. Hybrid methods 

 Hybrid FEM/BEM 

 Hybrid BEM/DEM 

 Hybrid FEM/DEM 

2.9.1. Continuum methods 

In the continuum method, the rock mass within a domain is divided into simple elements 

with assumed material properties. The collective behavior of these simple elements model the 

more complex behavior of the rock mass within the domain.  

2.9.2. Equivalent continuum models 

In equivalent continuum models, the jointed rock properties are expressed as simple 

function of intact rock properties and joint properties (Sitharam and Latha, 2002; Sitharam et al., 
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2001). This approach is applicable to heavily jointed rock masses and provides an alternative 

for modeling the damaged zone, since fracture networks in the damaged zone are very difficult 

to explicitly implement in a theoretical model. 

2.9.3. Discontinuum models 

In the discontinuum method, the rock mass is divided into blocks by discontinuities. The 

blocks are then further divided into smaller elements. Each block is assigned unique properties. 

The overall behaviour of the rock mass is determined by interaction between individual blocks 

along the discontinuities. The discontinuum approach can be applied to model the influence of 

blast induced fractures on the response of the rock mass in a slope. Due to the complex nature 

of fracture geometries, it is difficult to explicitly represent individual blast fractures in a 

discontinuum model.   

2.9.4. Hybrid methods  

Hybrid methods are a combination of the continuum and discontinuum approaches. In 

this method, the damaged zone is treated as discontinuum while the undamaged zone is treated 

as continuum. However, due to the difficulties in fracture generation using hybrid codes more 

advanced methods for fracture generation can be used. Numerical modeling of blast damage is 

an important tool for understanding the complex mechanisms involved including fracture 

initiation, propagation and coalescence after blasting. As stated previously, continuum and 

discontinuum codes often fail to realistically represent the complex fracture geometry generated 

by the blasting process). Numerical models based on hybrid finite / discrete elements (ELFEN( 

Rockfield 2010) and Y- GUI (Mahabadi et al., 2010)) have been used to realistically simulate the 

progressive failure of a rock mass. 

One of the difficulties in modeling the influence of blasting on slope stability is the type of 

geometry to be incorporated in models. Currently in the literature, three geometries of a slope 

with blast induced damage have been noted. The first geometry which is considered more 

realistic was presented by Little et al. (1999) (Figure 2.13) , a second geometry was suggested 

by  Hoek (2012) (Figure 2.14) and a third geometry used by Li et al.(2011) (Figure 2.15). 
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 Little et al. (1999) presented a comprehensive description of the blast damage in a pit 

on slope. This geometry was used to describe influence of blasting in overall or interamp scale 

slope. However, there was no description on how to assign blast damage in the model. In his 

description the slope was sub-divided into four main zones (Figure 2.13); 

I. Blast damaged zone 

II. Minor structure controlled zone 

III. Rock mass controlled zone  

IV. Major structure controlled zone  

 

Figure 2.13.Overall or inter ramp slope geometry and zonal classification, (after Little 
1999). 

Hoek (2012) suggested a geometry in which the model is divided into two main zones 

(as shown in Figure 2.14) the blast damage zone and the undamaged zone. The thickness of 

the blast damaged zone depends on the height of the slope as suggested by Hoek and 

Karzulovic (2000). The geometry is suitable for slope in the bench scale, since it may give 

unrealistic blast damage zones when it is used for overall scale slope. 

 Li et al. (2011) evaluated the role of blast damage on a slope by assigning the damage 

factor as contours decreasing towards the centre of the slope (Figure 2.15). The authors used 
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this geometry (slope depth of 50m and 80m) in the continuum modeling of a blast damaged 

slope using SLIDE (Rocscience 2010). There is no guideline on how to use this geometry and it 

has seen to the authors knowledge, it has very limited to no application in engineering practice. 

The scale at which proposed blast damage approaches have been applied to data has received 

little attention and the practical guidelines on using ―D‖ values are extremely limited. Given the 

important implication for realistic slope model simulations of both the assumed blast disturbance 

value and the assumed extent of blast damage behind a pit slope. The author considers this 

topic an important area for future research. This apparent subjective approach to blast damage 

was an important driver for the current research. 

           

Figure 2.14. Bench with blast induced zone as suggested by Hoek and Karzulovic (2000)  

     

Figure 2.15 Contours of disturbance in an inhomogeneous rock slope (bench scale) by Li 
et al. (2011) 
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2.10. Discrete fracture network approach 

The data obtained from field mapping, boreholes and remote sensing can be 

incorporated into a discrete fracture network model to generate the block size and shape 

distribution. The discrete fracture network (DFN) is used to simulate systematic actual 

distribution of joints and fractures in the rock mass and can then serve as a basis for the 

prediction of rock mechanics parameters and engineering analysis. In large open pits, the 

structural data can be obtained from borehole and core logging and in the field through 

discontinuity surveys on exposed bench faces. Joint and fracture distributions on exposed rock 

slope surfaces have been disturbed by blast waves introducing uncertainty and may longer fully 

represent the inherent joints and fractures generated by geological events (Zhang et al., 2001).  

In order for discrete fracture elements to represent realistic distribution of fractures and 

joints two scenarios should be considered. Firstly, the distribution of fractures before blasting 

should be determined followed by distribution of fractures and joints after blasting. Initially, the 

distribution of discontinuities is usually obtained through field survey on the exposed bench 

faces and modeling using discrete fracture network codes. According to Zhang et al. (2001) in 

order to predict the fracture distribution in disturbed strata that have been subjected to various 

degrees of blast damage, systematic simulation techniques such as discrete fracture network 

codes can be used to simulate fracture distribution before blasting followed by the determination 

of crack length due to blasting based on theory of fracture mechanics, explained in previous 

sections. There are many different codes for modeling fracture distribution before blasting using 

discrete fracture networks. FracSim 3D (Xu and Dowd, 2010) is a public domain code for 2D 

/3D stochastic simulation of fractures. The code FracMan (Golder Associate, 2010 and 

Dershowitz et al., 1998) has been used to generate 3D stochastic models of fracture networks 

in the modeling of rock slopes. A new blast intensity parameter was proposed by Tuckey (2012) 

(B21) and has been used to generate a blast damage DFN to simulate directly the reduced 

strength rock mass for rock slopes, Lupogo et al. (2014). Table (2.6) shows measures of 

fracture intensities used in DFN generation in a rock mass. 
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Table 2.6: Measures of fracture intensity used in DFN generation (Golder Associates, 
2010) 
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Chapter 3. Research methodology  

3.1. Introduction  

This chapter presents the methodology used to characterize blast damage in engineered 

rock slopes. Blast damage features such as new blast fractures, the extension of pre-existing 

discontinuities, opening of pre-existing discontinuities, fractographic observations, heave and 

ground vibration should all be considered in the development of improved blast damage 

classification. A brief introduction to survey methods and post-processing techniques used for 

blast damage characterization is presented. The research methodology is designed to capture 

important blast damage features which are not usually taken into account in current slope 

design practice. The definition and distinction between blast damage and tectonic damage are 

given, followed by interpretation of blast damage features which occur in different geological 

environments. At the sites studied in this thesis, remote sensing, blast performance mapping 

and discontinuity surveying were undertaken. The occurrence of blast damage varies at each 

site depending on the geology, therefore, field investigations, remote sensing, post processing, 

and analysis method were modified according to site conditions.  

The requirements for investigating blasting damage were developed based on published 

work including Floyd (2012), Bye et al. (2005), Singh (2004), Scoble et al. (1997), Paventi 

(1995), Hagan and Morris (1982) and Maki and Holmberg (1982). These researchers have 

contributed significantly to the methods proposed for characterization of blast damage in open 

pit slopes. A review of the published literature, suggests that the following parameters should be 

monitored and investigated in detail when assessing the blast induced damage in open pit 

slopes: 

 Geology of the open pit; 

 Structural geology and rock mass quality (inherent damage either from tectonics or 

weathering and definition of structural domains and recognition of keyblock); 
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 Design and implementation of the blast;  

 Formation of blast damage features such as new fractures, extension of pre-existing 

discontinuities, dilation of discontinuities and presence of loosened/disturbed blocks;  

 Overall movement of the slope during blasting;  

 Degradation of joint surface properties due to blast vibration and blast induced 

displacements; 

 Thickness of the blast damage zone; and  

 Block size/shape in muck piles formed.  

3.2. Characterization of blast damage features  

Blast damage features are visible at all scales and are associated with varied 

mechanisms of slope failure. In order to obtain the information on blast damage features, a 

detailed workflow for investigation is proposed. The general approach for investigation of blast 

damage in a rock slope follows four stages (Table 3.1). This approach has been used in the 

field investigations undertaken as part of this thesis.  

These procedures are easy to apply in practice and can allow realistic assessment of 

blast damage in the slopes; 

 Define the zone of investigation – depending on the slope scale (bench/multi-bench) and 

level of detail required (an appropriate size damage zone or mapping window can be 

established). These zones can be established based on blast damage indicators such as 

overbreak, joint damage features and volume of slope material failed; 

 Attempt to differentiate kinematic and blast-induced failures by conducting wedge failure 

analysis of the pre-existing structure to delineate critically oriented rock wedges. Purely 

kinematically controlled failed wedges would tend to have low factors of safety and can be 

considered to have a high probability of immediate failure on excavation due to the removal 
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of kinematic constraint, even where blast disturbance is negligible. In the case where rock 

bridges along discontinuities exist (along either the dip or strike direction) a wedge would 

tend to have higher factors of safety (for preliminary purposes assumed greater than 1.3 in 

this thesis). The wedge failure is assumed to be dominantly kinematically released if the 

factor of safety is less than 1.3 and the result of blast induced failure if the factor of safety of 

the wedge is higher than 1.3 (Hoek and Bray, 1981). An important assumption in this 

proposed approach is that blasting tends to destroy rock bridges (with a reduction in 

cohesion) along the discontinuities; 

 Derive relationships between pre-existing tectonic structures and blast induced structures. 

Quantify both pre-existing structures and newly formed blast features; and 

 Define the extent of blast damage. 

Table 3.1 Proposed framework for blast damage assessment 

Step Approach 

1 Establish the blast domain Remote sensing/in the field mapping, overbreak, slope profile, 

visual observations  

2 Wedge failure analysis  Limit equilibrium analysis 

3 Quantifying the inherent 

structures and blast 

fractures 

Derive a blast designated quality index (BDQ), the geometrical 

properties of discontinuities and blast fractures, observe 

discontinuity surface properties  

4 Extent of blast damage  Empirical formulation of blast damage thickness, Peak particle 

velocity analysis, geomechanical modelling  

  

 The first step in the proposed methodology refers to the collection and processing 

of visual field data indicating the intensity of blast damage, i.e. overbreak of the slope face due 
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to blasting, half cast factor (HFC) and debris accumulation on the benches. The second step of 

the proposed approach is the determination of the influence of blast fracturing on the rock mass. 

The objective of these first two steps is to identify areas with intense blast damage and also to 

understand the relationship between in-situ natural rock mass fracturing (tectonic) and blast 

induced processes. Step 3, involves differentiation between critical kinematically controlled and 

blast-induced slope failures. In step 4, the damage thickness is determined and a blast damage 

model is prepared. The last damage model can be presented either as a discrete fracture 

network model or as a limit equilibrium/geomechanical model. 

3.3. The state of damage of the rock mass 

In order to quantitatively determine the damage in rock slopes, two damage states 

should be estimated during field investigations (Paventi, 1995); 

 Inherent damage- this is damage resulting from tectonic forces over prolonged time periods; 

and 

 Mining induced damage, which includes the resulting from blast or excavation-induced 

stress and the resulting from gravitational displacements associated with varied slope failure 

mechanisms.  

3.4. Estimating the blast damage zone 

Numerous conditions need to be determined in a site investigation in order to build a 

fundamental understanding of the blast damage zone. Several conditions are of direct 

importance for defining the blast damage zone. Blast damage includes all the features resulting 

from modification of the rock mass due to blast energy that compromise the stability of the pit 

walls. The observations required to estimate the blast damage zone are described by numerous 

workers including Oriard, 1982; Little, 1997; Hagan, 1979 and Hagan et al., 1982. Important 

features include; 

 Back break; 

 New cracks (fracturing); 
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 Opening of existing discontinuities (volume increase and loosening); 

 Extension of existing discontinuities (preferential fracturing); 

 Development of micro-cracks in intact rock blocks (intact block weakening);  

 Loosening; 

 Blast load release fractures; and 

 Displacements along the existing discontinuities leading to shear strength reduction. 

In addition to the above requirements, as described by Singh (2004), there are a large 

number of factors that should be taken into account when characterizing damage in rock slopes 

including; 

 The pre-existing discontinuities create an imbalance in the distribution of blast stress 

causing blast damage; 

 The strength of the existing cracks is low leading to their preferred extension by low shock 

energy values; 

 The presence of joints causes multiple reflections and refractions of shock waves from the 

joint planes; 

 The gases produced during detonation escape through joints, causing a sudden drop in 

blasthole pressure and ineffective explosive energy; 

 During expansion of a blasthole, the exploding gases penetrate into existing cracks causing 

dilation and propagation; 

 When the blast hole encounters weak open discontinuities there is a likelihood of blast hole 

cut-offs due to differential movement of bedding planes; 

 Soft geological formations have a low propagation velocity, whereas, harder formations 

result in higher propagation velocities; 

 In the case of a layered or jointed rock mass, the wave fronts reflect and refract at the 

discontinuities and the wave velocities are changed due to the different wave paths; and 
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 The geometry and nature of a geological formation can change the wave type and 

consequently, the direction of particle motion. 

 

3.5. Characteristics and fractographic features of blast 
fractures 

The characteristics of blast fractures that can be used to distinguish them from other types 

of fractures formed by for example tectonic damage include;   

 Curving or irregular discontinuity tips are expected where blast damage has occurred 

(Hagan, 1982). Blast fractures are categorized into several groups such as (i) mirror – mist 

hackle zonation (Sagy, 2001). These features form when the fracture accelerates at a 

velocity that is less than a critical velocity. In zones where mist and hackle fractures form, 

the propagation velocity stabilizes at high values and the fracture surface becomes rough 

and irregular ;(ii) branching dynamic fractures. This includes micro-branches and small scale 

roughness; and (iii) large scale branches that depart from parent fracture forming tree-like 

fracturing (Figure 3.1); and  

 The observations done in the field shows blast fracture occurs as fragmented rock masses 

with either random or orthogonal (relative to pre existing discontinuities) (Figure 3.2).In the 

field it is difficult to establish these characteristic (such as curving and tree like branching). 

Therefore, additional blast characteristics can help in identifying blast fracture (i) blast 

induced tension fractures have a very low persistence and often occur in clusters (ii) blast 

induced fractures tends to form step paths that link between pre-existing discontinuities. 
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Figure 3.1  Example of  blast fracturing (tree-like fracturing due to blasting) (after 
Sagy, 2001) 

  

 

 Figure 3.2 Example of  field observation undertaken in this research  

3.6. Visual and photographic inspection  

Visual and photographic inspection of the slope after blasting is a cost effective, quick and 

easy method for assessing damage and does not interfere with mine operations (Mojtabai and 

Beattie, 1996). The observed damage can be categorized in relation to the degree of fracturing 
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from the blast hole. Damage has been classified into the following blast damage levels (Floyd, 

2012): 

 No visible damage – Joint tight, teeth mark in the face, no loose material present, half 

barrels visible when pre-splitting and well defined toe and crest; 

 Slight damage – joints open up, crest loss < 1 m, few half barrels visible when pre-splitting, 

excavation possible beyond designed batter location; 

 Moderate damage – blocks dislodged, crest loss 1-3 m, excavation possible 1-3 m beyond 

designed limit; and 

 Severe damage – face shattered, blocks dislodged and rotated, excavation possible for 

more than 2 m from design limit. 

3.7. Terrestrial remote sensing  

Tuckey (2012) showed the advantage of using a high focal length lens for field 

investigation of blast damage features. In his field investigation, he showed the ability with 

terrestrial photogrammetry to acquire very detailed blast damage features including blast 

fractures and pre-existing discontinuity extension. Very limited  research and remote sensing 

investigation has been undertaken to date on blast damage features. In this thesis, I will present 

examples of the imaging of blast damage features using terrestrial photogrammetry and LiDAR 

techniques. Remote sensing allows evaluation of blast damage in the most inaccessible parts of 

both rock slope benches and the  overall slope; it provides a permanent digital record of the 

bench condition which can be re-analyzed repeatedly without disrupting mine operations (Lee, 

2011;Sturzenegger et al., 2011 ; Tuckey, 2012). Furthermore, data acquisition for remote 

sensing is completed much faster than conventional survey methods. However, discontinuities 

measured from remote sensing are subject to several sources of bias and uncertainty. These 

errors and uncertainties include censoring bias and truncation (which influences the 

measurement of the discontinuity trace length) and also occlusion and orientation bias (which 

are influenced by orientation of the outcrop or rock face relative to the line of sight direction of 

the camera or laser scanner (Sturzenegger et al., 2011;Tuckey, 2012). 

 Traditional photogrammetry applies the principle of stereoscopy to create 3-D models 
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from overlapping 2-D photographs taken from offset camera stations. The quality of the 3D 

model generated depends on the camera lens calibration. Calibration of the camera and 

construction of 3D models and discontinuity measurement can be achieved using 3DM 

Calibcam and 3DM Analyst Software (Adam Technology, 2010). A scale bar on the rock slope 

face and camera stations can be used for registration. The ground point resolution of a 

photogrammetry project is a function of the focal length of the camera lens, the shooting 

distance to the rock face and the dimension of camera‘s image sensor. In this research most of 

the models derived have a high ground resolution varying between 0.1 – 0.5 cm.Several 

methods of acquiring images such as fan and  strip methodsare used in this thesis as shown in 

figure 3.3 and 3.4. In fan method a series of images are captured from each camera 

location,Figure 3.3.  The key advantage of this method is that mutlipe images captured at each 

location and there are fewer unknowns to determined by bundle adjustment (Birch,2006). 

Where as Strip method is used to capture series of of parralel images with large overlap 

(overlap abover 60%), Figure 3.4. This method was used to map detailed blast fracture feature 

at short focal length (20mm). 

  

 Figure 3.3 Fan methodology as used in Photogrammetry(Birch,2006) 
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Figure 3.4 Strip methodology used to capture overlapping images for Photogrammetry 
(Birch,2006) 

3.8. Structure from motion (SfM) 

The structure from motion approach offers an alternative method of producing high 

resolution models that can overcome many of the challenges and limitations in using traditional 

photogrammetry. The structure from motion approach as in traditional photogrammetry uses 

image matching techniques such as triangulation of the locations of individual features within 

multiple images in order to orient a set of images and derive the exterior parameters. Image 

triangulation can be divided into two components; image correspondence identification and 

bundle adjustment. Image matching and image orientation includes a simultaneous camera 

calibration procedure which has been a fundamental task in photogrammetry and computer 

vision. 

The accuracy of image orientation and camera calibration has a significant influence on 

the quality of all subsequent operations including 3D point determination and 3D modelling. In 

traditional photogrammetry, the orientation and calibration of the camera is a pre-requisite for 

creating good models. The orientation and calibration is undertaken using standardized 

procedures including maintaining an acceptable base-height ratio and requires availability of 

suitable targets. However, in many situations it may not be practical to employ targets and an 

acceptable base to height ratio cannot be maintained. In contrast, structure from motion 

algorithms support large changes in both camera location and photograph scale through the use 
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of feature recognition algorithms such as a scale invariant feature transform, (SIFT) and 

Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) (Lowe, 2004; Veldaldi and Fulkerson, 2008). The 

identification of image correspondence starts with extraction of points or regions of interest 

using these algorithms. Corresponding points are then found by comparing the descriptors in all 

possible image combinations. These algorithms being scale invariant eliminate the need for 

following traditional photogrammetry procedures such as maintaining height to base ratio and 

image acquisition, Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5 Conceptual methodology for acquiring the photo used in Structure From 
Motion(Westoby,2012) 

3.9. Laser scanning 

Laser scanning uses the principle of the emission-reception of laser energy. This 

technique offers non-destructive, fast and accurate acquisition of 3D data with fixed x, y, z 

position and intensity value from the reflected signal. Depending on the  emission and reception 

of laser energy, a laser scanner can use one of two technologies (i) by determining the time 

difference between emitted and reflected laser beam from the object to the sensor (often called 
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time of flight Lidar) and (2) by measuring the phase shift between the incident and reflected 

laser beam (often called phase shift measurement LiDAR).This study utilized a VZ-Line Laser 

Scanner RIEGL VZ-4000, a 3D laser (Figure 3.6). The scanner was chosen for its ability to 

rapidly acquire spatial data under demanding environmental conditions. The VZ-4000 scanner 

offers long range measurement performance of up to 4000 m in reflectorless mode while still 

maintaining completely eye safe operation (Laser Class 1). It is based on a linear scanning 

mechanism through a rotating multi-sided mirror. The scanner has an in-built GPS receiver 

which makes it easy to register the model. 

                                                

Figure 3.6 Photograph showing a VZ-Line Laser Scanner RIEGL VZ-4000 laser scanner 
used to capture xyz point clouds 

                                          

3.10. Bench Mapping  

In the different case studies investigated in this thesis two general bench mapping 

approaches have been used in this research to evaluate the discontinuity orientation (i) 

subjective mapping and (ii) scanline/window mapping. In the subjective mapping method, the 

researcher evaluates the discontinuities present at each station for the presence of sets with 

similar orientations. In the case of blast damage, this method is useful in determining the 

distribution of blast fractures and pre-existing joints. Once a discontinuity set is visually 

identified, measurements of dip and dip direction are obtained. The relation of blasting fractures 
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and blast damage features to the pre-existing discontinuity characteristics is assessed. Both 

blast fractures and discontinuities are recorded in the window /scanline where feasible (Priest, 

1993). These data are then used as the input for delineation of blast damage types and the 

influence on slope stability considered. Blast fractures are usually characterized by curving and 

branching , the mapping was done by dividing the fractures into several portions. These portions 

resulted in different blast fracture sets (Figure 3.7). 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Photograph showing the mapping of blast fractures into different blast 
fracture sets 

3.11. Overbreak 

Overbreak is obtained by comparing the photogrammetry or laser scanning data to an 

assumed or  imaginary slope surface represented by fitting a plane to the point cloud of the 

slope (this method is similar to  slope face roughness measurement procedure as used by 

Sturzenegger (2010), Lee (2011) and Wolter (2014) ). The point clouds and the imaginary final 

wall position (fitted plane) are compared using the open source point cloud software 

CloudCompare (CloudCompare, 2016). The difference between these two models provides an 

estimate of the overbreak. The overbreak can be used as an indicator of both reduced rock 

mass quality due to blasting and the influence/performance of the blast design. The overbreak 

during blasting is usually associated with an effective bench width reduction. However, the 
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cause of overbreak may also be due to excessive excavation which can be controlled by 

geological structures and confinement due to stress distribution or due to stress-controlled 

failure. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish overbreak from that due to blast-damage-

induced processes and that due to kinematic release alone of the blocks (due to adverse 

geometry and not requiring blast disturbance for failure). The overbreak is measured using the 

steps illustrated in Figure 3.8: 

1. The area of interest is selected; 

2. A virtual plane is fitted to the slope surface. The plane should have the same size as the 

area of interest. It is important that the selected area of interest  be in the middle of the 

plane. In the case wher open pit curvature exisits a small  size plane may be required.. 

Fitting of the plane involves translating the plane to the desired face orientation; and 

3.  Measure the difference between point clouds/mesh to the fitted plane, (in this step normal 

orientations of point clouds  are important). 

3.12. Wedge failure analysis 

Wedge failure analysis is used throughout this thesis to decide if observed overbreak is 

considered due likely to be due to the effects of blast damage or simple graviational kinematic 

release (Figure 3.9). Initially a rock slope wedge analysis is completed assuming typical joint set 

properties without considering the influence of blast damage. The analysis is then repeated 

considering the potential influence of blast damage. The limit equilibrium analysis is performed 

using Swedge (Rocscience,2015b). Investigation of the calculated potential wedge failure is 

accomplished using a deterministic Swedge analysis.Deterministic analysis allows investigation 

of wedge geometries based on field observations and data collected using remote sensing . For 

open pit mines a factor of safety of 1.3 is commonly  used for either numerical modelling (shear 

strenght reduction) or limit equlibrium analysis of slopes (Hoek and Bray,1981;Wyllie and 

Mah,2004). In order to investigate the likelihood of wedge failure due to kinematic release alone 

or requiring blast-induced damage, the following criteria are suggested: 
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      Figure 3.8 Overbreak measurements based on a photogrammetry model of an open 
pit bench 

 Slope has critically oriented wedges and observed failure/wedge-related overbreak is due to 

kinematic release of blocks, if the factor of safety is less than 1.3 for an assumed  joint 

friction angle of 30o- 45o. It is assumed in this case that there are no rock bridges present 

along the discontinutiy surface (in the strike or dip directions) and the wedge is potentially 

unstable on excvation; and   

 The failure is likely blast induced, if observed wedges failed with calculated factor of safety 

higher than 1.3. It is assumed that in this case the wedge has a higher initial  factor of safety 
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due to the presence of rock bridges and that blasting either destroyed the rock bridges or 

induced displacements that reduced the shear strenght resulting in a critical reduction in 

factor of safety.   

 

    

 

Figure 3.9 Examaple of a Swedge analysis using basal wedge option at Jwaneng open pit 
(J1 ,J2 and basal joint are discontinuty sets with a factor of safety of 0.7) 

3.13. Joint roughness coefficient   

During blasting, damage also occurs along the discontinuities. In this thesis, analysis is 

undertaken to determine the influence of the blast damage on joint surfaces. An attempt is 

made to characterize joint surfaces by analyzing the surface profile of the joints. These 

measurements help to understand the role of the blast and brittle damage on the rock slope 

failure mechanism. The joint roughness coefficient is estimated using the following steps 

(Figures 3.10 and 3.11); 

1. Extract the point clouds of joint surface and fit the plane on the joint surface. The plane 

should fit the planar part of the surface of 10 m; 

2. Measure the difference between point clouds and fitted plane to create a difference map 

which indicates the amplitude variation iin meters  within a joint surface; 

10 m 
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3. Extract the prolifes along the strike and along the dip (the wedge sliding direction) in order to 

create 3D grids of amplitude; 

4. Divide the profiles into a reasonable length of 4m in order to avoid bi-modal characteristics 

of damaged joint surface; and 

5. Compare the amplitude obtained with field estimate of joint roughness coefficient (JRC) 

based on (Barton et al.,1982) and establish the distributions of JRC in all directions of 

sampling separately. 

 

1.  Fit the plane  

 

2. Difference map between point cloud 

and plane 

  

3. Extract the profiles  

  

Figure 3.10 Example of extracting profiles for joint roughness coefficient 

Amplitude (m) 

Amplitude (m) 
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Figure 3.11 Field estimates of joint roughness coefficient (JRC) estimation based on 
surface roughness amplitude from straight edge (Barton et al., 1982)  

3.14. A proposed Blast Damage Quality index (BDQ)         

Various rock mass classification systems have been used to assess blast damage in open 

pit slopes. Most of these classifications however do not consider the influence of blast damage.  

In this study, a new blast damage index for rock slopes (BDQ) is proposed for use in blast 

damage quality classification. BDQ can be measured using the same approach as rock quality 

designation (RQD) by either using the scan line method or the volumetric joint count, . Since 

RQD by definition does not consider blast fractures, in this thesis RQD is replaced by the BDQ 
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parameter which is defined to consider blast fracturing. The following are the steps used to 

derive BDQ: 

1. Trace all observed discontinues in the exposure; 

2. Insert the unit meter length scan line (or area for volumetric joint count approach) on the 

traced discontinuities; and 

3. Estimate BDQ for the selected scanline profiles or area based on appropriate methods such 

as linear frequency or volumetric count of discontinuities. 

The BDQ of the rock exposure from scanline is determined using the linear frequency 

method by Priest and Hudson (1979). This method was proposed for bedded rock mass 

(sedimentary rocks), however it is being extended to the measurements of jointing in a 

fragmented rock mass. In this approach RQD is determined by counting the number of 

discontinuities intersecting a unit length of a sampling line such as a scanline or drill core. The 

equation proposed by Priest and Hudson (1979) which related theoretical RQD and the mean 

discontinuity frequency per metre (𝝀), to calculate the RDQ for different scanlines is given as 

follows; 

                          𝑅𝐷𝑄 = 100𝑒−0.1𝜆𝑏 (0.1𝜆 + 1)                            (3.4) 

This equation is used as a first approximation to calculate a preliminary suggested BDQ by 

replacing 𝝀 (mean discontinuity frequency for pre-existing discontinuities) with 𝝀b (mean 

fracturing frequency of blast fracture within a rock mass). 𝝀b represents both pre-existing 

discontinuities and blast fractures.  

                            𝐵𝐷𝑄 = 100𝑒−0.1𝜆𝑏 (0.1𝜆𝑏 + 1)    (3.5) 

The limitation of this methodology is that discontinuities are not equally distributed in all 

directions and therefore frequency is dependent on the direction of the mapping line. This was 

overcome by sampling fractures in several directions intersecting a sampling area. In this thesis, 

this method was used to verify results obtained from BDQ estimation based on surface joint 

counts by Palmstrom (2005). 
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A second method for estimating BDQ is based on the early work by Palmstrom (1982; 

2005) who studied RQD in the relation to the volumetric joint count,  which is a measure of 

the number of joints crossing a cubic metre of rock. In the proposed BDQ method, JV includes 

both joints and blast fractures. Palmstrom methodology was developed based on the mapping 

of exposures or orthogonal scan line mapping underground and extended to other applications 

such as rock slopes. For area mapping, an improved three-dimensional picture of joint spacing 

is often available. RDQ can be estimated based on the volumetric joint counts using the 

following equation by Palmstrom (2005); 

  𝑅𝐷𝑄 = 110 − 2.5𝐽𝑉     (3.6) 

Using this preliminary approach BDQ is calculated by replacing volumetric joint counts 

(Jv) by a factor which represents both blast fracturing and pre-existing discontinuity (Jvb). 

Therefore BDQ can be calculated as   

 𝐵𝐷𝑄 = 110 − 2.5𝐽𝑉𝑏      (3.7) 

The method has some limitations in estimating rock mass fracturing as influenced by 

blast damage. Since blast fractures are generally of short length (< 1 m), random and of high 

intensity this makes the classification of the influence of blast fractures on rock mass quality a 

challenging task. The calculation of BDQ assumes similar relationships hold for blast fractures 

as for joints in these equations. In the preliminary approach that these relationships are 

assumed to hold for blast fractures but that further work on BDQ would require similar relations 

to be developed. The aim of this research is therefore to investigate the limitations and develop 

a solution to overcome these limitations. The preliminary suggested BDQ classification is shown 

in the Table 3.2. A rock mass is described as extremely damaged when the BDQ is less than 

25% and the rock mass has no visible damage if the BDQ is higher than 90%. No visible 

damage does not preclude damage existing along discontinuities due to dilation and blast 

induced shear displacements but implies a lack of observed intact rock damage observed as 

new fractures/overbreak. 

To calculate the actual damage or fracturing of the rock mass by blasting, the difference 

between RQD and BDQ is calculated. The actual blasting fracturing is represented by 

parameter (RQD-BDQ). Lower values of RQD-BDQ represent low effects of blasting on  intact 

rock fracturing and high values of RQD-BDQ represent high effect of blasting on intact rock 

fracturing. 
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Table 3. 2 Blast damage quality classification (BDQ) 

BDQ (% ) Class of damage 

0 -25 Extreme  damage 

25 -50 Severe damage 

50 -75 Heavy damage 

75 -90 Moderate damage 

90 -100 No visible damage 

 

3.15. Post processing of field-mapping measurements and 
observations of blast damage features  

Quantification of the geometrical properties of both blast fractures and natural discontinuities 

is undertaken using a new procedure based on discrete fracture network logic and window 

mapping of discontinuities. A fracture intensity approach is applied to characterize pre-existing 

discontinuities (P21) and blast induced fractures (B21), rock bridges (RB21) (after Tuckey, 2012) 

and intersection density (I20). All these parameter, apart from I20, are based on the areal 

intensity in which the sum of trace length of the fractures is divided by the window surface area. 

I20 is the number of fracture intersections with the specified window area. Thus, P21 measures 

the sum of the length of pre-existing discontinuities divided by the 2D window surface area. 

Since the windows in open pits are not flat, a topographical window approach is used to map 

the fracture, following procedures described in Tuckey (2012) and Sturzenegger et al. (2011). 

The newly introduced blast fracture intensity parameter, B21, measures the sum of the length of 

blast induced fractures divided by window surface area (Figure 3.10). The following approach is 

suggested to derive a blast fracture network and other related features such as aperture and 

joint damage; 

I. Differentiate between blast fractures and natural discontinuities 

II. Derive the orientation of natural discontinuities and the blast fractures by measuring the 

orientation i.e. dip and dip direction  

III. Measure the length of both natural discontinuities and blast fractures  
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IV. Derive the distribution of trace length for both natural discontinuities and blast fractures 

V. Derive the intensity of the blast fractures and the natural discontinuities based on 

window mapping 

VI. Derive the intensity of intersections of both blast fractures and pre-existing 

discontinuities  

               

Figure 3.12 Sketch showing pre existing discontinuity, blast fractures and intersections 
within a sampling window 

 

After post processing of the data, 3D models of each site showing important blast 

damage features are developed. In this study a deterministic approach is used to develop the 

model for pre-existing discontinuities and then multiple realizations of the discrete fracture 

network are used to simulate blast fractures. Pre-existing discontinuities are represented by 

deterministic approach since it allows realistic representation of in-situ fracturing. In order to 

create a discrete fracture network for blast fractures at least, three sets of parameters are 

required ; 

 Blast fracture trace length  

 Blast fracture orientation distribution  

 Blast fracture intensity 

In this study, B21 is obtained from photogrammetric data using window mapping on the 

3D photogrammetry model. The blast fracture orientation is determined from field data and the 

obtained Fisher coefficient value then used for the blast fracture DFN simulation. The volumetric 

blast fracture intensity, B32 is obtained by converting the measured B21 of the blast fractures. 
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The parameter B32 is used to define volumetric fracture intensity for blast fractures whereas B21 

is used to define the areal intensity of blast fractures. Since B32 cannot be measured in field, the 

linear correlation between P21 and P32 proposed by Dershowitz and Herda (1992) is used to 

determine B32 from B21:  

                                                  B32= C21 X B21       (3.8) 

Where C21 is a dimensionless constant called a constant of proportionality; this value depends 

on the orientation and size distribution of the joints as well as the orientation of the outcrop. 

Elmo (2006) demonstrated the methodology of deriving volumetric intensities from the mapped 

areal intensity from the field by running a series of simulated models using the three 

fundamental parameters described earlier. The use of equation 3.8 for characterizing blast 

fractures is a first approximation and requires further research since the blast fracture intensity 

changes with distance from blast hole and the relationship between surface blast fracture 

intensity and volumetric blast fracture  intensity should be investigated and modified 

accordingly. 

Steps used to define blast fractures in the model are: 

1. Several domains were specified – fractures only exist in this volume  

2. For blast fractures – blast fracture sets are defined using the DFN template command 

that defines size and orientation distributions. 

3. The targeted intensity was defined using (B32) obtained by converting B21 measured in 

the field 

The DFN model validation is an important stage in DFN modelling. In this study, the 

validation is done to test if the Enhanced Beacher model used can represent blast fracturing. 

The validation of the orientation of the fractures is done by comparing the stereonet of field 

measurements of blast fractures and blast fracture orientation given by the generated discrete 

fracture network.  
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3.16. Geomechanical models  

The purpose of the analysis was to create damage models for visualization. The inputs 

for the model were derived from field mapping. Two types of slope geometry were used in 

3DEC, (1) the geometry based on remote sensing data and (2) a synthetic geometry based on 

the original open pit design. The geometry based on remote sensing was used if the slope 

under investigation did not show evidence of substantial failure and where benches were still 

intact. A synthetic geometry was used when no benches were visible in the slope. However, 

both of these methods required mesh simplification before importing into 3DEC. Point cloud 

simplification was undertaken using the public domain software CloudCompare (CloudCompare, 

2015) and MeshLab (MeshLab,2015). In this thesis, geometry in 3DEC was created by using 

the POLY PRISM command (Itasca, 2015b). In this technique, the geometry surface is imported 

into 3DEC as an AutoCAD dxf file (Figure 3.13) shows an example of geometry created by this 

technique.  

 

 

 

 

Poly 

prism  

Fish 

function  

 

 

Figure 3.13  Example of a 3DEC model created using Poly Prism, (Itasca, 2015b) 

3.17. Summary  

This chapter summarizes the methodologies used in this thesis. These methods have 

been applied to characterize the behaviour of blast fractures. However most of the methods 

used were  made for characterizing rock mass without  blast fractures. These methods are 

adopted in characterizing blast fractures with several precautions as mention in the specific 

sections. 
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Chapter 4. Blast damage characterization at Brunswick 
Point road cuts, Sea to Sky highway, BC, Canada1 

4.1. Introduction  

The Sea to Sky highway is located in the southern Coast Mountains of British Columbia 

stretching 110 km from Horseshoe Bay to Pemberton (Figure 4.1). Construction of the road 

began in 1959 and was completed in 1966. The highway underwent a major upgrade for the 

2010 Vancouver Olympics with the majority of the route now a two-lane undivided highway. 

Field investigations on sections of existing old cuts indicate that, the road cut was constructed 

using varying orientation of blast holes often including sub-horizontal holes. Figure 4.2 shows 

the old road cut before the upgrade in 2007 (Google map, 2007). According to LeBlanc (2012), 

in 1959 the road was constructed by logging road builders, who used large amounts of 

explosives due to the difficult terrain along the coastline. Blasting for the old road cut resulted in 

high blast damage with major fracturing of the rock mass increasing hazards due to rockfall, 

rock slides and avalanches (Couture et al., 2004; Clague et al. 2003). To accommodate the 

upgrade for the 2010 Olympics many new structures were constructed crossing unfavourable 

terrain. The highway required realignment and widening with upgrading of retaining walls, 

drainage features, rock excavation and stabilization of new road cuts (Holmes et al., 2009).  

A detailed investigation of blast damage and its influence on rock slope performance at 

Brunswick Point is undertaken using a remote sensing approach. This chapter investigates blast 

damage in a road cut along the Sea to Sky highway. This rock cut provided the opportunity to 

undertake a detailed study of the influence of blasting damage on the rock slope mass. The old 

and new road cuts define a three-dimensional outcrop ideal for remote sensing. Due to the 

blasting used to excavate the old rock cut, the rock excavated in the later new road cut  (to the 

                                                           
1
 To be submitted as (Engineering geology- An International Journal):  

Lupogo, K., Stead, D., Elmo, D., 2016. Blast damage characterization at Brunswick Point road cut, Sea to 
Sky highway, BC, Canada 
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west) would have been pre-damaged to varying degrees. Brunswick Point provides an 

opportunity to compare a range of blast damaged rock mases. In particular the area where the 

old and new rock cuts meet would have been influenced significantly by both phases of blasting. 

The main objective of this work was to develop techniques that allow an improved 

understanding of the occurrence of blast damage features and their influence on rock slope 

stability. An improved understanding of blast damage occurrence and blast damage features is 

necessary if we are to realistically model their role in the rock slope failure. In this chapter, two 

road rock cuts of different age are investigated at Brunswick Point (Figure 4.2 and 4.3). 

                   

                 Figure 4.1 Location of the study area, Brunswick Point, BC. 
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  Figure 4.2  Old road cut before highway upgrade at Brunswick Point on Sea to Sky 
highway (Google map,2007) 

 

Figure 4.3  A view of the new road cut investigated at Brunswick Point on the Sea to Sky 
highway 

 

 

5 m 

5 m 
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4.2. Methodology 

This chapter integrates conventional field measurements, and terrestrial remote sensing 

to gain further insight on blast damage features and their influence on potential slope 

performance at a road cut along the Sea to Sky highway (Figure 4.4). The field measurements 

involved laser scanning, photogrammetry, Structure from Motion (SfM) and Google Street view 

photograph capture. The advantages of having multiple sources of data are that, it minimizes 

the effects of varied sources of data bias including orientation and occlusion bias. Google Street 

view data provided an opportunity to consider temporal variation of the data for a rock cut over 

an 8-year period from 2007 to 2015. The parameters that represent both blast fractures and 

discontinuities (i.e. orientation, joint length, and volumetric intensity parameters) were 

determined using ImageJ (Rasband, 2011). The point clouds derived from remote sensing were 

used to produce a 3D slope surface of the rock cuts which was then incorporated into 3DEC 

(Itasca, 2015a). Figure 4.5 shows the methodology adopted in this chapter. 

 

     Figure 4.4 Outline of the field data acquisition  
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 Figure 4.5 Methodology adopted for rock mass characterization and numerical 
simulations 

4.3. Bedrock and structural geology  

The study area is located in the Southern Coast Mountains. The bedrock geology of the 

Southern Coast Mountains is mainly composed of the coastal Plutonic Complex: quartz diorite, 

granodiorite and diorite (Monger and Journeay, 2000) (Figure 4.6). These plutonic rocks are 

Jurassic to Middle Cretaceous in age (Journeay et al., 2000). The plutonic rocks intrude Upper 

to Lower Jurassic age sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Most of the structures in the Southern 

Coast Mountains follow northwest trending faults of the Southern Coast Belt thrust system.  

Metamorphic foliation in these rocks trends northwesterly, paralleling the overall topographic 

grain of the Coast Mountains. Younger fracture sets, shear zones, and mafic dikes are parallel 

to but also discordant with older penetrative fabrics (Journeay et al., 2000). The study area is 

located in basaltic andesite as shown in geological map( Figure 4.6). The study area is located 

in the area known for rock fall and rock slide due to intense fracturing. Several mitigation 

measures such as rock bolts and wire meshes are observed. 
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Figure 4.6 Tectonic assemblage map. Q,Qc: Quaternary; TQG: Tertiary and Quaternary, 
Garibaldi, volcanic rocks; KTN: Upper Cretaceous-Oligocene, Nanaimo, 
volcanic rocks; mKg, mKd, mKgsq: Mid-Cretaceous, plutonic rocks; JKg, 
JKd: Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous, plutonic rocks; JKG, JKGA: Upper 
Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous, Gambier, volcanic rocks; JB: Lower and 
Middle Jurassic, Bonanza, volcanic rocks; N: Lower and Middle Jurassic, 
metamorphic rocks, orthogneiss (after Journeay et al., 2000) 

4.4. Discontinuity description   

Figure 4.7 and 4.8 shows the point clouds and the boundaries of each window used for 

the discontinuity mapping. The window boundaries were selected based on the tectonic 

damage. The outcrop was divided into six windows of variable area ranging from 400-750m2.  

The new highway rock cut is divided into three windows 1, 2 and 3 and the old highway cut 

comprises of windows 4, 5 and 6. Faults cutting the outcrop act as boundaries for the windows 

used for mapping. The mapping results from these windows are presented in Table 4.1. The dip 
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and dip direction of the discontinuities varies with slope direction and the following 

characteristics were observed; 

 Window 1 is characterized by tectonic damage, three joint sets are observed at this window, 

J2 (890/740) and J3 (870/1660) have very high persistence (20-24 m) whereas J1 (400/2470) 

has medium persistence (3-6m), and all the joint sets are closely spaced as shown in 

stereonet of window 1 (Figure 4.7). 

 Window 2 is characterized by smooth presplit blasting surfaces. Few discontinuities are 

observed in this window. The persistence of joint set 1(550/2720) is low (0.5-2.5 m). Joint set 

2(850/290) and 3 (750/1530) have very high persistence (<27 m). The boundary between 

windows 2 and 3 is a fault damage zone, which shows a high degree of blast fracturing.  

 Windows 3 and 4 are characterized by the presence of a high degree of blast damage as 

evident through blast damage features which may have been generated by the different 

phases of blast excavation related to blasts from both the old and new highway cuts. Blast 

damage features observed include opening of joints, extension of pre-existing joints and 

fragmentation.  

 Windows 5 and 6 are characterized by moderate size blocks. The dominant discontinuity set 

observed is joint set J2 (Figure 4.8). 

Measurements of the blast fracture trace length shows a minimum of 0.5 m and 

maximum of 3.6m. Ideally the horizontal scale of the distributions was suggested to follow the 

lengths according to ISRM persistence scales. However, the blast fracture has low persistence 

between (1-3 m). Therefore the length used in classifying the blast fractures was set in interval 

of 0.5. The distribution of blast fractures at this site conforms well to published results by Elmo 

(2006) i.e. that for small scale fracture mapping the distribution follows negative exponential 

decay and log-normal distributions(Figure 4.09,4.10 and Appendix IV). 
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Table 4.1 Discontinuity measurements at Brunswick Point 

  Size 
(m

2
) 

Number 
of joints 

Dip 
o
 Dip 

Direction
 o

 
Fisher 

coefficient, 
K 

Trace length (m) P21 (m/m
2
) 

max mean min std 

W-1 J1 472 34 40 247 31 6.2 3.2 1.6 1.3 0.07 

W-1 J2 472 87 89 74 44 7.7 2.1 0.5 1.5 0.1 

W-1 J3 472 74 87 166 31 14 3.5 0.3 3.5 1.2 

W-1 BF 472 - 58 94 20 4 1.3 0.4 0.8 0.12* 

W-2 J1 825 20 55 272 54 2.3 1.1 0.4 0.5 0.02 

W-2 J2 825 38 85 29 67 10 4 1.3 2.2 0.15 

W-2 J3 825 47 75 153 31 27 6.7 1.3 6.5 0.4 

W-3 J1 625 12 58 256 22 3 - - - 0.02 

W-3 J2 625 30 86 42 116 9 5.2 1.1 2.5 0.3 

W-3 J3 625 15 81 166 67 22 10 1 5 0.08 

W-3 BF1 625 - 67 195 31 3 1.2 0.5 0.7 0.02* 

W-3 BF2 625 - 30 253 86 3.2 1.6 0.4 0.9 0.025* 

W-3 BF3 625 - 38 338 14 - - - - - 

W-4 J1 600 34 46 273 20 8 2.2 0.7 1.9 0.08 

W-4 J2 600 17 78 24 42 45 32 0.6 15 0.8 

W-4 J3 600 60 75 166 142 42 4 0.7 6.3 0.45 

W-4 BF 600 69 81 277 28 8.6 2.2 0.5 3.4 0.2* 

W-5 J2 702 18 69 44 - 17 6.3 1.5 4.9 0.25 

W-5 J3 702 25 73 159 - 33 11 2 10.6 0.2 

W-6 J1 440 - 23 282 49 4 3 2.4 0.7 0.05 

W-6 J2 440 16 70 100 46 11 - - - - 

W-6 J3 440 - 87 160 84 13 6.2 2.9 3.1 0.18 

* = Denotes areal intensity for blast fracture 
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Figure 4.7 Variation of joint set orientations within the different mapping windows in the new road cuts (BF denotes blast 

fractures) 
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Figure 4.8 Variation of joint set orientations within the different mapping windows in the old (BF denotes blast fractures) 
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       Figure 4.9 Plot showing trace distribution of blast fracture at window 4 

 

         

Figure 4.10 Plot showing trace distribution of pre-existing discontinuities at window 4 

4.5. Blast design  

The key difference between the old and new road cuts is the design of the blast holes. The 

old road cut was constructed by blast holes without wall control techniques whereas the new 

road cut was constructed using pre-split wall control blasting technique. These two techniques 

have resulted in different responses of the rock mass to the blasting process. Table 4.2 shows 

the blast design used for new and old highways. It can be noted that different types of 

explosives were used in the old cut and new road cut. The observed difference in blast fracture 

propagation is due to the use of wall control technique. The blast fractures are observed to have 
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been propagating in a considerable distance from the blast hole. However, there is no final wall 

control techniques used in old cut, (Figure 4.12). Observation of the final slope wall shows that, 

a total of 6 half cast factors are observed in old road cut and more than 20 half cast barrels are 

observed in new road cuts. The half cast in new road cut are due to pre-split blasting techniques 

which was used reduce damage on the new road cut slopes; other blast damage features 

important in rock slope performance are present such as opening and extension of pre-existing 

discontinuities. Figure 4.11 and 4.12, shows the distribution of blast fractures relative to 

blasthole for the old cut from which it can be seen that the old cut is dominated by elongated 

and curved blast fractures. 

Table 4. 2 Table showing blast design for old road and new road cuts 
  

  Old road cut   
 

New road cut  

Explosive type  Dynamite  ANFO 

Stemming height m 8 7 

Pre shear hole spacing  m no 1 

Hole diameter cm 15 17.2 

Blast hole inclination  degree Variable  90 

Burden approximation m 3 3 

Spacing approximation m 2 3 

Slope design   Single excavation 
phase   

Multiple excavation 
phases  

 

 

Figure 4. 11 Half cast factor (half barrel) present  on  new road cut 
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Figure 4.12 Blast holes observed on old road cut  

4.6. Rock cut slope damage  

The evolution of slope damage was analyzed using the photographs extracted from 

Google Map. The analysis was done using photographs taken between 2009 and 2015. For the 

Sea to Sky highway, Google Street View provides photographs covering from 2007 to 2015. 

Figure 4.13 shows the 3D models of the slope for 2012 and 2015, these models were compared 

to produce a difference maps. From the 3D models and difference map, it can be seen that the 

slope is affected by ravelling of rock blocks from the face along the main joint sets 2 and 3 

which results in an overbreak of 60 cm as indicated by the blue colors. 
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Figure 4.13 3D models derived from Google Street View (a) 2012 and (b) 2015 

 

Figure 4.14 Difference map based on Google Street View point clouds between 2012 and 
2015 showing overbreak indicated in blue (scale in meter) 
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4.7. Brunswick Point old road cut 

The blast damage investigation in the old road cut was undertaken in window 3. This 

window shows blast damage features including blast fracturing, half barrels and the step path 

geometries. The rock slope surface shows intense fracturing due to blasting. Several forms of 

blast fracturing are observed in old cut as summarized in Table 4.3. 

Table 4. 3 Types of blast damage form observed in the old road cut 

Photograph   Description 

 

 

 

 Blast fractures connects two 

discontinuities 

  Rock bridge degradation and can 

lead to slope instability 

 

  

 Radial blast fracture structures  

 Propagation of blast fracture in 

rock mass 
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4.8. Brunswick Point new road cut  

The influence of blasting on the new road cut was investigated using the same approach as 

used for the old road cut. Visual inspection of the slope shows the presence of half cast barrels, 

which indicate that the final slope wall was excavated using a pre-split wall control technique, 

(Figure 4.15). The new road cut can be divided into three damage zones: (1) a crack 

propagation damage zone (2) a fault damage zone and (3) a visually undamaged zone. The 

crack propagation zone displays blast damage due to the elongation of pre-existing 

discontinuities. It can be seen that despite the presence of half cast barrels with spacing of 1m 

(which indicate the quality of blasting) that damage in the rock mass is still visible (Table 4.4).  

This may imply that these blast fractures existed before the blasting operation for the new road 

cut and were related to the old cut blast damage. The fault damage zone is zone characterized 

by inherent fractures associated with geological faulting. It can be seen that high pre existing 

fracturing resulted in high fragmentation by blasting and hence extreme damage in the rock 

mass.  

A visually undamaged zone, is characterized by no damage in intact rock, however, it 

does not mean that the rock mass is not damaged. Given, there is no blast fractures observed 

however other forms of damage such as damage in discontinuities; opening of pre-existing 

discontinuities and fragmentation of intact rock are observed (Table 4.4). This table explains the 

influence of observed blast damage mechanism on slope stability.  

4.9. Blast fracture length  

This section describes the difference in observed blast fracturing in the old road cut and new 

road cut. Figure 4.16 shows the location on the old road cut where radial fractures were 

measured. In the new road cut the blast fracture length was measured at widespread locations 

as the blast fractures are few and scattered throughout the slope. The radius of the zone where 

radial blast fractures were observed varies between 0.5 m to 1.5m (Table 4.3); however, some 

of the boreholes were seen to have the blast fractures propagating at higher distances of 

between 3m to 5m. Three distinct blast damage zones are observed (Figure 4.17 and 4.18); 

 Zone 1- Blast hole surrounded by a crush zone with dimension of 5mm– at this zone no 

fractures are observed;  
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Table 4. 4  Showing different blast damage forms observed in the new road cut 

Photograph  of damage form  Description  

 

 Blast fracturing and 

fragmentation  

 Shows the potential for ravelling 

of the slope 

 

 Crack propagation and 

fragmentation  

 Causes reduction in strength of 

rock mass 

 

 Opening of pre existing 

discontinuities  

 Reduction in shear strength of 

the discontinuities 
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Figure 4.15 Laser scanning images showing suggested damage zones including a crack propagation zone, fault damage 
zone and a visually relatively undamaged rock mass 
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 Zone 2- Radial fracture zone – this is a zone beyond the crush zone, where the blast radial 

fracture is observed to start to propagate – the radius of this zone varies from 0.5 m to 1.5 m 

as observed in the field; and 

 Zone 3 – Stable crack propagation zone – this is a zone is adjacent to the blast radial 

fracture zone where a few blast fractures from the radial fracture zone have extended, 

(Figure 2.22) These fractures seem to propagate and terminate either at a pre-existing 

discontinuity, in intact rock or against another blast fracture. 

Table 4.3 and 4.4 shows the results of blast fracture measurements on both old and new 

road cuts, respectively. Most of the blast fractures have a length equal to the blasthole spacing 

in the new road cut, Table 4.4. The difference between old and new road cuts is observed in 

stable crack growth. It can be seen that presplit wall control techniques tends to limit the growth 

of blast fracture beyond the crush zone (Table 4.5 and 4.6). 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Location on old road cut where the dimensions of blast damage fractures 
were measured 
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           Figure 4.17 Distribution of radial blast fractures observed at field window 2  

       

Figure 4.18 Distribution of radial blast fractures observed at field window 3 
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Table 4.5 Observed dimensions of blast fracture zones, (measured from the blast hole) in 
old cut 

Location   
Blast crush zone 
diameter (m)  

Radial fracture 
zone diameter 

(m) 

Stable fracture 
growth zone 
extent (m) 

Length from 
blast hole 

(m) 

1 0.04 0.5 1.2 1.74 

2 0.40 0.9 1.8 3.10 

3 0.07 0.5 1.9 2.40 

4 0.03 0.2 1.1 1.33 

5 0.05 0.7 1.0 1.70 

  
 Table 4.6  Radial fractures measured in the new road cut 

Location  Blast crush zone 
diameter (m) 

Radial fracture 
zone diameter 

(m) 

Stable fracture 
growth zone (m) 

Length from 
blast hole 

(m)  

1 0.04 0.3 0.2 0.54 

2 0.05 0.27 0.1 0.42 

3 0.05 0.4 0.3 0.77 

4 0.05 0.6 0.2 0.83 

5 0.045 0.4 0.5 0.95 

4.10. Intact rock blast fracture characterization   

The blast fractures in intact rock are characterized by measuring their areal intensity, the 

density of all fractures intersections and the amount of fractures within a sampling window in 

terms of the Blast Damage Quality Index (BDQ).The BDQ was measured in different locations 

using volumetric joint counts and the distribution was determined as shown in Figure 4.19. The 

reported BDQ value corresponds to the average value from the BDQ distribution. It can be seen 

that the intensity of the blast fractures as expected increases with a decrease in BDQ. Old road 

cut exposures have more observed fracture intersections than the new road cut. This difference 

may be attributed to the variation in blast control used for these two road cuts. Actual blast 

fracturing was determined by using the difference between RQD and BDQ (RQD-BDQ). It can 

be seen that (RQD-BDQ) tends to increase with increase in B21 and intersection density. This 

implies that the blast fracturing increases the fragmentation of the rock mass. Tables 4.7 and 

4.8 summarize the blast damage quality (BDQ), the intensity of natural discontinuities (P21), 

blast fractures (B21) and Intersection density (I20), for the old and new road cuts.  
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Table 4. 7 Showing results of pre existing discontinuities and blast fracture 
characterization in different windows  

ID Area  P21 B21 D21 I20 RQD BDQ  RQD-BDQ Class of damage  

  (m
2
) (m/m

2
) (m/m

2
) (m/m

2
)  (1/m

2
) (%) (%) (%)   

Old cut 1 17 1.5 12.5 6.6 14 58 23 35 Extreme damage 

Old cut 2 20 2.2 5.9 8.1 12 49 28 21 Severe damage 

Old cut 3 17 2.05 4.8 6.85 11 58 38 20 Severe damage 

New cut 1 24 0.7 0.8 1.5 1.38 93 82.4 8 Moderate damage 

New cut 2 29 1.12 2.13 3.25 2.62 80 73 7 Heavy damage 

New cut 3 25 1.5 3.71 5.21 6.4 68 54 14 Heavy damage  

New cut 4 29 1.34 3.6 4.94 8.21 58 45.4 13 Severe damage  

New cut 5 29 2.35 5.7 8.05 13 53 30 23 Severe damage  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Plot showing the distribution of BDQ (a) Old road cut -1 and (b) oldcut-2 and  
(c) new cut 1  

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Table 4.8 Summary of Blast damage quality (BDQ), the intensity of natural discontinuities 
(P21) and blast fractures (B21) and intersection density (I20) at the old road cut. Color code 
(blue = pre existing joint, red= blast fracture) 

ID  Photograph Properties  

1 

 

 
Extreme damage 
Area = 17 m2 
P21 = 2.05 (m/m2) 
B21= 12.5(m/m2) 
RQD=58 
BDQ = 23% 
I20 = 14 (1/m2) 
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2 

 

 

Severe damage 
Area =20m2 

P21 = 2.2 (m/m2) 
B21=5.9 (m/m2) 
RQD=49 
BDQ=28% 
I20 =12 (1/m2) 
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3 

 
 

 

Severe damage 
Area =17 m2 

P21 = 2.05 (m/m2) 
B21 = 4.9 (m/m2) 
RQD=58% 
BDQ = 38% 
I20=11 (1/m2) 
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Table 4.9 Summary of Blast damage quality (BDQ), the intensity of natural discontinuities 
(P21) and blast fractures (B21) and intersection density (I20) at the new road 
cut. Color code (blue = Pre-existing joint, red= blast fracture) 

ID  Photograph Properties  

1 

          

 
Moderate damage 
Area =24 m2 
P21 = 0.7 (m/m2) 
B21=0.8 (m/m2) 
RQD=93% 
BDQ = 82.4% 
I20 =1.3 (1/m2) 
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2  

 
 

 

Heavy damage 
Area =29m2 

P21 = 1.12 (m/m2) 
B21=2.13  (m/m2) 
RQD=80% 
BDQ = 73% 
I20 =2.62 (1/m2) 
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5  

 

 

Severe damage  
Area =29 m2 

P21 = 2.35 (m/m2) 
B21=5.7 (m/m2) 
RQD=42% 
BDQ = 30% 
I20=13(1/m2) 
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Figure 4.20 (a) shows a summary of the blast fracture intensities plotted against the 

blast damage quality for the two rock cuts showing that the blast fracture intensity increases as 

blast damage quality decreases. However, as discussed before, there are many factors that can 

contribute to these results including blast design and fracture orientation relative to blasting. 

Figure 4.20(b) shows that density of intersections decreases with increase in BDQ.  Based on 

the BDQ classification, it can be seen that a heavily damaged rock mass tends to have more 

intersections compared to an undamaged rock mass. These new intersections may result in the 

formation of a large number of new loosened blocks/fragments which has implications for 

behaviour of rock slopes particularly with respect to increased rock fall activity. 

 

      

 

   Figure 4.20 Relationship between BDQ and (a) Blast fracture intensity and (b) 
Intersection density, (n = 8)  

Figure 4.21a shows the influence of B21 on the RQD-BDQ. It is observed that B21 

increases with increase in percentage of RDQ-BDQ. This parameter (RDQ-BDQ) shows the 

actual effect of blasting in a rock mass. Figure 4.21b shows that density of intersections 

(a) 

(b) 
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increases with increase in percentage of RDQ-BDQ. It can be seen that the degree of blast 

fracturing presented by (RQD-BDQ) increases and also the density of intersection increases.  

                  

                 

   Figure 4.21 Relationship between RQD-BDQ and (a) Blast fracture intensity and (b) 
Intersection density, (n = 8)  

(a) 

(b) 
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4.11. Wedge failure  analysis  

A deterministic wedge failure investigation was undertaken assuming the presence of a 

basal joint in SWEDGE (Rocscience, 2015b). This analysis was used to assess the influence of 

blast damage on wedge instability in the rock slope cuts at Brunswick Point on the Sea to Sky 

highway. The friction angle values estimated from field measurements are similar values 

reported in literature (Schlotfeldt, 2007). Table 4.10 shows the input data used in the SWEDGE 

analysis. Figure 4.22 (a) shows an example of rock slope wedge geometries observed at Sea to 

Sky highway. Figure 4.22(b) shows the stereonet with the joint sets used in this analysis. The 

volume of the wedges varies from 10m3-300 m3. These values are similar to the values reported 

in literature (Bunce et al., 1997). Figure 4.23 and 4.24 show an example of the size and shapes 

of wedges for the old and new road cuts from which it can be seen that in both wedges the 

basal joint plays a major role in the rock slope instability. It appears from the Swedge analysis 

that selected wedge geometries at the Brunswick Point road cuts could have a high factor of 

safety against potential wedge failure. 

Table 4. 10 Material properties used for Swedge analysis 
 

Parameter Brunswick road cuts   

Bench height (m) 23 

Bench width (m) 10 

Slope face angle new road cut (degree) 81 

Slope face angle old road cut (degree) 55 

Friction angle (degree) 45 

Cohesion (MPa) 0.01-0.5 

Joint 1 orientation  300/1850 

Joint 2 orientation 88.50/2880 

Joint 3 orientation 590/1910 
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           Figure 4.22 Photograph showing (a) wedges observed at sea to sky highway (b) 
Stereonet of joint sets used for wedge analysis 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.23 Potential wedge failure shape at the Brunswick Point old road cut, Factor of safety 1.61, Potential maximum 
volume 146m3 

Factor of safety 1.6 
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Figure 4.24 Potential wedge failure shape at the Brunswick Point new road cut Factor of safety 0.9, Potential maximum 
volume 203m3, for friction angle 35degrees and cohesion of 0.1 MPa 

Factor of safety 0.9 
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Figure 4.25  Sensitivity analysis for factor of safety as influenced by change in  joint 
cohesion  and friction angle  

 

The sensitivity analysis for joint cohesion and friction angle show that a reduction in joint 

cohesion and joint friction angle as would be expected results in a decrease in factor of safety 

(Figure 4.25). It is suggested that the blast gas penetration and wedging/displacements of the 

joint-bounded blocks, may lead to lowering of the factor of safety of the road cut slopes. These 

analyses indicated that, potential failure along the Sea to Sky highway could be influenced by 

both kinematic release of the blocks and blast damage in the rock mass. Further analysis of 

other features of blast damage such as intensity of blast damage, shear strength reduction of 

the joints and rock mass by blasting are necessary. Improved estimation of joint shear strength 

properties based on laboratory testing would be required for a more rigorous analysis. It is 

always important however to constrain predicted wedge volume/shapes field observations of 

instabilities and against the persistence, spacing and strength properties of each joint set. It is 

also important that the specific location of joints in the rock slope be investigated in addition to 

conceptual analyses.  

The current analyses should be interpreted as indicating conceptually the potential role 

of blast damage and kinematics on slope instability as opposed to rigorous stability 

assessments of the old and new rock cuts. The blast damage characteristics, geological 

structure and stability of the new steeper and higher rock cut to the east of the Sea to Sky 
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Highway were not investigated as part of the current study due to access and safety for field 

work and the high volume of traffic. It is suggested that the structural observations made on the 

old road cut may be of significance for the eastern road cut but this would require additional 

research. Wedge geometries on the eastern rock cut can be observed high up in the slope; it 

appears that some rock bolting/meshing and trimming been installed but due to the 

access/safety constraints mentioned above this was outside the scope of the current study. 

4.12. Blast damage model  

As shown in the previous section, wedge failures along the Sea to Sky highway appear 

to be  dominantly controlled by discontinuities, therefore a discontinuum model is most 

appropriate to investigate the rock mass behavior as influenced by blast damage. In this study 

the blast fracture orientation has been determined from field data where the calculated Fisher 

coefficient value is used for the simulation (Table 4.11).  

Figure 4.26 shows the blast damage model for the old and new road cuts. It can be seen 

that blast damage in the old road cut is higher compared to damage encountered in new road 

cut. The difference in damage is due to blast design between these two road cuts. This model 

show that most of failures at Sea to Sky highway occur within the damaged zone. In the old cut, 

the damage zone is divided into two zones (1) a zone with complete block formations and (2) a 

zone with orthogonal blast fractures relative to pre-existing discontinuities. 

 A detail investigation is required to determine the depth of these zones. An important 

feature observed in the new road cut is a zone of interaction between old and new road cut. 

This zone is formed by accumulation of damage feature from blasting activities in the old road 

cut excavation and the new road cut excavations. It is characterized by fragmentation of rock 

mass, opening of fracture network and movement of the blocks. 
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Figure 4.26 A discrete fracture network model showing difference in blast fracture 
distribution for the new and old road cuts 

Table 4.11 Measured properties for the three joint sets and blast fractures  

Name  Dip/Dip 
direction 

(0) 

Orientation    (P21)  
(m/m2) 

Constant of 
proportionality  

Trace length 
distribution  

J1(basal joint) 30/185 Constant  0.08 - Constant  
Mean=2.2m 

STD=1.9 

J2 88/288 Constant  0.8 - Constant  
Mean=32m 

STD=15 

J3 59/191 Constant  1.2 - Constant  
Mean=10m 
STD=5m 

BF (old cut) 59/215 Fisher 
(K=4.5) 

  1.2  0.3 Log normal  
Min =0.1 m 

BF1 (new cut) 30/253 Fisher(K=10
00) 

0.025 0.3 Log normal 
Mean=3.2 
STD=0.9 

BF 2(new cut) 67/195 Fisher(K=10
00) 

0.02 0.3 Log normal 
Mean =3m 
STD=0.7 
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4.13. Discussion on damage observed 

The key observations on the new road cut is an accumulation of blast damage effects on 

rock mass depending on different blasting operations that were done at different times and the 

distance between the old rock cut and the new rock cut final wall. Several features are observed 

to be related to the cumulative effects from these different blasting events such as opening and 

extension of pre-existing discontinuities in new road cut.  

Another potential factor that may have contributed to increase in fracture dilation post 

blasting is gravitational displacements associated with the excavation of the rock and changed 

kinematic constraint. In order to understand the field data a tentative model which shows the 

evolution of blast fractures and aperture opening is proposed. This model shows three stages of 

the interaction between old road cut and new road cut.  

 Stage 1- initial rock mass without excavation 

 Stage 2 – involves the blasting of the old road cut by blastholes, Figure 4.27 a. This stage 

resulted in creation of extensive blast fractures which would have propagated within the rock 

slope towards the future location of the new western cut slope, Figure 4.27 b.  

 Stage 3 – which involved the excavation of the new road cut in a pre-blast damaged rock 

mass of varying degree dependent upon the distance to the final wall of the old cut. During 

this stage both old cut pre-existing blast fractures and pre-existing discontinuities were 

opened, new blast fractures were formed and old fractures extended. This caused in an 

increased width zone of blast damage accumulation as shown in figure 4.27c. In this stage 

the controlled blasting used for the new cut could also have impacted the rock mass 

condition of the old cut particularly near where the two cuts meet at a rock promontory. 

4.14. Conclusions  

A combination of field work and remote sensing data acquisition has been successfully used 

to quantify discontinuity characteristics for the Sea to Sky highway road cuts at Brunswick 

Point. Using this technique, I was able to undertake a program of discontinuity measurement 

and characterisation of both pre-existing and blast fractures. Photographic models were 
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derived from freely available photographs in Google Street View , Ground based laser 

scanning and photogrammetry were used to produce preliminary models of blast fracture 

damage. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.27 Conceptual model showing the development of damage at the Sea to Sky 
highway 
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Preliminary deterministic limit equilibrium was used to investigate the potential influence 

of structure and blast damage of rockfall in the forms of basal wedges or blocks. The following 

conclusions are based on the blast damage investigations conducted at Brunswick Point: 

1. The remotely imaged road cuts provides details of blast fracturing and damage near the 

blastholes 

2. Changes in blasting practice have been observed to significantly affect the blast damage in 

the rock slope mass. As expected the blastholes used in the old cuts produced more 

damage than associated with the pre-split wall controlled blasting technique 

3. The intensity of blast fracturing increases with decrease on rock mass quality 

4. The intersection intensity within a rock mass increases with increase in blast fracturing  

5. Blast damage intensity increases with decrease in rock mass quality 

6. Potential wedge failures in the old and western new cut as Brunswick Point on the Sea to 

Sky are predominantly related to kinematic release. Blasting may have accelerated minor 

instability where the old and new rock cuts meet due to intact fractures, dilation of existing 

fractures and the degradation of in-plane rock bridges on discontinuity surfaces. Further 

work is required to constrain slope analyses due to high uncertainty in input data. 

7. A conceptual evolution of blast damage model for Brunswick Point has been developed from 

pre-excavation and encompassing the blasting stages associated with the old and new rock 

cuts; this model emphasises the importance of blast damage interaction during different 

stages of blasting and the need to consider the distance between old blast holes and the 

proposed new cut.  
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Chapter 5. Blast damage characterization in open pit 
mines2 

5.1. Introduction  

Blast damage is considered to be very important for ensuring open pit slope stability 

(LaJuge,1999;Little,1999; Read et al., 2012). The potential influence of blast damage on slope 

failure depends on the scale of the slope. In open pit mines (e.g, Aitik mine, Sweden (Maki and 

Holmberg, 1982), Jwaneng open pit,Botswana (Tunono, 2011), inter-ramp or overall slope 

failures may be influenced by blast damage due to intact rock damage (overbreak), extension of 

pre-existing discontinuities and by the reduction of shear strength along discontinuities.   

Several methods have been used to characterize blast damage in open pit mines, 

including traditional mapping (Oriard, 1982; Hagan, 1979), geophysical surveys (Hagan, 1979) 

and terrestrial remote sensing (Tuckey, 2012; Tuckey and Stead 2016). Remote sensing 

approaches allow the evaluation of blast damage in inaccessible parts of benches or overall pit 

slopes and also yield a permanent digital record of the bench condition which can be re-

analyzed repeatedly without disrupting mine operations (Lee, 2011; Sturzenegger et al., 2011; 

Tuckey, 2012). Furthermore, data acquisition for remote sensing is completed much faster than 

conventional survey methods. However, discontinuities measured using remote sensing are 

subject to several sources of bias and uncertainties. The objectives of this chapter are: 

1. To describe and quantify the characteristics of blast damage and the undamaged rock mass 

using photogrammetry    

2. To determine the characteristics of blast damage features  

3. To understand the influence of blast damage on slope instability  

                                                           
2
 To be submitted to Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal 

Lupogo, K., Stead, D., Elmo, D., 2016. Blast damage characterization in open pit mines   
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The main rationale of this study is to provide improved characterization of pit slope blast 

damage which will help in a better understanding of slope instability and its relation to blast 

damage and form an important foundation for three-dimensional numerical modelling of slope 

stability as influenced by blast damage.  

5.2. Background  

Researchers use several approaches at different scales to describe blast damage in a 

rock slope. These include field, laboratory and numerical modelling approaches. The field scale 

approach pertains to the investigation of blast damage on the large scale compared to 

laboratory-scale investigations. However, field scale mapping can be undertaken using both 

traditional field mapping and remote sensing techniques. Most blast damage investigations have 

been based on recording the features of blasting damage used in the  evaluation of blasting 

performance such as bench surface condition after blasting , blast damage levels, half cast 

factors (HCF) ,etc. These are very useful features to describe the perfomance of the blasting 

and they are not specifically related to slope stability. Very few studies (Hagan, 1979; Oriard, 

1981 ; Maki and Holmberg, 1982) have investigated blast damage features that are important to 

rock slope stability. The influence of blast damage on rock slope stability has been observed to 

take the following forms (Hagan, 1979; Oriard, 1980; Holmberg and Maki, 1982; Marklund et al., 

2007): 

• Overbreak  

• Release of load-induced tensile fracturing which has been reported at distances of up to 60 

m behind the back row of blast holes 

• Deformation of bedding planes exposed in the high wall resulting in gas extension of 

fractures  

This chapter introduces modified photogrammetry techniques for investigating blast 

damage features important to rock slope stability. For large slopes in a jointed rock mass, the 

extent of blast damage is an important control on stability as overbreak can cause strength 

reduction of the rock mass and hence the failure of design benches. Ground vibration can 

loosen and dislocate blocks and hence cause a reduction in the shear strength of 
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discontinuities; venting of gas from explosives can also contribute to dislocation of rocks near 

the slope surface. This chapter presents a systematic approach to the assessment of these 

features using a remote sensing and the incorporation of the results in the design process for 

open pit slopes. 

5.3. Methodology  

Tuckey (2012) and Tuckey and Stead (2016) showed the advantages of using a high focal 

length lens for field investigation of blast damage features. In field investigations, they showed 

the ability of photogrammetry to acquire very detailed blast damage features , including blast 

fractures and pre-existing discontinuity extension. However, to date, very limited research using 

remote sensing investigations to characterize blast damage features has been undertaken. In 

this chapter I will present examples of imaging of blast damage features using photogrammetry 

techniques. Both close and long range photogrammetry for the Jwaneng (Botswana) open pit 

were acquired by Tuckey (2012). Close and long range photogrammetry of the Mount Polley 

and Copper Mountain mines were acquired by the author. A Canon EOS 50D digital camera 

with variable focal length lens (35 mm to 400 mm) was used to capture digital images of the 

open pit slopes, as shown in Table 5.1.   

 Table 5.1.Camera lens used for photogrammetry data acquisition, 

Mine location  Lens focal length Processing technique used 

Mount Polley, BC , 

Canada  

20 to 200 mm Traditional photogrammetry and Structure 

from Motion  

Copper Mountain, BC, 

Canada 

20 to 400 mm Traditional photogrammetry and Structure 

from Motion  

Jwaneng, Botswana 20 to 400 mm Traditional photogrammetry and Structure 

from Motion 

 

In this thesis, two sources of data were used; the first was the derived in the field by the 

author with the second data set derived from existing photographs taken as part of previous 

research (Tuckey 2012). The existing data was processed by Tuckey (2012), Tuckey and Stead 

(2016) using traditional photogrammetric procedures, providing extensive data on rock bridge 
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(R21), and blast fracture (B21) intensity. In this thesis a new approach based on Structure from 

Motion (SfM) and using open source software such as Microsoft Photosynth‘s (Microsoft, 2016) 

and VisualSFM (Wu, 2011) was used to reprocess and further analyze the photographs 

acquired by Tuckey (2012). 

Both pre-existing discontinuities and blast fractures were mapped using the 

photogrammetry data. In this work a digital trace map was created from several bench face 

windows. Window maps were restricted to a maximum of the bench height with variable width. 

The choice of bench height as the maximum limit is due to the fact that blast damage features 

take different forms over different bench heights, e.g. accumulation of blast fractures, radial 

crack growth and damage in joints. The BDQ was calculated using volumetric joint counts on he 

selected windows. The blast fracture intensity, proposed by Tuckey (2012) was calculated using 

a discrete fracture network approach. However, several factors can affect the length of the blast 

fracture traces which include censoring of the blast fractures, occlusion and image resolution. 

An additional parameter, the intersection density (I20) is introduced in an attempt to improve our 

understanding on the influence of the blast process on rock mass damage. Joint damage was 

investigated by observing the discontinuity surface of failed wedges. The joint damage was 

related to joint roughness profiles and then translated to a JRC coefficient. The joint surface was 

digitized and the profile was extracted. JRC was estimated from measurements of the surface 

roughness amplitude using a straight edge method by Barton (1982). Based on the mapping 

undertaken, a statistical distribution of the JRC was produced.  

5.4. Summary of the selected case studies  

Field and remote sensing investigations were undertaken at three open pits, presenting 

different geological conditions and blasting practice. Table 5.2 provides a summary of the open 

pits surveyed, including the name, location, rock types, geological age, the geological structures 

and the location of the investigation within the open pit. Table 5.3 provides a summary of the 

rock mass properties for all three case studies. The rock mass quality in the three  open pit 

walls were found to have variable conditions ranging from a strong to a poor rock mass.  

In all three case studies, controlled wall blasting was used to develop the final pit wall 

bench at the angle between 70 to 75 degrees. The wall control technique used for final wall 
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design in all cases is pre-shear blasting or cushion wall controlled blasting techniques. 

However, in most cases, pre-shear indicators were not observed in the final wall. Table 5.4 

presents a summary of the range of the blasting parameters used in the final wall blasting. 

Mount Polley and Jwaneng use Flexigel and HEF (high energy fuel) respectively. Copper 

Mountain uses an ANFO explosive type which has two main components; an oxidizing agent 

and a dense high energy fuel. ANFO has higher bulk strength and therefore blastholes can be 

spaced further apart (Wyllie and Mah, 2004). Table 5.5 shows the number of the production 

blasts performed in the Mount Polley open pits in 2012. This number indicates the cycles of 

loading and unloading stress in the rock mass around the open pit due to blasting. 

Table 5.2 Summary of the open pits investigated. 
 

Name  Location  Rock type   Age  Structures Investigation 
site 

Mount Polley  Central 
British 

Columbia, 
Canada  

Diorite, 
monzonite, 
breccia and 

intrusive 

Mid- 
Cretaceous 

The rocks units 
are segmented 
into blocks by 
multiple faults  

 

Springer 
South wall, 

Cariboo South 
west wall 

Copper 
Mountain  

Southwest 
British 

Columbia, 
Canada  

Andesitic to 
basaltic rocks 
predominantly 

coarse 
agglomerate, tuff 

breccia and 
layers of volcanic 

siltstone 

Upper 
Triassic 

The area is 
dominated 

regionally by well 
developed, 

North-striking, 
high angle faults 
which are best 
described as 
forming a rift 

system 
 

South-west 
and East wall 

of Pit 3 

Jwaneng Botswana Kalahari sand 
cover, calcrete, 

Kimberlite, 
Dolomite,quarzitic 

shale, Dolerite 
dykes and sills 

Lower 
Proterozoic 

Undulations 
associated with 

minor local 
folding, 

translation and 
rotation of 
discrete 

structural blocks   

South-east 
wall 
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Table 5. 3 Summary of rock mass properties at the open pits investigated. 

  Mount Polley  Copper 
Mountain  

Jwaneng 

Density  Kg/m
3
 2500 2500 2615-2880 

 
UCS (intact rock) 

 
MPa 

 
5-312 

 
16-250 

 
36-222 

Friction angle Degrees 25-51 42-55 20-50 

Young‘s modulus GPa 5-12 3-20 10-96 

GSI  30-55 20-55 44-66 

Depth of excavation 
during investigation  

m 350 300 360 

Dominant slope failure 
mode 

 Small scale 
wedges 

Revelling 
failure on 

dykes  

Planar sliding, basal 
joint failure on 

foliation  

 
 

Table 5. 4 Range of blasting parameters used 
  Mount Polley 

Final row   
Copper 

Mountain  
Final row  

Jwaneng 

Explosive type  Flexi gel ANFO HEF 207 

Burden m 2.5 5 8 

Delay  ms 100 200 - 

Stem height m 11 10 16 

Stem material     Aggregates Air  Aggregates 

Hole diameter cm 27.9 15 31 

Powder column  m 2 2 2 

VOD km/s 3.7 4.5 3.7-4.5 

Pre shear hole spacing  m 1.5-2 2.5-3 1-2 

Buffer zone  m 14 20 - 

Bench design   Double bench   Double bench  Single bench  

 
Table 5. 5 Number of production blasts within Mount Polley mines during 2012 

Production 2012 

 Number of 

Blasts 

Tonnes 

Blasted 

Powder 

Loaded 

(kg) 

% 

Emulsion 

Powder 

Factor 

(kg/tonne) 

Average Blast 

Tonnage 

Springer 

Pit 

159 28,446,571 7,663,599 53 0.269 178,909 

Cariboo 

Pit 

1 80,080 17,796 100 0.222 80,080 

Total 160 28,526,651 7,681,395 54 0.269 178,292 
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5.5. Mount Polley mine 

Mount Polley mine is located in central British Columbia, Canada, and approximately 56 

kilometers North East of Williams Lake (Figure 5.1). It is owned and operated by Imperial Metals 

Corporation and consists of the Springer, Wight and Cariboo pits (Imperial Metals, 2015). The 

Mount Polley mine is located in an alkaline intrusive complex in the Quesnel trough, a 35 km 

wide North West trending volcanic sedimentary belt.  

                  

Figure 5.1 Location map for the Mount Polley and Copper Mountain mines, British 
Columbia, Canada 

Field work was performed at both the Springer and Cariboo open pits within the Mount 

Polley mine (Figure 5.2). The main geological units at the mine are monzonite (centre and south 

of Springer pit and Cariboo open pit), diorite (dominant at the northern part of the Springer open 

pit, a mix of breccia and intrusive (dominant at the centre of the open pit) and mineralized 

breccias (Appendix V, Figure D1). The rock mass quality comprising the open pit walls is found 

to have variable conditions ranging from strong and fresh to weak and altered rock. The uniaxial 

compressive strength of intact core samples ranges from very high (UCS >200 MPa) to very low 

(UCS <5 MPa). The rock mass is highly fractured in some areas. Zones of increased fracturing, 

intense alteration and low rock mass quality are associated with large structural features such 

as faults and contacts between the intrusive geologic units. 
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   Figure 5.2 Location of Springer open pit and Caribou open pit at Mount Polley Mine, 
(Mount Polley, 2016) 

5.5.1. Discontinuity analysis  

Discontinuity mapping data were collected using both field mapping by Golder 

Associates in 2012 and using photogrammetric surveys undertaken by the author, providing 

more than 1500 joint measurements on the south wall of the Springer open pit (Figure 5.3). At 

Mount Polley, three dominant discontinuity sets were recognized within the study area; Joint set 

1 (53o/3120o); Joint set 2 (86o/13o) and Joint set 3(68o/111o) (Table 5.6 and Figure 5.4). The 

persistence of the discontinuity sets varied between very low (<1 m) to low persistence (1-3 m). 
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The discontinuity sets have a variable dip direction which is expressed in term of a low Fisher 

coefficient value. The blast fractures are observed to be oriented in the same direction (Figure 

5.5). Table 5.6 compares the results of field measurements and remote sensing employed 

during this research. Field data shows the scattering of the measured data which may be due to 

the fact that, these data were derived from varied geotechnical domains.  

 

Figure 5.3 Photogrammetry model (f =200mm) showing discontinuities mapped at 
Springer open pit 

                                  

Figure 5.4 Poles of major discontinuity sets obtained from (a) Golder Associates (Al 
chance, 2016) and (b) through remote sensing in this study  

 

(a) (b 

J2 

J1 

J2 

J3 

J1 

J3 

Preexisting discontinuity  

Blast fracture  
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Table 5.6 Summary of discontinuity set characteristics (BF denotes blast fracture) 
 

Golder Associates  field data 

 
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 BF1 BF2 

Dip (
o
) 51 70 68 - - 

Dip direction (
o
) 351 64 195 - - 

Fisher coefficient , K 12 35 15 - - 

Number of joints 36 40 19   

This study (Remote sensing) 

Dip (
o
) 53 86 68 65 59 

Dip direction (
o
) 312 13 111 112 268 

Fisher coefficient, K 32 7.5 15 1000 10 

Number of joints 8 437 119 568 223 

Large scale 
roughness Planar Planar Planar Stepped Stepped 

Small scale 
roughness Smooth Smooth Smooth Rough Rough 

Mean length  (m) 3.6 3.4 3.7 1.2 0.5 

Std (length)  (m) 0.87 0.69 0.9 1.9 0.98 

Spacing    (m) 0.2-20 0.2-4 0.3-3 0.01-1 0.01-1 

 

 

  

Figure 5.5 Photograph showing example of traced Pre-existing discontinuities (red) and 
blast fractures (blue), south west wall Cariboo open pit 
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5.5.2. Blast design 

The blasting practice at Mount Polley involves three types of blasting; productions blasting 

pre-split blasting and trim blasting. Table 5.7, shows the parameters used to design the different 

type of blasting practice. Figure 5.6 shows the blast design for pre-split, trim and production 

blasting. However, these values vary depending on the geology encountered around the open 

pits.  

Table 5.7 Design parameters for different types of blasting at Mount Polley mine  

 
Pre-shear Buffer Production 1 Production 2 

Product Fortis
3
 Fortis Fortis Fortis 

Hole diameter (mm) 11 11 11 11 

Burden (m) 7 5.5 7.4 7.4 

Spacing (m) 4 8 8 8.5 

Sub drill (m) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Hole length (m) 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 

Powder column (m) 6 7.5 8.5 8.5 

Stemming height (m) 7.5 6 5 5 

Stemming material 
crushed 
stone crushed stone crushed stone crushed stone 

Fortis Density 
(kg/m3) 1220 1220 1220 1220 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Final wall blasthole layout for Mount Polley mine (Orica, 2012) 

                    

                                                           
3 Fortis: Orica‘s family of bulk explosive products 
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5.5.3. Field observations and slope profile  

Figures 5.7 shows a 3D model of the Springer open pit with boundaries representing the 

three domains observed within the open pit. Figure 5.8 (a and b) show the slope profiles and 

illustrate that the bench configuration is affected by debris accumulation and wedge failure. 

Domain 1 is mined in the west side of the Springer pit where the benches are intact (Figure 5. 9) 

and hence the profile (Figure 5.8a) does not show debris accumulation. Domain 3 is located at 

the east side of the Springer open pit and the profiles show clean benches without debris 

accumulation (Figure 5.9). Domain 2 is located in the south-east of Springer pit; the benches 

show uneven bench profiles, hanging blocks and debris accumulation (Figure 5.10). The 

benches in Domain 2 are characterized by the presence of intense fracturing beyond excavation 

designed line.  

Based on the field observations of blast-related features Table 5.8, Domain 2 has more 

potential for slope instability due to blast damage. The investigation of blast damage features at 

the Springer open pit is undertaken in Domain 2.  

 

    Figure 5.7. 3D model of Springer open pit showing blast domains. 

60m 
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Table 5.8 Summary of field observations for Springer open pit  
 
Domain Bench 

loss,% 
Damage 

classification-

Golder 
Empirical 
method 

HFC,% Failure 
Mode  

Comments 

1 No 
bench 
loss 

No visible 
damage 

Not 
visible 

No failure, 
clean 
benches  

No significant cracks parallel to 
the crest 

2 100 Severe Not 
visible 

Wedge 
failures, loss 
of benches  

 Difficult to maintain the 
crest 

 Several wedge failures, 
overbreak, blast fractures 
visible 

3 <20  No visible 
damage 

Not 
visible 

Clean 
benches, no 
failure  

Shows inherent rock mass 
properties, low damage levels 
and good blasting 

 

 

 

   

 

 Figure 5.8 Slope profiles for (a) Domain 1 and (b) Domain 2 

 

(a) (b) 
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 Figure 5.9.Photograph of benches in Domain 3, Springer open pit 
 

 
 

Figure 5.10 Photograph of benches and blast fracturing behind the bench face, Domain 2, 
Springer open pit 

 

12m  
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5.5.4. Blast damage mechanisms  

The observed blast damage is characterized by the following mechanisms: 

 Type 1 damage - damage associated with intact rock fracturing. Figure 5.11 shows the blast 

fractures at the Springer open pit. Blast fractures occur randomly tending to create blocks 

(which are converted into blast fracture sets as shown chapter 3). In less blast damaged 

areas, the blast fractures are sparsely distributed and lack connectivity, whereas in highly 

damaged areas the blast fractures are highly connected. Blast fractures also tend to 

terminate in the intact rock, against another blast fracture or a natural discontinuity. 

 Type 2 damage- is damage associated with joint strength degradation and it is correlated 

with Joint roughness coefficient (JRC).Joint strength degradation may be due to joint 

asperities degraded by blasting (Figure 5.12) and rock bridge degradation due to  blast 

fractures connecting two or three discontinuities within a failed wedge (for non-persistent 

joints). 

 

                 Figure 5.11  Blast fractures mapped in Caribou open pit, Mount Polley mine 

Blast 

fracture  1 m 
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Figure 5.12 (a) 3D model showing a surface roughness profile (b) photograph of the joint 
surface and (c) profile extracted    

5.5.5. Intact rock fracturing caused by blasting 

Figure 5.13, shows the poles to the blast fractures mapped in the south wall of the 

Springer open pit with blast fractures mostly concentrated in the southeast wall. Few blast 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

3 m 
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fractures can be mapped in the south-west of the open pit since most natural discontinuities dip 

into the slope. In locations 1, 2 and 4 blast fractures are observed to be oriented orthogonal to 

pre-existing discontinuities whereas in location 3 shows blast fractures to be randomly oriented. 

The randomness of the blast fractures are related to high blast stress whereas orthogonal blast 

fractures are closely related to low to intermediate blast stress. 

Table 5.9 and 5.10 summarise blast damage quality (BDQ) and blast trace intensity 

measurement respectively for three digital windows derived from photogrammetric data using 

an average window size of 200 m2. The blast fracturing has resulted in blocks of different sizes 

and most of the measurements indicate severe damage according to the proposed BDQ 

classification. However, the value of the BDQ depends on the method and the orientation of 

scan line (Appendix V, Figure D.15).  

Results show that B21 increases with decrease in BDQ and that blast-induced fractures 

greatly increase the degree of fracturing in a rock mass compared to the initial fracture intensity 

(P21). The blast fracture intensity, B21, increases as the quality of the rock decreases. From this 

study (Table 5.9) it is observed that blast fractures are encountered in rock masses of all 

conditions. The length and intensity of blast fractures however depends on the degree of 

inherent damage in the rock mass and blasting practise. The correlation between fracture 

intensity and BDQ is highly influenced by the sample size. Total damage (D21) tends to 

increase with increase with BDQ. Furthermore, it can be observed that the actual blast 

fracturing (RQD-BDQ) increases with increase in B21 and intersection density. The relationship 

between (RQD-BDQ) and Intersection density reflect the effect of the blasting on the 

fragmentation within a rock mass. 

The intersection intensity as expected is observed to decrease with increase in rock 

mass quality (Table 5.10). The distribution of individual joints follows the Log-Normal distribution 

(see Appendix V). Blast fractures are characterized by low persistence, reflecting the block size 

formed by pre-existing discontinuities. The combined blast fracture distribution is represented by 

log-normal distribution and power law distribution depending on the minimum trace length of the 

blast fractures mapped (Appendix V, Figure D.5 to Figure D.13). The total damage, D21 is the 

sum of pre-existing rock mass damage and blast damage. The total damage increases with 

increase in blast damage as shown in Table 5.11.  
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   Figure 5.13 Blast fractures mapped within the Springer open pit. Plotted in equal angle lower hemisphere stereonet 

showing poles of blast fracture. Light blue disk shows preexisting discontinuities and dark blue shows blast fracture 

50 m 
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Table 5.9: Areal intensity of natural discontinuities (P21), BDQ and blast fractures (B21) for 
discontinuities at Mount Polley 

Windo
w ID 

Area   
(m2) 

 
P21 
(m/m

2
) 

 
B21   

(m/m
2
) 

 
D21 
(m/m

2
) 

 
Intersection 
density , 
(I20) 

RQD, 
(%) 

BDQ, 
(%) RQD-BDQ 

Class of 
damage  

 
A-1 27 1.07 5.2 6.27 9.5 68 25 43 

Extreme 
damage  

 
A-2 32 0.77 10.3 11.07 14 78 10.6 67 

Extreme 
damage 

 
A-3 25 2.3 17.2 19.5 13.08 82 2 80 

Extreme 
damage 

 
A-4 29 1.2 6.2 7.4 7.04 86 59 27 

Moderate 
damage  
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Table 5.10 Photographic representation of Areal intensity of natural discontinuities (P21), 
BDQ, blast fractures (B21), Intersection density (I20) and blast damage level 
for combined pre existing  discontinuities and blast fractures derived at 
Springer open pit.(Color code = red represent blast fracture, blue represent pre-
existing discontinuities) 

ID  Photograph Properties  

A1  

 

 

 

Extreme damage 

Area =27 m2 

P21 =1.07 (m/m2) 

B21=5.2 (m/m2) 

I20=9.5 (No./m2) 

RQD=68% 

BDQ = 25% 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 m 

3 m 
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A2 

 

 

 

 

Extreme damage  

Area =25 m2 

P21 = 0.77 (m/m2) 

B21=10.3 (m/m2) 

I20=14 (No./m2) 

RQD=78% 

BDQ = 10.6% 

 

2 m 

2 m 
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A4  

 

 

 
 

Moderate  damage 

Area =29 m2 

P21 = 1.2 (m/m2) 

B21=6.4 (m/m2) 

I20=7.04 (No./m2) 

RQD=86% 

BDQ = 59% 

 

 

3 m 

3 m 
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Table 5.11 Areal intensity of natural discontinuities (P21), blast fractures (B21) for 

individual discontinuities derived at south wall of Springer open pit 

ID 

 

Window 

area 

(m
2
) 

Number 

of 

joints Dip
o
 

Dip 

Direction
o
 K 

Trace 

length 

max 

(m) 

Mean 

(m) 

Min 

(m) 

Std 

(m) 

P21 

 (m/m
2
) 

W-1 J4 25 15 53 312 23 5.28 3.2 0.68 1.37 1.2 

W-1 BF1 25 57 82 107 60 2.25 0.83 0.34 0.45 0.83* 

W-1 BF2 25 48 84 347 271 0.64 0.45 0.31 0.15 0.07* 

W-1 

BF 

3 25 27 81 78 47 1.1 0.8 0.47 0.2 0.5* 

W-1 BF4 25 9 78 152 81 0.8 0.5 0.37 0.15 0.2* 

W-2 BF1 25 28 77 102 28 3.6 1.9 0.54 1.2 0.97* 

W-2 BF2 25 37 79 182 16 2.2 0.98 0.44 0.5 0.5* 

W-3 

BF 

1 25 78 69 102 170 2.5 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.6* 

W-3 

BF 

2 25 64 82 185 515 2.3 1.03 0.35 0.5 0.9* 

W-3 

BF 

4 25 22 81 252 175 - - - - - 

W-4 BF1 25 39 87 245 47 2.6 1.5 0.84 0.5 0.6* 

W-4 BF2  25 23 85 108  21 4.6 2.1 0.75 1.4 0.6* 

W-4 

BF 

1 50 23 67 93 16 7 1.7 0.4 1.07 

 W-4 BF2 50 25 63 245 20 4.2 1.5 0.29 0.85 

 

W-4 

BF 

3 50 37 87 182 23 4.3 1.8 0.76 0.9 

 W-

B1 J1 200 104 68 111 15 5 3.6 2 0.87 0.1 

W-

B1 J2 200 37 86 13 7.5 5 3.4 2 0.69 0.1 

W-

B1 J4 200 28 53 312 

23-

32 6 3.7 2 0.9 1.2 

* Denotes blast fracture intensity  
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5.5.6. Wedge failure analysis  

A deterministic limit equilibrium analysis investigation was undertaken assuming a basal 

joint in Swedge (Rocscience, 2015), to estimate the occurrence and the influence of blast 

damage on wedge instability of the slope walls at the south wall of Springer open pit. Table 5.12 

shows input data used in the analysis. In this analysis, no effects of blasting were used as input. 

However, during blasting, the explosive gas penetrates into the major discontinuities and 

reduces the shear strength of the discontinuities. Figure 5.14 and 5.15 shows an example of the 

size and shapes of potential wedges analyzed. Figure 5.16a shows the stereonet of joints used 

for wedge analysis. In this analysis, the factor of safety is 0.73 which is lower than 1.3 (Figure 

5.16b) for cohesion 0.01-0.1 MPa and frictional angle of 200-450, respectively. A criterion was 

used that the failure is predominantly due to kinematic release of the blocks if the factor of 

safety is less than a threshold of 1.3 for a joint friction of 300- 450 . It can be concluded that most 

of overbreak observed at south wall of Springer open pit are due to kinematic release of the 

blocks. Blast damage can have influence in the failure but minimal, however it can be seen that 

number of wedge failures as would be expected increases with reduction in joint strength 

properties. 

 Table 5.12 -Input data used in Swedge analysis 
 

Parameter Value  

Bench height (m) 12 

Bench width (m) 10 

Bench face angle (
o
) 70-75 

Friction angle (
o
) 20-60 

Cohesion (MPa) 0.01-0.1 

Joint 1 orientation  53
0
/312

0
 

Joint 2 orientation  86
0
/13

0
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          Figure 5.14  Field examples of wedge failure in Mount Polley 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 15 Swedge shape of the wedge failure at Springer open pit 

J3 
J2 
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  Figure 5.16 (a) Stereonet showing a joint sets used for wedge analysis and (b) Graph of 
factor of safety for varying friction angle and cohesion   

(a) 

(b) 
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5.5.7. Overbreak        

Figure 5.18a shows the resulting overbreak due to failed blocks, the overbreak ranges 

between 0-3 m based on the photogrammetry model. The measurements were made using the 

procedures outlined in Chapter 3. The value measured can either be positive or negative, 

positive values shows underbreak due to blasting relative to the sampling plane, whereas 

negative values shows overbreak due to blasting. In this analysis only negative values are 

considered to show overbreak. 

The overbreak is mainly controlled by sub-vertical structures which intersect and form 

wedges. It can be seen that the overbreak is strongly associated with wedge failures (Figure 

5.18 b and c). Limit equilibrium analysis has revealed that most of wedges are predominately 

due to kinematic release of blocks, the role of blasting may be to influence overbreak by 

increasing the number of wedges that fail. The overbreak analysis for domain 2 shows that the 

slope face is characterized by hanging structurally controlled blocks. These blocks are located 

between two overbreak zones. The measurements show that the hanging blocks tend to exhibit 

low overbreak, but may be prone to rock fall at any time. The failure of such hanging blocks can 

pose a hazard to personnel working below the mine slope. Figure 5.17 shows a statistical 

distribution of the failed volume of rock at the Springer open pit. Results show that the volume of 

failed wedges varies from 1000 m3 to 4500 m3 as measured from remote sensing data. 

5.5.1. Joint roughness coefficient  

As described earlier in the methodology section, joint damage is investigated by analyzing 

joint surface roughness. The measurements were done on exposed joint surfaces. Figure 5.19 

shows the locations of extracted profiles used to study the role of blasting on joint surface 

damage. Figure 5.20 shows examples of a damaged joint surface with deviation of planes from 

point clouds measurements. The profiles were extracted towards the dip and across the strike of 

the exposed joint surface (Table 5.13). The joint roughness coefficient (JRC) was measured as 

explained in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 5.17 (a) Overbreak measurements at Mount Polley open pit (b and c) showing wedge failures

(a) 

(b) (c) 

12 m 

12 m 

24 m 

J2 

J2 

J3 

J3 
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            Figure 5.18 Statistical distribution of the wedge at Springer open pit derived from 
remote sensing data 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Locations selected for joint surface damage measurements at Springer open 
pit 
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Figure 5. 20 (a) 3D model showing contoured surface roughness amplitude (b) 
photograph of the joint surface  
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Table 5.13 Sampled plane and profiles extracted for remote sensing joint roughness 
coefficient 

Location Plane sampled Profiles extracted  

1 

 

 

3 

  

9 

 
 

 

Table 5.13 shows the planes and profiles extracted for estimation of joint roughness 

coefficient for location 1, 3 and 9. As described before, these planes were extracted in failed 

wedges. Therefore the JRC coefficient values are related to blasting damage and gravitational 

failure of wedges. Table 5.14 shows the statistical distribution of JRC along the strike and dip for 
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two representative measured wedge failure surfaces. The influence of blasting is can explained 

by presence of rough surfaces on the joint surfaces 

Table 5.14 Statistical distribution of joint roughness coefficient in the south wall of 
Springer open pit at wedge locations numbers 1 and 9 

Location Along the strike Along the dip 

1  

 

 

 

9  
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5.5.2. Blast damage model 

The following is the summary of the features selected to represent blast damage at the 

Springer open pit: (1) Blast fracturing – presented using a blast fracture discrete fracture 

network (2) Damage along the joint- presented as joint surface properties. Table 5.15, shows 

the simplified discontinuities properties used to create a blast damage model. Field investigation 

showed that the blast fractures occur in sets, therefore multiple sets for blast fractures were 

introduced as shown in Figure 5.21.Steps used to create the blast damage model are as 

follows: 

 Mapping results from domain 2 were used to develop the model as shown in Table 5.15 

 The model was divided into two zones – damage near blast hole and damage further away 

from blast hole.  

Table 5.15  Discontinuity measurements used to create the blast damage model 

ID 

 

Number 

of joint  Dip
o
 

Dip 

Direction
o
 K 

Trace 

length 

max 

(m) 

Mean 

(m) 

Min 

(m) 

Std 

(m) 

Trace length 

distribution  

P21 

 (m/m
2
) 

 J1 36 51 131 20 4.2 1.5 0.29 0.85 

Negative 

exponential 

 

 J2 40 70 64 23 4.3 1.8 0.76 0.9 

Negative 

exponential 

  J3 19 68 195 15 5 3.6 2 0.87 Log Normal 0.1 

 BF 1 100 65 112 

100

0 2 3.4 2 0.69 Log Normal 0.1 

 BF 2 127 59 268 

100

0 2 3.7 2 0.9 Log Normal 1.2 

 BF 3 104 65 292 

100

0 2 3.0 2 0.5 Log Normal 0.7 
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Figure 5.21 A 3D blast damage model for Springer open pit (a) bench scale (b) 
photograph of bench with blast damage and (c) Conceptual model for 
overall slope 

 

 

 

22 m 

J1 

J2 

BF 

BF 

J2 
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(b) 
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5.6. Copper Mountain mine  

Copper Mountain Mine is a copper mine located 20 km south of Princeton BC, Canada, 

(Figure 5.1). The mine operation is a joint venture between Copper Mountain mine (75%) and 

Mitsubishi Materials Corporation which owns the remaining 25%. Currently, the mine has three 

open pits (pits 1, 2 and 3) forming one super pit (Figure 5.22). This investigation focuses on pit 3 

and was undertaken during June 2014. 

The geology of the mine is mainly dominated by the volcanic and intrusive rocks of the 

Upper Triassic Nicola group which are generally competent, massive, but well fractured. Several 

fault systems are observed in pit 3: 

I. The main fault is steeply dipping and trends NW- SE down the centre of pit 3)  

II. A number of NE - SW trending faults intersect the pit walls at oblique angles and are named 

from north to south, (Golder Associates2008); 

 The north break fault,  

 The Middle break fault, 7-21 break faults, 9-21 break fault and  

 The south break fault.  

Pit 3 is located over old caved and collapsed workings of the underground mine and is 

therefore also referred to as the subsidence area zone (Brown, 1976). Bench scale instabilities 

in the southwest wall are dominated by wedge sliding along the intersection of discontinuities, 

which dip north at an angle between 100 and 400, daylighting throughout the slope (Figure 5.24 

and 5.25). This study will focus on the occurrence of blast damage in design sectors 2, 4 and 5 

(Figure 5.23). 
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Figure 5.22 The three pits (Pits 1, 2 and 3) forming a super pit at the Copper Mountain 
mine, British Columbia, Canada 

 

Figure 5.23 Design sectors, old underground mine, dykes and mapped subsidence 
fractures at Copper Mountain (modified from Golder Associates, 2008). 
Color code (red= dykes, blue = old underground mine and black lines = 
subsidence fractures). 
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Figure 5.24  3D model showing Design Sector 5 – with inter ramp non-daylighting wedge 
failure 

 

Figure 5.25  3D model of southwest wall of Pit 3 showing a deforming non-daylighting 
wedge failure (dip and dip direction of intersection) 
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5.6.1. Discontinuity analysis  

Discontinuity mapping was undertaken from terrestrial laser scanning and 

photogrammetric models (f = 200 mm and 400 mm). Photogrammetric surveys were made of 

the East wall of Pit 3 .Table 5.16 shows the results of the discontinuity sets mapped. Three joint 

sets are encountered in the east wall of pit 3. Comparing the remote sensing derived data from 

this study (Figure 5.26) and historical data (Figure 5.27), there is similarity in the joint sets 

measured, however, historical data involved limited measurements (30 poles). Furthermore, in 

the current study, joint set J4 is missing. This could be due to coverage of mapping windows in 

the current study. Historical data were mapped subjectively at different locations and sources, 

including underground, surface outcrops and from core logging. 

 

 

 

                      

 

          Figure 5.26 Poles of discontinuities measured in this study     
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              Figure 5.27  Historical mapped discontinuity data from the mine (Golder 
Associates, 2008). 

 

 
Table 5. 16 Summary of discontinuity set characteristics  

 
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 BF1 

Dip (
o
) 81 82 74 34 20 

Dip direction (
o
) 118 58 357 20 256 

Number of 
measurements 138 157 44 8 327 

Fisher Coefficient  23 27 23 - 1000 

Large scale roughness  Planar Planar Planar - Stepped 

Small scale roughness  Rough Rough Rough - Rough 

Mean trace length (m) 1-8 1-8 1-8 - 0.1-5 
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5.6.2. Blast design  

Table 5.17 and Figure 5.28, show the blast design parameters for the final wall at Copper 

Mountain mine. The target of Copper Mountain Mine is high fragmentation which is reflected in 

the use of large diameter production blastholes. Figure 5.29 shows the field pattern of 

blastholes including the pre-split and production blast holes.  

Table 5.17 Design parameters for different blasting types at Copper Mountain 

 
Presplit Buffer Production 1 

Explosive type ANFO ANFO ANFO 

Hole diameter 
(mm) 150 150 200 

Burden (m) 2.5 5.5 8 

Spacing (m) 4 8 8 

Sub drill depth (m) 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Hole length (m) 13.5 13.5 13.5 

Powder column (m) 6 7.5 8.5 

Stemming height 
(m) 7.5 6 5 

Stemming material Air 
crushed 

stone crushed stone 

ANFO (kg/m3) 900 900 900 

 

 

  Figure 5.28 Blast design for presplit and production blasts at Copper Mountain mine 
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 Figure 5.29 Pattern of blastholes for pre-split and production blastholes  

5.6.3. Field observations  

Field investigation of blast damage was undertaken in Design Sectors 2, 4 and 5. These 

sectors were divided into two blast domains, namely domain 1 and domain 2(Figure 5.30). 

Table 5.18 summarizes the results from field observations of blast damage. Domain 2 (Figure 

5.31) is highly influenced by the blasting process compared to domain 1 (Figure 5.32) and the 

rock mass in domain 2 is composed of highly fractured dykes which are very sensitive to blast 

damage. Blast damage at Copper Mountain is generally characterized by the visible fracturing 

of intact rock.  

30 m 
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Figure 5.30 Blast domains established at Pit 3 Copper Mountain (Modified after Golder 
Associates, 2008). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.31  Panoramic view of Domain 2 showing failure in dykes rock mass unit 

24 m 
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Figure 5.32 A 3D view of Domain 1 showing rock units and failing wedges  

Table 5.18 Summary of field observations at Pit 3  

Domain Overbreak 
(m) 

Bench 
loss, % 

Damage 
classification-
Golder 
empirical 
method 

HFC, % Failure Mode Comments 

1 <0.5 No bench 
loss 

Moderate  Not 
visible 

Debris  
accumulation 
on benches 

 Subsidence  
zone  

 Possible inter-
ramp failure 

2 1 100 Severe Not 
visible 

Wedge 
failures, loss of 
benches  

 Significant 
cracks parallel 
to the crest,  

 Difficult to 
maintain the 
crest in some 
areas due to on-
going failure  

 Several wedge 
failures and 
overbreak  

24 m 
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5.6.4. Blast damage mechanisms  

The damage mechanisms observed at the Copper Mountain mine are dominated by Type-1 

blast damage - damage associated with intact rock fracturing. The persistence of blast fractures 

varies from 0.1 to 5m.  Longer blast fractures encountered are due to blast fracture propagation 

into multiple blocks (Figure 5.33 and 5.34). However, in some cases the blast fracture 

propagation seems to terminate on pre-existing discontinuities. The combination of blast 

fractures and pre-existing discontinuities results in fragmented blocks which are encountered in 

all slopes at Pit 3.  

 

           Figure 5.33 Example of blast fractures observed in volcanic units  

 

           Figure 5.34 Example of blast fractures in dyke units  

2m 

2 m 
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5.6.5. Intact rock fracturing due to blasting 

The blast damage quality (BDQ) and blast trace intensity measurements for three digital 

windows are presented in Table 5.19. Results shows that the mapped windows are extremely 

damaged with very high values of intersection densities. As observed at Mount Polley mine, the 

actual blast fracturing (RQD-BDQ) tends to increase with both B21 and intersection density. 

The blast-induced fractures increase the degree of fracturing in the rock. Table 5.20 

presents the results from the three mapping windows showing that the blast fractures extend 

over the entire bench and beyond with lengths ranging from 3.2 to 10m (Table 5.21). The 

intersection density was determined for all windows and is seen to decrease as the intensity of 

blast fracturing decreases. 

Table 5.19 Areal intensities of natural discontinuities (P21), BDQ and blast fractures (B21) 
for combined discontinuities derived at the east wall of the Pit 3 

Window 
ID 

Area        
( m2) 

P21 

(m/m
2
) 

B21  

(m/m
2
) 

D21 

(m/m
2
) 

Intersections 
density (I20) 

(1/m
2
) 

RQD 
% 

BDQ,
% 

RQD-BDQ 
% 

Class of 
damage  

    

 
C1 

 
40 

 
1.1 

 
6.4 7.5 

 
11.8 

 
48 

 
16 

 
32 

Extreme 
damage 

 
C2 

 
25 

 
1.9 

 
7.2 9.1 

 
15.2 

 
70 

 
12 

 
58 

Extreme 
damage 

 
C3 

 
17 

 
3.5 

 
7.2 10.7 

 
25.4 

 
55 

 
2 

 
53 

Extreme 
damage 

C4 17 1.4 13 14.4 28 
 

74 
 
1 

 
73 

Extreme 
damage 

C5 23 1.5 12.5 14 10.4 
 

68 
 

28 
 

40 
Extreme 
damage 
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Table 5. 20 Photographic representations of areal intensity of natural discontinuities 
(P21), BDQ, blast fractures (B21) and blast damage quality level for all 
discontinuities derived at Copper Mountain (Color code,blast fracture=red 
and pre existing discontinuities=blue) 

ID  Photograph Properties  

C1  

 

 

Extreme 

damage 

Area =40 m2 

P21 = 1.1 (m/m2) 

B21=6.4 (m/m2) 

I20 =11.8 (1/m2) 

RQD=48% 

BDQ=16% 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3m 

3m 
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C2 

 

 

Extreme 

damage 

Area =25 m2 

P21 = 1.9 (m/m2) 

B21=7.2 (m/m2) 

I20=15.2 (1/m2) 

RQD=70% 

BDQ=12% 

 

3m 

3m 
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C3 

 
 

 
 

Extreme  

damage 

Size =40 m2 

P21 = 3.5 (m/m2) 

B21 = 7.2 (m/m2) 

I20 = 24.5 (1/m2) 

RQD=55% 

BDQ=2% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3m 

3m 
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Table 5.21 Areal intensity of natural discontinuities (P21), blast fractures (B21) for 
individual discontinuities derived at east wall of Pit 3 

ID Set  
Area 
(m

2
) 

Number of 
joints 

Dip 
(
o
) 

Dip 
Direction 
(
o
)  K 

                    Trace length  

P21 or B21 
(m/m

2
) 

 

Max 

(m) 

Mean 

(m) 

Min 

(m) 

Std 

(m) 

C-1 BF 1 25 326 24 272 10000 3.23 0.9 0.26 0.5 2.5* 

C-1 J1 25 104 87 227 76 5.6 1.45 0.29 1.52 0.7 

C-1 J2 25 83 89 318 26 5.7 2.6 1.07 1.75 1.2 

C-3 BF 1 260 347 24 272 4 10 2.1 0.51 2.6 0.9* 

C-3 J1 260 97 87 227 200 10 - - - 0.2 

C-3 J2 260 100 89 318 26 15 - - - 1.2 

C-3 J3 260 39 10 232 1000 15 - - - 0.2 

 

*Denotes the blast fracture intensity, B21 

5.6.6. Wedge failure analysis  

A bench height of 12m and a width of 10m were used in analysing wedge failure. 

Discontinuity properties were varied assuming a friction angle between 200 and 600 to reflect the 

field measured values and a cohesion between 0.01 and 0.1 MPa as shown in Table 5.22. A 

criterion was used that the failure is predominantly due to kinematic release of the blocks if the 

factor of safety is less than a threshold of 1.3 for a joint friction of 300- 450 (know values of joint 

friction and cohesion value of (0.01-0.1 MPa ) for an undamaged joint surface).  

Figure 5.35a and 5.35b show an example of the field observed wedge shapes and the 

wedge geometry obtained from SWEDGE analysis, respectively. The photograph show joints 

extending the full bench height (10m), the analysis agrees with the photograph but only the 

maximum trace length of discontinuity. Figure 5.36 (a) shows the stereonet of the joints used in 

the wedge analysis. In this analysis, the calculated factor of safety is 0.7 which is lower than the 

1.3 threshold for friction angle value of 200 to 450, (Figure 5.36). It can be concluded that most of 

overbreak observed at Pit 3 open pit are due to the kinematic release of the blocks and the 

number of wedges increases with decrease in joint friction and cohesion. The analysis as would 
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be expected shows that the pit wall wedge failures are sensitive to a decrease in joint friction 

and cohesion. 

Table 5.22 -Input data used in Swedge analysis 
 

Parameter Value  

Bench height (m) 12 

Bench width (m) 10 

Bench face angle (
o
) 70-75 

Friction angle (
o
) 20-60 

Cohesion (MPa) 0.01-0.5 

Joint 1 orientation  81
0
/118

0
 

Joint 2 orientation  82
0
/58

0
 

     

 

 

 

Figure 5.35 Showing (a) Potential shape of wedge failures at Copper Mountain open pit 
and (b) Swedge wedge geometry81 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 5.36 Plot showing (a) Stereonet  of the joint sets used in the analysis  and (b) the 
factor of safety as influenced by changes in cohesion and joint friction 
angle 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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5.6.7. Overbreak        

The measured values of overbreak for Copper Mountain seem to be very low due to the 

steep dip angle of the discontinuities. Investigation around the pit shows low overbreak except 

for dyke units which are highly fractured. For the volcanic rocks, the overbreak seems to be 

constrained by the vertical structures. The intersection of these sub-vertical structures result in 

small volume wedges which fail as soon as the excavation of the wall is completed. However, 

low overbreak does not mean that the bench or slope is not damaged; other forms of blast 

damage still exist at Copper Mountain. In west wall of Pit 3, the failure of non-daylighting 

wedges can be influenced by blast vibrations from ongoing excavations around the pit (Figure 

5.29). Figure 5.37 shows high overbreak values due to ongoing the wedge failure in the slope.  

5.6.1. Joint damage  

Figure 5.38 shows the three locations where joint surface roughness measurements 

were undertaken. Results indicate that the roughness of the joints occurs in patches which may 

reflect in-plane rock bridges destroyed by a combination of blasting and/or gravitational 

displacement induced brittle failure. The three pre-existing discontinuities imaged appear to 

mixed roughness profiles varying from smooth to moderately rough. Blast fracture surfaces 

characteristically have very rough surface profiles. Table 5.23 summarizes the results of 

measurements on the three discontinuity surfaces in a histogram, showing the distribution of 

joint profile roughness, JRC values along the strike and dip directions. It is suggested from the 

limited number of surfaces that the pre-existing areas of the discontinuities have lower JRC 

values and blast fractures affected zones have higher JRC values. The measured joint 

roughness coefficients values along the three surfaces imaged photogrammetrically at Copper 

Mountain can be tentatively divided into two general groups; 

 Low values of JRC between (5-10) representing smooth and undamaged joint surfaces  

 JRC values between (10-16) possibly reflecting patches of damaged joint surfaces... It 

should be emphasised that the rougher zones along the joints could have several origins 

including: 

- Blast damaged joints through intact rock fracture of in-plane rock bridges 
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           Figure 5.37 Overbreak measurements at Pit 3 Copper Mountain, showing (a) Overbreak, note higher overbreak areas 
in middle of pit wall and in lower bench (b) typical wedge geometry and (c) failed non-daylighting wedge.

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Overbreak (m) 

Sliding  

20m 

5m 3m 
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Amplitude (m) 

 

 Figure 5. 38 (a) Location and joint roughness mapped in the East wall, Copper Mountain 

 

5.6.1. Blast damage model 

The blast damage investigation at Copper Mountain indicates that the slopes are 

predominantly affected by blast fractures; other forms of blast damage are observed such as 

ground vibration and movements in the discontinuities, but their contribution to slope stability 

appears minimal. The interaction between old underground mine workings and the current open 

pit excavation can however have more significant impact on current slopes. Table 5.24 shows 

the input data for a proposed conceptual discrete fracture network damage model for the study 

area. Most of the pre-existing discontinuities at Copper Mountain are steeply dipping, it is 

assumed that these discontinuities do not cause the attenuation of blast energy and allow 

maximum stresses to be absorbed. Therefore, the order of arrangement of discontinuities for 

the blast damage model starts with blast fractures as first order fractures followed by pre-

existing discontinuities as shown in Figures 5.39 and 5.40. 

 

 

10m 

1m 

1m 

1 

2 
3 
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Table 5. 23 Statistical distribution of measured joint roughness coefficient values in the 
East wall at locations 1 and 3 at Copper Mountain mine, BC  

 

Table 5.24 Discontinuity measurements used for the blast damage model 

Joint set Dip
o
 

Dip 

Directio

n
o
 K 

                         Trace length  

Trace length 

distribution  

P21 

 (m/m
2
) 

max 

(m) 
Mean 

(m) 

Min 

(m) 

Std (m) 

J1 51 131 20 4.2 1.5 0.29 0.85 

Negative 

exponential - 

J2 70 64 23 4.3 1.8 0.76 0.9 

Negative 

exponential - 

J3 68 195 15 5 3.6 2 0.87 Log Normal 0.1 

BF 1 65 112 1000 2 3.4 2 0.69 Log Normal 0.1 

BF 2 59 268 1000 2 3.7 2 0.9 Log Normal 1.2 

ID JRC along strike  JRC along  dip  

1 

 
 

 

   

3  
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Figure 5. 39 (a)Proposed simplified bench scale damage DFN model (b) Photograph of 
blast fractures and pre-existing discontinuities Pit 3 –  East wall Copper 
Mountain Mine. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 5.40 Conceptual model for overall slope blast damage model 

5.7. Jwaneng Mine, Botswana.  

Jwaneng Mine is located in the southern part of Botswana at a distance of about 160 km 

west of Gaborone, Figure 5.41. The mine is owned by Debswana Diamond Company which is 

jointly owned by the Botswana government and De Beers Centenary AG (Tunono et al., 2010). 

The geology of Jwaneng is characterized by diamondiferous kimberlitic pipes that have intruded 

into a package of sedimentary rock formations comprising dolomites, shales, and quartzites of 

the Pretoria Group of the Proterozoic Transvaal super group. The sequence is broken up by 

extensional shears, thrusts and steep block faults (Tunono, et al. 2010).  
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                     Figure 5.41 Location of Jwaneng mine, Botswana 

The structural model developed by (SRK / Barnett, 2009) shows that Jwaneng Mine is a 

result of four phases of deformation. The initial phase D1 which is extensional has led to the 

formation of the NE to SW striking faults that are true dip sense and downthrown to the south-

east wall.  This was followed by a second phase of compression that led to the NE to SW 

steeply dipping structures. The third phase, D3, consists of dolerite intrusion which is followed 

by phase, D4, which is a reactivation of the D1 and D2 structures.  The deformation phases 

resulted in a fault system that divides the shallow to intermediate dipping bedding into structural 

domains (Figure 5.42). The main discontinuity set at the Jwaneng mine is bedding. The overall 

orientation of bedding is variable in the different structural domains. A summary of the overall 

geotechnical orientation of bedding/foliation with structural domains that intersect southeast wall 

is presented in Table 5.25 (SRK, 2009). 
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Table 5.25 Summary of the orientation of the geotechnical domains at Jwaneng, (SRK, 

2009) 

Structural 
domain 

Geotechnical orientation  Standard deviation  

Azimuth (
0
) Dip (

0
) Azimuth (

0
) Dip (

0
) 

5 310 36 57 12 

6 296 31 37.8 12 

7a 315 48 73 22 

7b 326 21 90 22 

8 266 20 89 22 

9 310 41 84 20 

10a 280 18 70 17 

10b 320 48 99 19 

 

             

Figure 5.42 Complex fault network used to define the geotechnical domains at Jwaneng 
Mine (SRK, 2009) 

 

The rock mass quality at Jwaneng Mine can be classified as mostly fair to good.  The 

laminated shale is thinly bedded whereas the carbonaceous shales are fissile and graphitic on 

the main contact (Tunono et al., 2011). The occurrence of structural discontinuities such as 

faults, joints, and shear planes can cause the rocks to be anisotropic and heterogeneous. 
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Discontinuities are generally welded along the foliation and open along sub-vertical joints, 

Figure 5.43. The joint surfaces are fresh and slightly weathered. This study investigates the 

occurrence of blast damage and its possible influence on the slope failure mechanisms in 

structural domains 7a and 6 (Figure 5.42).   

 

Figure 5.43 Panoramic view of part of Jwaneng East wall (Domain 7a), with foliation 
dipping out of the slope, traces show major structures, and insets show the 
extent of the field mapping area and the close range photogrammetry 
survey (f = 100 mm, distance = 50 m) after Tuckey (2012). 

5.7.1. Discontinuity analysis  

Structural data for kinematic analysis of the SE wall was obtained from three sources (1) 

historical data from the mine (2) field mapping and remote sensing done by Tuckey (2012) and 

(3) mapping from remote sensing carried out as part of this thesis (Figure 5.47). The remote 

sensing mapping of discontinuities was done using window mapping. The window size used in 

this analysis was limited to the bench height; however, a larger window size was used to map 

high persistence discontinuities. The joint sets identified in each study are summarized in Table 

5.25 and stereo plots presented in Figures 5.44 to 5.46. From the photogrammetry mapping, 

three discontinuities sets were identified; R2, R4, and the foliation (Figure 5.47). The sets R2 

and R4 are orthogonal to foliation and may act as block release surfaces.  
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Results from this thesis were compared with previous results from Tuckey (2012) and 

historical data from the mine (Table 5.26, Figures 5.44 to 5.46). The following observations can 

be made; 

 Historical data from the mine shows many joint sets compared to other studies in the same 

area. The presence of additional joint sets in historical data is due to the fact that these data 

were derived from varied geotechnical domains, boreholes, design sector etc. 

 The orientation of bedding is consistent with the geological orientation defined in the SRK 

model (SRK, 2009) 

 Using remote sensing data, an additional joint set R4 can be mapped which was absent in 

the field data of Tuckey (2012) but were present in the historical data. Tuckey (2012) 

mapped the discontinuities in area where he did field survey; the missing joint set is part of 

blind zone explained in Figure 5.44. It can be seen that increase in coverage in remote 

sensing data can reduce the effect of blind zones (i.e the area in the model that cannot be 

directly observed) in mapping the data due to its 3D nature 

 The joint set R1 and R3 determined by Tuckey (2012) are not specified in the current 

research although in the mine data. The joint set R3 defined by Tuckey includes poles from 

both R3 and R4 as defined by the mine. Similar joint poles are measured in this research 

but only the concentration denoted as R4 has been recognized. 

 Blast fractures have occurred within the rock blocks and fracturing follows the orientation of 

pre-existing discontinuities. 
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Table 5.26 Summary of discontinuity set data identified in historical data, Tuckey (2012) and this 
study 

Historical data ( Data from mine) 

 

Set 1 
(foliation) R2 R 3 R4 R 5 BF1 BF2 

Dip (
o
) 34 75 77 79 83   

Dip direction (
o
) 312 135 95 207 356   

Fisher coefficient ,K 26.8 37.6 32 58.2 60   

Tuckey (2012)- (Both field work and remote sensing ) 

Dip (
o
) 23 61 77 75 

 
  

Dip direction (
o
) 311 134 99 199 

 
  

Fisher Coefficient  39 24 68 22 
 

  

This study (Remote sensing) 

Number of joints 327 279  114  1101 767 

Dip (
o
) 28 82  85  75 78 

Dip direction (
o
) 312 105  177  199 176 

Fisher coefficient  39 24  68  22 42.7 

Persistence  (m) 8.2 9  8.8  5  

Mean  (m) 2.7 5  2.3  1  

Std (m) 3 2.6  2.3  0.7  

 

   

Figure 5.44 Historical data from mine mapping after (Jwaneng mine, 2012) 
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Figure 5.45 Discontinuity data from Tuckey (2012) from both field mapping and 
photogrammetry 

 

Figure 5.46 Data derived from photogrammetry as part of this research
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Figure 5. 47 Photogrammetry model of Jwaneng showing discontinuity sets, south east wall (f =100mm at 10 m distance 
from the object). Colors yellow =Joint set 2 and 3, light blue= foliations, deep blue =blast fractures) 
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5.7.2. Field observations and slope profiles  

Figure 5.48 and Table 5.27 show the slope profile for the south-east wall of Jwaneng 

open pit. These profiles differ in morphology depending on the state of failure/overbreak of the 

wall. Profile 1 shows the northern wall of the open pit, it can be seen that the slope wall is 

almost vertical (slope dip ranging from 580 to 900) Profiles 2 and 3 show the slope morphology 

in the southeast wall. The difference in the slope profiles between profile 1, profile 2 and profile 

3 can be attributed to the difference in lithology and geological structure. Profile 1 is made up of 

kimberlite rock units, whereas Profile 3 is made up of metasedimentary (Quarzitic shale) shale 

with GSI of 44-66. According to Tuckey (2012) and Tunono et al. (2011), kimberlite rock is more 

porous than the country rock and highly weathered. Structures in the kimberlite range from 

blocky / disturbed to very blocky, with GSI ranging from 35 to 45 (Tunono et al.,2011). The 

quarzitic shale is susceptible to sliding failure controlled by preferential weakness planes along 

bedding.  

 

Figure 5.48 Selected slope profiles through the photogrammetric model, SE wall, 
Jwaneng open pit, Botswana 
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Table 5. 27 Summary of profiles and photographs showing the rock units represented in 
each profile 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Profile 1 

Profile 2 

Profile 3 

30 m 

10 m 

20 m 
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5.7.3. Intact rock fracturing due to blasting  

The blast fractures were mapped using the high-resolution photogrammetry data and the 

same methodology as used at the Mount Polley open pit. Window maps were restricted to a 

maximum bench height of 10 m with a varied width. Figure 5.49 shows side by side 

photographs and blast fracture/discontinuity traces in the Jwaneng pit wall. The blast fractures 

occur with two main orientations either (i) orthogonal to pre-existing discontinuities (Figure 

5.49(a)) or (ii) as random fractures creating irregular blocks (Figure 5.49(b)).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.49 Left: Photographs of blast damaged rock mass observed at the Jwaneng 
open pit Right: Interpreted traces of pre-existing discontinuities 
(yellow/blue) and blast fractures (a) photographs showing orthogonal blast 
fracture  and (b) random oriented blast fracture  

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 
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Table 5.28 summarizes blast damage quality (BDQ) and trace intensity measurement for 

the several photogrammetric windows. The results show that in the bedded rock mass, the 

blasting process has an important impact.  

Table 5.28 Areal intensity of natural discontinuities (P21) and blast fractures (B21) at 
Jwaneng open pit 

Window 
ID 

Surface 
Area(m

2
) 

P21 
(m/m

2
) 

B21 
(m/m

2
) 

D21 
(m/m

2
) RQD,% BDQ,% 

RQD-BDQ, 
% 

Damage 
class 

W-1* 6 5.3 4.6 9.9 57 41.1 16 
Severe 
damage 

W-2* 5 5 9.9 14.9 67 5 62 
Extreme 
damage 

W-3* 10 4.4 3.7 8.1 31 22.9 8 
Severe 
damage 

W-4* 7 8.1 7.8 15.9 68 9 59 
Extreme 
damage 

W-5* 9 6 5 11 52 10 42 
Extreme 
damage 

W-6* 12 2.8 7.1 9.9 54 7.6 46 
Extreme 
damage 

EW-1 5 3.16 1.9 5.06 28 28 0 
Severe 
damage 

EW-2 4 1.5 1.5 3 53 31 22 
Severe 
damage 

EW-3 11 5.1 7.2 12.3 84 10 74 

Extreme 
damage 

EW-4 4 3.2 1.6 4.8 39 33 6 
Severe 
damage 

EW-5 22 3.6 2.04 5.64 56 32 24 
Severe 
damage 

EW-6 50 2.6 2.9 5.5 64 40 24 
Severe 
damage 

NW-1 42 2.8 1.2 4 48 35 13 
Severe 
damage 

NW-2 29 1.9 2.5 4.4 48 30 18 
Severe 
damage 

NW-3 21 2.7 4.9 7.6 73 27 46 
Severe 
damage 

 

            *-small windows done at the field by Tuckey (2012) 

Table 5.29 provides examples of the blast damage observed at the Jwaneng open pit 

and its interpretation. Field observations have shown that blast fractures greatly increase the 
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number and intensity of fractures in the rock mass compared to the initial fracture intensity 

(P21). Increase in blast fracturing also leads to an increase in fracture intersection intensity. 

Figure 5.50 shows the poles of blast fractures mapped in different location of open pit. It can be 

seen that blast fractures have different orientations for different locations. 

 

Table 5. 29 Summary with photographs of the intensity of natural discontinuities (P21), 

Blast fractures (B21) and blast damage level. (Color code: blue pre-existing 

discontinuities, red = blast fractures) 

ID  Photograph Properties  

NW1  

 

 

 

Severe Damage 

Area =42 m2 

P21 = 2.8 (m/m2) 

B21=1.2 (m/m2) 

I20=5.2 (1/m2) 

RQD=48% 

BDQ=35% 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1 m 

1 m 
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NW2 

 

 

Severe  

Area =50m2 

P21 = 2.0 (m/m2) 

B21 =4.9(m/m2) 

I20 =6 (1/m2) 

RQD= 48% 

BDQ = 30% 

 

1 m 

1 m 
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NW3  

 

 
 

Extreme Damage 

 

Area= 21 m2 

P21 = 2.7 (m/m2) 

B21 = 4.9 (m/m2) 

I20 =9.9 (m/m2) 

RQD=73% 

BDQ = 27% 

 

1 m 

1 m 
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Figure 5.50 Blast fractures mapped in the South East wall, Jwaneng open pit,  

200 m 
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5.7.4. Wedge failure analysis 

A deterministic limit equilibrium investigation was performed using the SWEDGE code 

(Rocscience, 2015b). The deterministic analysis used the joint sets defined in DIPS 

(Rocscience, 2015a) to assess the stability of the wedge formed by the joint intersections. Table 

5.30 show the input data used in this analysis. 

 Table 5.30 -Input data used in Swedge analysis 
Parameter Value  

Bench height (m) 12 

Bench width (m) 10 

Bench face angle (
o
) 70-75 

Friction angle (
o
) 20-60 

Cohesion (MPa) 0.01-0.5 

Joint 1 orientation  53
0
/312

0
 

Joint 2 orientation 86
0
/13

0
 

Joint 3 orientation 82
0
/105

0
 

 

Figure 5.51 (a and b) shows the stereonet of the joint sets used in this analysis for both 

pentrahedral and hexahedral wedges. The deterministic analysis was performed assuming a 

slope angle of 81.5o/316o and a friction angle of 300 and 600 based on data presented in Tunono 

et al. (2011) in Table 5.31. Sensitivity analysis for both joint cohesion and friction angle shows 

that wedge failures at Jwaneng as expected are sensitive to a decrease in the cohesion and 

friction angle. With  a friction angle of 300 to 450 and a joint cohesion of 0.02 MPa, the analysis 

shows the wedges to have factor of safety of 0.8-0.92 which is less than 1.3 (Figure 5.51c). It is 

suggested that wedge failures at Jwaneng open pit are predominantly kinematically controlled; 

however blasting could enhance the number of failures. These results show that, decreasing 

joint friction and cohesion due to blast induced displacements could result in a higher number of 

wedge failures. Table 5.32 shows the results of the kinematic analysis for the south east wall. 

Three types of wedge failure are suggested by the current research;  
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 Type 1- wedge failures related to blasting. These wedges are directly linked to blast hole, 

energy, blast induced displacements and blast damage.  

 Type 2 - wedge failure related predominantly to the kinematic gravitational release of 

critically oriented blocks involving three joint sets forming pentrahedral wedges. 

 Type 3 – hexahedral wedges related to four joint set intersections (750/1990) 

Table 5.31 Material properties (after Tunono et al, 2011) 

                                Strength 

 Foliation Open joints 

 Deep Rock Mass Shallow Rock Mass Deep Rock Mass Shallow Rock Mass 

 c (kPa) (
0
) c (kPa) (

0
) c (kPa) (

0
)  c  (kPa) (

0
) 

Sands 80.8 34 21 35 20.2 34 53 35 

Kimberlite - - - - 20 33 5.1 34 

Laminated shale 80.3 34 20.9 35 20.1 34 5.2 35 

Quarzitic shale  84.6 36 22.1 37 21.1 36 5.5 37 
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Figure 5.51 (a) Stereonet for pentrahedral wedges (b) stereonet for hexahedral wedges 
and (c) Sensitivity analysis for wedge failure at Jwaneng mine and factor of 
safety against joint friction angle and cohesion 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Table 5.32 Summary of potential wedge failures in the southeast wall,  Jwaneng mine, at 
with representative Swedge geometries 

Type of wedge  Analysis comment 

 

 

 

 

 

Pentrahedral 

wedge failure 

by blasting  

 

 

 

 

 

Pentrahedral 

wedge failure  

without blast 

 

 

 

 

Hexahedral 

block  failure 

with tension 

crack 

 

 

3m 

3m 

3m 
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5.7.5. Blast Damage mechanisms 

There are five types of damage observed at Jwaneng open pit:   

 Type 1 blast damage - refers to damage involving fracturing of intact rock 

 Type 2 blast damage - refers to the damage associated with the extension of 

existing discontinuities 

 Type 3 blast damage - fracturing along a pre-existing discontinuity (Figure 

5.52) 

 Type 4 blast damage - dilation of fractures (Figure 5.53) 

 Type 5 blast damage - joint damage and discontinuity shear strength 

degradation (Figure 5.54) 

 

        Figure 5.52 Type 3 damage fracturing along the existing discontinuity (Tuckey, 2012) 
occurring as the blast stress travels along the discontinuity  

 

               

1 m 
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    Figure 5.53 Type 4 blast damage dilation of fractures (Tuckey, 2012) 

 
        

bbb  

   

Figure 5.54 Type 5 blast damage– Rock bridge and joint surface damage (Tuckey, 2012) 

5.7.6. Overbreak 

 In most cases at Jwaneng, half barrels can still be seen even though the benches are 

highly damaged. The overbreak is highly developed as a result of explosive gas forced through 

3m 

3m 
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the joints and newly created blast fractures (Figure 5.55). The measured overbreak is in the 

range of 0-8 m (Figure 5.56) based on the photogrammetry model. Due to the dominant control 

of geological structure at Jwaneng mine, the overbreak may not be the best indicator of the 

blast damage intensity which is related to the intact rock blast fracturing. However, the 

overbreak measurements are useful to define the potential rockfall hazard areas within the open 

pit. For example, the overbreak measurements in the east wall show that blast damaged rock 

masses were still present on the slope; (at the time of imaging).Overbreak measurements can 

show the location of potential slope failure and rockfall. A major source of overbreak at Jwaneng 

mine is fragmentation along and across foliation and blast gas movement in pre-existing and 

newly formed fractures.  Figure 5.66 shows the mechanism for overbreak formation at Jwaneng 

open pit. The model suggests that blast fracturing and blast gas movements could be an 

important source of block falls at Jwaneng open pit.  
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Figure 5.55 (a) Overbreak measurements at Jwaneng open pit and (b) photograph of the open pit

50 m 

50 m 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 5. 56 The influence of blast fracturing and blast induced damage along adverse geological structures on overbreak 
and potential implications for slope performance
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5.7.7. Joint damage 

Figure 5.57 shows the location of a failed wedge the surfaces of which were used to 

measure the influence of blast stress on the joint surface. Joint surface roughness measured 

at this location shows the joint surface roughness is smooth, however some of the joint 

surface has been damaged with rough surface patches present. These patches may be 

related to asperity or rock bridges within the joint surface and characterized by negative 

relief (Figure 5.58).  

At Jwaneng release structures can be due to pre-existing joints or blast fractures. 

The measurements made on wedge numbers 2 and 4 show that the release structures 

appear influenced by blast fracturing. Their surfaces are mostly rough with a joint surface 

roughness coefficient in the range 15 to 20.  These results show that most of the joint 

surfaces are smooth. However, blast damage has degraded some asperities resulting in an 

increase in roughness and hence an increase in joint roughness coefficient. Results show 

that the distribution of JRC varies depending on the direction of sampling (Table 5.33).  

 

Figure 5.57 The location of failed wedges where roughness measurements were 
undertaken  

 

 

30m 
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Figure 5.58 Examples of failed wedges and their joint roughness measurements (a) 

location 2 (b) location 3 and (c) location 5 

10m 
10m 

10m 

Amplitude (m) Amplitude (m) 

Amplitude (m) 

Along the strike  

Along the dip  

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
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Table 5.33 Statistical distribution of the joint roughness coefficient values  

Loca
tion  

Along the strike   Along the dip 

1  
 

 

 

  

2  

 

 

 
3  

 

 

 

5.7.8. Blast damage model  

The mapping data indicate that the blast damage in the slope walls at Jwaneng is 

mainly controlled by pre-existing discontinuities. Blast fractures are confined within beds with 

only limited blast fractures cutting across multiple bedding surfaces. Mapping showed that 

the other features due to the effect of gases, crack propagation and asperity degradation 

occur within pre-existing discontinues. Table 5.34 shows the discontinuity properties used to 

define the blast damage model. Figure 5.59 shows the blast damage model for the bench 

scale and the overall slope scale. The open pit is suggested to be characterized by features 

such as complete fragmented blocks, potential step path failure surfaces and damage along 
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discontinuities. To incorporate these features, joint sets and blast fractures can be 

considered in groups:  

• Influence of gases on discontinuities- considered by low cohesion on persistent 

discontinuities (bedding and faults) 

• Blast fracturing  

• Asperity degradation – considered by reducing both cohesion and friction angle along 

selected basal joints. 

Table 5.34 Measured parameters of the three pre-existing joint sets and blast 
fractures  

Set Dip/Dip 
Direction (o) 

Orientation, K. Trace length distribution 

J1 28/312 Constant Constant 
Mean=3m 
Std=2.7m 

J2 82/105 Constant Constant 
Mean=5m 
Std=3m 

J3 85/177 Constant Constant 
Mean=2.5m 
Std=2.3m 

BF1 75/215 Fisher (K=4.5) Negative exponential 
Mean=2.3m 

Std=3m 

BF2 78/176 42.7 Negative exponential 
Mean=1 
Std=0.7 
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Figure 5.59 Plot showing (a) Blast damage model for the bench scale for the south 
east wall (b) Conceptual 2D overall slope model and (c) photograph 
illustrating step path structure and overbreak associated with block 
removal  

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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5.8. Summary of results 

5.8.1. Blast fracture intensity  

The intensity of blast fracturing  B21 decreases with increase in rock mass quality 

(Figure 5.60a)(i.e B21 measurements for Jwaneng,Mount Polley mine and Copper Mountain). 

However, in some cases, blast design and implementation can cause more blast fractures 

regardless of rock mass quality at a specific site. The distribution of pre-existing 

discontinuities in this thesis appears to follow predominantly a negative exponential 

distribution whereas, for blast fractures, the trace length seems to follow both log-normal 

distribution and negative exponential distributions. Blast fractures are not always 

characterized by low persistence, as evidence from this study (Copper Mountain and Sea to 

Sky Highway) shows that blast fractures can have a high enough persistence to cause slope 

instability. A parameter blast fracture intersection density (I20) captures well the behavior of 

blast fractures (Figure 5.60b). Low values of  blast fracture intersection density in highly 

blast fractured rock, indicating that most of the fractures have terminated within the intact 

rock. Furthermore, the blast fracture intersection density parameter compliments the blast 

fracture intensity B21 in indicating  the relative amount/percentage of rock bridges remaining 

in the rock mass.Figure 5.60c shows the influnce of actual blast fracturing in a rock mass on 

B21. It can be seen that increase in blast fracturing increases the values of B21 which was 

expected. 

5.8.2. Joint roughness coefficient  

The joint surfaces studied show very rough and stepped surface roughness. The 

surface profile from blasting damage in the joints can be categorized into three groups: 

 Surface profiles develop as a result of blast fracture growth and interaction involving the 

breaking of rock bridges within blast fractures;  

 Surface profiles developed from breakage of rock bridges between two discontinuities ; 

and 

 Surface profiles with asperities degraded due to blast stress and rock mass movement.  
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Figure  5. 60 Relationship between (a)  BDQ and B21 ,(b) BDQ and I20 and (c) RQD-BDQ 
and B21 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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5.8.3. Blast damage features and slope stability  

The main types of slope instability related to blast damage features observed in this 

chapter are; 

 Bench scale failure due to overbreak of intact rocks ;   

 Toe break-out slope failure due to a combination of intact rock fracturing and blast 

damage on pre-existing discontinuities; and    

 Translational failure due to blast induced dilation and block displacements along adverse 

structures (potentially with increases in pore water pressure as observed at Diavik Open 

Pit, Canada). 

The main effect of overbreak in open pit slopes is a reduction in bench width since the 

damage is mainly observed vertically. The measured value of overbreak in this thesis varies 

greatly depending on several factors including;  

 The persistence and spacing of pre-existing  discontinuities; 

 Adverse structures and kinematic release of wedges ; and  

 Blast damage accumulation at the top of benches. 

Jwaneng open pit has very high values (8 m) of measured overbreak compared to 

Mount Polley and Copper Mountain (Table 5.34). At Jwaneng, the foliations are highly 

persistent which allows the release of large blocks. At Mount Polley and Copper Mountain, 

the overbreak is mainly controlled by vertical structures which intersect and form small 

wedges. In the open pits investigated in this research the main factor controlling overbreak is 

suggested to be the combined effects of the kinematic release of wedges and the blast 

induced reduction of joint strength.  

Table 5.35 shows the form of failure in the investigated open pit slopes from which it 

can be seen that at Mount Polley and Copper Mountain, the main form of overbreak is in the 

form of small wedge failures formed by intersecting pre-existing discontinuities. The failed 

distance behind the bench face was also measured in all three case studies and the results 

are shown in Table 5.36. For non-persistent discontinuities such as at Mount Polley mine 
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and at Copper Mountain mine (with maximum distances of 7 m and 6.3 m respectively) the 

distance of failure is low compared to highly persistent discontinuity such as the foliation 

observed at Jwaneng with a maximum failure distance of 76 m.  

Table 5.35 Summary of the overbreak measured at the investigated sites  

  Mount 
Polley  

Copper 
Mountain  

Jwaneng  

Maximum Overbreak m 4 5 8 

Dip angle of dominant joint 
sets  

(
o
) 56 75 20 

Dip angle of joints relative to 
slope angle 

(
o
) 25 10 40 

Joint persistence m 7 - 20 50 -100 <40  

Volume of material failed m
3
 1000 800 150000 

 
 
Table 5. 36  Failed distance behind the bench face  

Location Mode of 

failure 

Distance behind bench face in meters 

  Average Min Max 

Mount Polley  Wedge 3.5 2.6 7 

Jwaneng  Basal 

surface 

Block/wedge 

(along 

foliation)  

29 6 76 

Copper Mountain  Wedge 3.5 1.1 6.3 

 

As excavation progress, a different excavation stage introduces different blast 

fractures into the rock mass. The interaction of these fractures results in the accumulation of 

the fractures at the top of benches. The progressive failure of the bench crest due to 

accumulated damage results in double bench effect which is commonly observed in an open 

pit. However, at Jwaneng mine, most of the damage in the benches is due to fracturing and 

displacements from blasting gases. Furthermore, damage at Jwaneng is mainly controlled 

by the foliation; therefore, the damage accumulation depends on the thickness of the 

damaged bedding units.  
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5.9. Conclusions  

Field investigations for blast damage in open pits indicate the following behavior; 

 The definition of blast domain within an open pit is a useful starting point for 

characterizing blast damage; 

 Traditional classification of blast damage such as Half cast factor (HFC) and Overbreak 

are not always reliable tools for classifying blast damage  as blastholes in open pits may 

often not be  not observed;  

 In open pit environments the dominant blast damage features observed are blast 

fracturing, dilation of pre-existing joints and exposed joint surfaces due to overbreak or 

wedge failure ; 

 Orientation of blast fractures differs from the orientation of pre-existing discontinuities. 

Depending on the position of the area mapped relative to blasthole, two types of 

orientation can be found (1) randomly oriented blast fractures and (2) blast fracture in 

preferred orientation, usually orthogonal to the dominant pre-existing discontinuity set;  

 Blast damage fracture intensity increases with decrease in rock mass quality; 

 The persistence, orientation and spacing of pre-existing discontinuity sets seems to have 

important effects on  blast-induced slope failures;  

 Damage is observed to occur along joint surfaces as patches either due to degradation 

of asperities or rock bridges. Blast induced block displacements may also influence the 

joint surface damage; and 

 This research suggests that damage occurs in both the intact rock and along the joint 

surfaces with implications for the realistic modelling of blast excavated slopes.   
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Chapter 6. Numerical modelling of crack elongation 
and damage in a rock slope4 

6.1. Introduction  

This chapter presents the numerical modelling of blast-induced fractures in a rock 

mass. In a jointed rock mass, the influence of blast damage involves the extension of pre-

existing discontinuities and the degradation of the joint strength through the shearing of the 

asperities.  Crack elongation during blasting can link discontinuities and cause step path 

failures or lead to rock bridge degradation. Figure 6.1 shows typical step path geometries 

observed at the field scale. Very few numerical and laboratory studies have been 

undertaken to describe the importance of crack elongation and asperity degradation in rock 

failure as influenced by blasting. Work by Rossmanith and Uenishi (1997) showed that joint 

strength degradation has an important role in the delay time for wedge failures observed in 

several blasted rock slopes. The effect of blasting on the joints occurs at a range of levels 

predetermined by discontinuity persistence, spacing and the number of fracture sets either 

micro fractures or macro fractures. 

This chapter presents a numerical modelling study on the development of the blast 

damage zone at the bench scale. The application of selected numerical approaches is 

explored. The simulated crack elongation and its related peak particle velocity are 

presented and compared with published data. Numerical simulations are also used to 

characterize dynamic crack elongation, rock bridge and asperity degradation. The influence 

of changes in tensile strength and peak particle velocity are reported.  

                                                           
4
 To be submitted to Journal of Rock mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering:  

Lupogo, K., Stead, D., Elmo, D.and Mitelman, 2016. Numerical modelling of crack elongation and 
blast damage on rock slopes  
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Figure 6. 1: Types of joint damage and crack elongation due to blasting observed in 
the field  

6.2. Criteria for numerical modelling of blasting 

In order to successfully simulate blasting certain prerequisites must be satisfied requiring 

an understanding of the transient blast loading characteristics as well as knowledge of rock 

failure processes. The following is a summary of the prerequisites needed for numerical 

modeling of the blasting process (Saharan et al., 2012): 

 Transient load in the blasthole  

Typically, the explosion pressure in a borehole decreases to a standoff pressure within a 

few milliseconds. The rise time of the explosion pressure to its peak is very short and 

varies primarily according to the blasthole diameter, blasthole confinement and rock 

strength. Generally, the rise time for emulsion-type explosives for a small diameter blast 

hole is around 25 microseconds and 100 microseconds for ANFO type explosives 

(Saharan et al., 2012). The decay in peak blasthole pressure is steep in the case of 

emulsion type and gentle for ANFO type explosives.  

 Rock failure mode 

1 m 
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During blasting, rocks fail due to the tensile stress exceeding the tensile strength of the 

rock.  In static rock failure, tensile strength is much lower than compressive strength; 

however, during the transient dynamic loading, blasting produces tensile and 

compressive stress in equal magnitudes. According to Saharan et al (2012), a failure 

criterion which incorporates inelastic strains up to the final point of failure due to only 

tensile stress is a sufficient requirement to simulate blasting. 

6.3. The ELFEN fracture algorithm 

The hybrid finite – discrete element (FEM-DEM) code combines aspects of both finite 

element and discrete element methods. By allowing the incorporation of linear fracture 

mechanics principles the simulation of brittle fracture driven processes with full 

consideration of the failure kinematics can be undertaken (Mahabadi et al, 2012; Mitelman 

at al., 2014). The structure of FEM-DEM codes is such that, the finite element-based 

analysis is merged with the discrete element based transient dynamic, contact detection 

and contact interaction solutions (Munjiza, 2004). According to Mitelman (2014), there are 

several advantages in employing hybrid FEM-DEM approach to model blast-induced 

damage. These advantages include: (i) a better description of the physical processes 

involved; (ii) accounting for diverse geometrical shapes; (iii) effective handling of large 

numbers of contact entities with specific interaction laws; (iv) the implementation of specific 

fracture criteria and propagation mechanisms that allow the simulation of the progressive 

fracture process with both the finite and discrete elements 

As mentioned previously there are several hybrid FEM-DEM codes available. The 

ELFEN code (Rockfield, 2014) incorporates a coupled, elastoplastic, linear fracture 

mechanics constitutive criterion that allows realistic modelling of the transition from a 

continuum to a discontinuum with the explicit generation of stress induced cracks. 

Additionally, ELFEN has the capability of modelling pre-existing discontinuities. Within 

ELFEN, a constitutive behaviour which simulates multi-fracturing of brittle material is 

achieved by employing a fracture energy approach controlled by the designated 

constitutive fracture criteria. In this chapter, the Mohr-Coulomb – Rotating Crack model is 

used to simulate crack formation under tensile conditions within an initially continuum 

based geometry. The Mohr-Coulomb rotating crack failure criterion is based on the concept 

of Mode I fracturing in linear fracture mechanics. In this criteria, when the maximum 

principal stress reaches the tensile strength limit, tensile softening is initiated and the 
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elastic modulus is degraded in the direction of major principal stress invariant. Furthermore, 

the mesh topology is updated and when new surfaces and bodies are formed, they interact 

with each other according to the assigned discrete contact properties (Rockfield, 2014). 

The softening graph utilised in the Mohr-Coulomb rotating crack failure criterion is shown in 

Figure 6.2. 

              

Figure 6.2 Softening relationship used for the Mohr Coulomb rotating crack model in 
Elfen (Rockfield, 2014) where E and E0 are the peak and residual 
Young’s Moduli respectively. 

6.4. Numerical modelling strategy adopted 

Numerical methods have been used to study the blasting process with encouraging 

results. One approach is using hydrodynamic codes that include thermo–chemo-physical 

transformation of the explosive and its interaction with the rock around it and material 

models that incorporate the behaviour of rock under extreme heat and pressure. Finite 

element and distinct element methods have been used to study fracturing and crack 

generation adjacent to a borehole (Chen et al., 2000; Mortazavi and Katsabanis, 2001; 

Mitelman at al., 2014). In this chapter the focus is on rock fracturing behind the slope 

surface (behind a wall control blast hole). The input to the model simulates a peak particle 

velocity at a distance of 0 to 3 meters from the blast hole (i.e. 8000 mm/s reflecting peak 

particle velocities obtained during wall control blasting). 
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6.5. Input of the blast load into the numerical model 

Representation of a blast load in a numerical model involves two components; (1) the 

waveforms to be applied and (2) the location of their application. The dynamic input is 

however usually simplified compared to the real borehole pressure. For this research, the 

initial inputs for the model were derived from field monitoring of blasting in a large open pit (a 

model developed at Aitik open pit) (Figure 6.3). These data were selected depending on the 

distance from the borehole, peak particle velocity and dominant frequency of the blast 

waves. To define the stress wave induced by borehole pressure, a relationship between the 

Young modulus, peak particle velocity and the wave propagation velocity of the rock is used 

(Dowding, 1985) as shown in equation 6.1: 

                                                          

/ / pE PPV c  
 

 (6.1) 

    

where  𝜀= induced strain, 𝜎= stress generated, 𝐸= Young‘s modulus, 𝑃𝑃𝑉= peak particle 

velocity,𝐶𝑝  = wave propagation velocity of the rock. 

The model size was defined depending on the wavelength of the induced blast 

waves. The wavelength was calculated based on the dominant frequency and 

characteristic propagation velocity of the rock. In order to accurately simulate the wave 

propagation, the wavelength and frequency of the stress wave was considered in 

determining the mesh size. In this case, the wavelength of the blast stress was divided into 

twelve parts.  In order to prevent unwanted boundary reflections, the model was made 

sufficiently large so that the waves cannot reflect back. Reflections due to the vertical 

movement of the wave from the top to bottom of the model were present and are difficult to 

control since most of reflections are due to pre-existing discontinuities within the model. 

The duration of the simulation was determined from the wavelength of the applied stress 

wave and characteristic propagation velocity of the material. In these models, the Rankine 

– Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is used. The input parameters required for this criterion 

are cohesion, friction angle, dilation, tensile strength and fracture energy.  The Young 

modulus, cohesion, tensile strength and friction angle were derived from the Hoek and 

Brown criterion using RocData (Rocscience, 2014).     
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 The fracture energy, Gf, is the integral of the stress vs.  the strain graph in the softening 

portion of the stress - strain curve and is related to the Mode I fracture toughness, KIC, 

and the elastic modulus E (Rockfield, 2007): 

                                 (6.2) 

 The Mode I fracture toughness KIC can be estimated using an empirical relationship 

with the rock tensile strength (Zhang, 2002): 

                         (6.3) 

 

   

Figure 6.3 Features associated with blast damage and PPV criteria developed for Aitik 
mine, Sweden (after Marklund, 2004). 

 

6.6. Material input properties for ELFEN models 

A summary of the input parameters for the intact rock and discontinuity properties is 

shown in Table 6.1. The data used in these models is taken from Coates et al. (1966). The 

rock being simulated is granite. In this research, the Mohr Coulomb tensile cut-off material 
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model is used in which the cohesion, friction angle, Young‘s modulus and Poisson‘s ratio of 

the material remain constant whereas the tensile strength is varied. The material properties 

used in this test are static properties. 

 

Table 6.1 Static material properties for intact rock and discontinuities 

Material properties  Values 

Young‘s modulus, GPa 74  

Poisson‘s ratio 0.25 

Density, kg/m3 2700  

Tensile strength, MPa 1 – 13  

Cohesion, MPa 27  

Friction angle, (o)  50 

Discontinuity friction angle, (o)  35 

Discontinuity cohesion, kPa 0 

Fracture energy, J/m2 1.9 - 82 (estimated from tensile strength 

values) 

 

6.7.  Conceptual models used to investigate crack 
propagation 

Due to the complex nature of the blasting process, it was decided to initially run a 

simple crack elongation model to understand the effect of input pressure, mesh effects and 

the dominant frequency on crack elongation. Figure 6.4 shows an Elfen model with an 

inclined crack inserted and the location of the blast loading. In these models the 

relationship between crack elongation, blasting stress waves and tensile strength was 

derived. 
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          Figure 6.4 Model set up for the crack elongation problem 

6.8. Strain energy distribution 

Fracture initiation and propagation are known to be controlled by energy dissipation 

within a dynamically loaded sample. Griffith (1921) established the Griffith energy balance 

approach which states that a failure in a brittle solid is caused by extension of cracks within 

the solid. The creation of new crack surface by crack extension absorbs energy that is 

supplied from the work done by external force or release of the stored strain energy in the 

solid or by the combination of these two sources. This approach has been used to compute / 

calculate the seismic energy release rate (ERR) and the strain energy storage rate (ESR) in 

underground hard rock mines to deal with strain burst phenomenon (Mitri et al., 1999). The 

stored energy can be written in terms of principal stresses as  

                                          

     

 

 

(6.4) 

 

The energy dissipation reduced by fracture initiation and propagation must result in 

an uneven distribution of strain energy within the material. Using ELFEN, it is possible to 

calculate this energy at numerous points and using software such as Paraview (Ahrens et 

al., 2005) the 2D and 3D the distribution of strain energy can be generated. Figures 6.5a to 

6.5c show the 2D distribution of strain energy carried by a blast stress wave. It can be seen 

that the strain energy is dissipated during fracturing as a function of the propagation time. 

500 m 
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The plastic zone around the fracture tip results in the energy dissipation. An uneven strain 

energy distribution is observed around the fracture. 

      

 

    Figure 6.5 Strain energy distribution (kilojoules) during blasting as a function of 
time (s) for strain energy at (a) t=0.05s (b) t=0.057s and (c) t=0.07s        

6.9. Relationship between tensile strength, PPV and 
crack elongation 

Figure 6.6 shows the relationship between stresses that will cause the rock to 

fracture due to the applied blast load, the PPV and the rock tensile strength. The elongation 

of the fracture depends on the tensile strength of the material and the stress applied. More 

stress is required for strong rocks than for weak rocks. Figure 6.7 shows the relationship 

between tensile strength and peak particle velocity. It can be seen that the tensile strength 

influences the choice of the blast loading. As expected, higher blast loading is required for 

strong rocks and lower blast loading is required for weaker rocks. This figure explains that in 

the case of poor blasting, higher blast loads in weaker rocks, will result in the fractures being 

highly elongated.  
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Figure 6.6 Relationship between the stresses required to initiate crack elongation, the 
tensile strength and peak particle velocity 

                        

 

     Figure 6.7 Relationship between peak particle velocity and tensile strength 
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6.10.    Blast damage zone estimation  

The process of rock blasting is a complex phenomenon which is controlled by many 

variables and parameters. In this section, the blast damage zone is estimated based on the 

numerical modeling of the blast. The characteristics of discontinuities are determined from 

field mapping/borehole logging data and created stochastically using discrete fracture 

network modelling (DFN). The primary input parameters for the DFN are fracture 

orientation, fracture length and fracture intensity; the spatial location of fractures is 

generally based on the homogeneous (Poisson) algorithm. In two-dimensional modelling, 

2D fracture traces, intersecting the sampling plane, are imported into a 2D geomechanical 

model (Figure 6.8). Figure 6.9 shows the specimen model used in the numerical simulation. 

As explained, the model dimensions are highly influenced by the blast wave characteristics 

such as wavelength and frequency.   

6.10.1. Model strategy and input data 

The objective of this research is to use a 2D FEM-DEM element code to simulate the 

effect of blasting on crack initiation and propagation in an open pit. Figure 6.10 illustrates 

an overall view of the model at the bench scale (one phase of excavation). The model 

consists of the blast load input (face loading) which simulates the encountered peak 

particle velocity measured 3 m from the wall (Figure 6.10). The peak particle velocity is 

converted to a peak stress (Equation 6.1) which is used for face loading. Since the 

objective of the study is to investigate the problem in terms of the stress/fracture 

mechanisms, a Mohr-Coulomb rotating crack model was used to model the rock mass 

behaviour. Figure 6.11 shows the variation of peak particle velocity (PPV) with distance 

inside the model for different assumed tensile strength. It can be seen that PPV values 

decreases exponentially with distance agreeing with published data by Mitelman (2014). 
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Figure 6.8 Flowchart illustrating the incorporation of a DFN model within an Elfen model (a) 
DFN parameters: fracture orientation, fracture frequency and length, (b) a 3D 
DFN model, (c) 2D fracture traces intersecting the sampling plane transferred to 
an Elfen model  
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    Figure 6. 9 Elfen model incorporating a DFN and subject to blast loading  

                    

 Figure 6.10 Dynamic pressure applied on the blasthole wall 

 

 

Figure 6.11 Relationship between PPV and distance measured for different models for 
tensile strength of 1 MPa, 5 MPa and 13MPa 
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6.10.2. Modes of blast damage 

To investigate the influence of the blasting process on the final slope wall, a 60 m x 

500 m block was constructed and a face loading pressure applied at the end of the model 

(Figure 6.12).  The main objective of the Elfen model simulations is to show the formation 

of the damage zone and to investigate the influence of blast stress on crack initiation and 

growth. The influence of the blast wave in the fractured rock mass can be considered in 

three stages: 

 Load is applied causing fracture to initiate at the tip of pre-existing joints and the 

propagate; 

 Branching of cracks; and  

 Formation of new blocks.   

Table 6.2 shows the modeled blast fracture intensity and intersection density. It can be 

seen that at constant P21 (pre existing discontinuity intensity), both B21 (blast fracture 

intensity) and I20 (intersection density) increases with numerical simulation time. 

Furthermore, it can be seen that the total damage intensity (D21) increases with increase in 

numerical simulation time. These results indicate that increasing blast duration in a blasting 

pattern can cause more damage. 

The simulated damage can be sub-divided into 5 blast damage zones, Figure 6.13; 

 A completely fragmented and high damage zone –  zone 1 

 A damaged zone with completely formed blocks – zones 2 and 3 

 A partially damaged zone where the blocks are not fully formed- zone 4.  

 An undamaged zone 

Table 6.3 shows the characteristic of different damage zones. It can be seen that, the 

intensity of blast fractures decreases from slope surface - zone 1 towards zone 5 (were 

there is no damage). Furthermore, the blast fracture intersection density also decreases 

from zone 1 towards zone 5. These results show that damage due to blasting within a rock 

mass is not uniform within a damage zone but tends to decrease with distance from the final 

wall position.     
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T = 1 ms  

 

 

 

 

T = 17 ms 

 

 

 

T = 40 ms 

 

Figure 6. 12 Rock mass fracturing in the Elfen model as a function of time  

Table 6. 2 Showing the areal intensity of pre existing and blast fractures and 
intersection density changes with calculation time  

Calculation time (ms) P21 B21 D21 I20 

1 0.07 0 0.07 0.0012 

17 0.07 0.06 0.076 0.05 

40 0.07 0.4 0.47 0.23 

 

60 m 
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  Figure 6. 13 Simulated blast damage zones 1 to 4, due to blasting  

Table 6. 3 Characteristics of damage zones  

Zone P21(m/m
2
) B21(m/m

2
) D21(m/m

2
) I20 (1/m

2
) 

1 0.085 0.93 1.01 0.95 

2 0.08 0.51 0.59 0.13 

3 0.06 0.05 0.11 0.013 

4 0.085 0.02 0.087 0.005 

5 0.085 0 0.085 0 

6.11. Simulated blast fracture length distribution  

The influence of blast stress waves on the initiation and elongation of fractures is 

determined by measuring the length of the fractures after blast simulation. To improve our 

understanding of the length of new blast fractures simulated for different rock mass 

conditions, the influence of the assumed intact rock tensile strength on the simulated blast 

fracture length and fracture frequency are investigated (Figure 6.14).  

As the assumed tensile strength increases, the length of the blast fracture tends to 

decrease. Results show that, at low assumed tensile strengths, the blast fracture length 

varies from short to long fractures. For a high assumed tensile strength, the blast fractures 
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comprise mostly short and intermediate length fractures. This change in fracture length 

agrees well with observed field results of blast fracturing in brittle rocks reported by Saiang 

(2006) who showed that the blast fracture length is highly influenced by the dynamic tensile 

strength of the intact rock for a constant amount of explosive.  

 

6.12. Accumulation of simulated blast fractures with 
calculation time 

Results of the blast fracture simulation using ELFEN are presented in the form of 

blast fracture intensity (B21) in Figure 6.15. The relationship between blast fracture intensity, 

calculation time and the tensile strength of the rock for the simulated ELFEN 2D models is 

shown. The blast damage intensity, B21 is the ratio of total fracture length to the sampling 

area which in this study is the rectangular rock sample surface area. As expected the 

simulated blast damage increases with decreasing tensile strength. Blast fracture 

simulations show that the model begins to fracture after the peak tensile stress has been 

reached (2-13 MPa). The peak tensile stress corresponds to the formation and extension of 

newly formed fractures. Progressive fracture growth occurs in the model as the peak tensile 

stress is reached and the growth of the fractures is predominantly influenced by the 

frequency of the blast stress wave.  

As would be expected, the blast fracture intensity increases with a decrease in 

tensile strength. The model with a tensile strength of 2 MPa has a higher blast fracture 

intensity that the model with a tensile strength of 13 MPa. The rock with a low tensile 

strength tends to have a high blast fracture intensity compared to rock with higher tensile 

strength. The general trend is that the blast damage zone width decreases with an increase 

in tensile strength. For lower tensile strengths the damage affects both the intact rock and 

pre-existing joints while as for increased tensile strength the damage becomes 

concentrated at the tips of pre-existing joints. For the higher tensile strength model the 

damage although not apparent at the model surface or within the intact rock can still be 

observed clearly in the form  of extension of pre-existing fractures and an increase in 

fracture connectivity. 
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Figure 6.14 Distribution of the simulated blast fracture lengths for assumed tensile 
strengths of f a) 2 MPa b) 6 MPa and c) 13MPa. the frequency was normalized by 145. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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  Figure 6.15 Blast fracture intensity, B21 as a function of numerical simulation time 
and tensile strength  

 

6.13. Simulated thickness of the blast damage zone  

The simulated blast damage thickness was measured as the thickness of the 

fractured rock mass. The influence of pre-existing discontinuity orientation on the simulated 

blast damage thickness development was investigated. Figure 6.16 and 6.17 shows the 

influence of pre-existing discontinuity orientation on development of the thickness of blast 

damage zone. When the discontinuities dip at between 150 and 400, the damage thickness is 

at a maximum. This trend is observed when different energy input is used to simulate the 

blast stress wave. In this analysis, it is assumed that the initial intersection density of the 

discontinuities is zero. 
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Figure 6. 16 Influence of Discontinuity orientation and PPV on blast damage thickness 
(tensile strength = 2MPa). 

 

 

Figure 6.17 Simulated damage models for different assumed discontinuity 
orientations (a) 00 (b) 300 (c) 400 and (d) 600 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
 

 

 

       

 

PPV=5 m/s  

PPV=1 m/s 

(c) (d) 

60m 

60m 60m 

60m 
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6.14. Discontinuity persistence  

Figure 6.18 shows that the thickness of blast damage depends on the discontinuity 

persistence. Persistence was calculated based on persistence factor, it defined as the 

ration between fracture length and geometry scale. The rock mass with a lower assumed 

discontinuity persistence tends to develop a low thickness of damage zone compared to a 

rock mass with a high discontinuity persistence (Figure 6.19). Furthermore, it was observed 

that for different persistence factors, the blast damage zone decreases with an increase in 

tensile strength. For lower tensile strengths the damage affects both the intact rock and the 

discontinuities while as the tensile strength increases the damage is concentrated at the tip 

of pre-existing discontinuities. For the material of higher tensile strength, however, the 

damage is not apparent at the surface or in the intact rock, but discontinuities may still be 

extended with an increase in discontinuity connectivity. 

 

 

 
 

 

      

 
   

 

   

      

 
 

 

 

       

 

 
         

 

Figure 6.18 Influence of discontinuity persistence on blast damage (a) persistence 
factor of 0.9 (b) persistence factor of 0.6 (c) persistence factor of 0.3 and 
(d) persistence factor of 0.1  

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

60m 60m 

60m 60m 
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Figure 6.19 Influence of discontinuity persistence and tensile strength on damage 
thickness (input PPV=5 m/s) 

6.15. Results and interpretation  

The areal intensity of the blast damage and the intersection of discontinuities and 

blast fractures within the models are used to characterize the potential influence of blast 

damage on the stability of a slope. Table 6.4 shows the initial values of pre-existing 

discontinuities intensity (P21), blast fracture intensity (B21), total damage intensity (D21) and 

intersections density of both pre-existing discontinuities and blast fractures (I20). Intersection 

intensity values are obtained by calculating the number of intersection divided by sampling 

area. 

Table 6. 4  showing initial parameters  

Parameter  Value 

Initial P21 0.7 

Initial B21 0 

Initial D21 0.7 

Initial I20 0 
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In the previous section, it was shown that the blast damage zone development 

depends on the orientation of pre-existing discontinuities. However, this zone is not 

continuous and depends on the amount of blast fracturing. The analysis was done by 

mapping all the intersection and damage intensity for models in figure 6.18. It was observed 

that the intersections intensity of the fractures has a negative exponential relationship with 

depth behind the slope/model face.  

Figure 6.20 and 6.22 shows the distribution of the simulated fracture intersections 

and damage intensity within the model after blasting for different assumed orientations of 

pre-existing discontinuities. These results are both conveniently summarised in a 3D surface 

plot. The values of D21 included are dependent on initial fracture length not only blast 

damage. Figure 6.22 shows the absolute blast fracturing within the model, it can be seen 

that blast fracturing decreases exponentially from the slope surface, (high values at the 

slope surface with a sharp decreases in values further away from the slope surface). The 

transition between the different blast damage zones would appear to be smooth and not 

abrupt as assumed in conventional Damage, D, value approaches.  

          

 

Figure 6.20 3D surface plot showing intersection intensity (I20) for varied pre-existing 
discontinuity orientation 
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Figure 6.21 3D surface plot showing areal fracture intensity, damage intensity D21 considering 
all discontinuities (pre-existing and new blast fractures)  

 

Figure 6. 22 3D surface plot showing areal fracture intensity of blast fractures within a 
model  
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It can be seen that the blast damage intensity alone is not enough to characterize the 

blast damage and its effects on slope instability. The following comments are based on a 

summary of model results:  

 A blast damage zone develops for all the assumed rock mass conditions. Figure 6.18a 

for example shows that when horizontal bedding is assumed considerable damage and 

high fracture intersection density is evident. However, this does not create a critical 

situation for slope instability but could produce rock fall problems. 

 The orientation of the pre-existing discontinuity is, as expected, very important for slope 

stability; however, the contribution of the simulated blast fractures and their intersections 

is also important. Model results indicate that the influence of blast damage on slope 

stability is greater in case (c) and limited to rockfall in case (a). Confirming that the 

influence of blast damage on slope performance is highly dependent on the orientation of 

the pre-existing discontinuities and their assumed persistence.  

 Results from this Elfen models indicates that Hoek-Brown damage, D, approach is 

inappropriate for discontinuum rock slopes. The model results presented indicate that the 

blast damage zones and characteristics of blast damage are strongly dependent on both 

the geology and blast design. All attributes of structural geology and blast design should 

be considered when defining blast damage zones for slope analysis. 

Table 6.5 Qualitative assessment of the influence of damage and intersection 
Intensity on slope performance 

Discontinuity  

Orientation (o) 

P21 

(m/m2) 

B21 

(m/m2) 

D21 

(m/m2) 

Initial 

I20 

(1/m2) 

Damage, 

I20 (1/m2) 

Potential 

influence of blast 

damage  on 

slope 

performance 

0 0.7 3.5 4.2 0 1.2 low 

30 0.7 5.3 6 0 1.4 high 

40 0.7 6 6.7 0 2.1 high 

60 0.7 4.6 5.3 0 1.2 high 
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6.16. Conclusions  

The results from this study show that; 

1. Blast damage observed in rock slopes decrease exponentially from the slope surface;  

2. There are two types of blast fracturing (a) fracturing associated with intact rock  (b) 

fracturing associated with crack growth at the tip of preexisting discontinuities; 

3. The boundary between undamaged and damage rock mass has been shown through 

model simulations to be gradual and not abrupt as assumed in commonly adopted 

empirical criterion; and 

4. Development of the blast damage zone depends on the orientation, persistence and 

spacing of the pre-existing discontinuities.  
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Chapter 7. The influence of blasting on slope failure 
mechanisms5 

7.1. Introduction  

During the last decade, considerable advances have been made in our understanding of 

the mechanisms of slope failure. However, the surface mine of the future will take place at 

increasing depths and in more challenging and complex geomechanical environments. In 

order to ensure safer and economic slope design, it is essential that the blast damage 

induced in rock slopes be quantified in a more systematic and objective manner.  

The potential influence of blast damage on slope failure depends on the scale of the 

slope. In open pit mines, inter-ramp or overall slope failure may be influenced by blast 

damage in terms of damaging intact rock (overbreak), extending pre-existing discontinuities 

or by reducing the shear strength along discontinuities. Hagan (1979); Oriard (1982); Little 

et al. (1999); Raina et al. (2000) and Saiang (2004) note that blast damage is a function of 

several elements which affect the inherent properties of a rock mass such as stiffness and 

strength. These elements include: 

 Overbreak 

 New cracks  

 Opening of existing discontinuities (volume increase and loosening) 

 Extension of existing discontinuities (preferential fracturing) 

 Development of micro cracks in intact rock blocks (intact block weakening) 

 Loosening (dislocation of rock blocks) due to the influence of ground vibrations 

To date, the influence of blast damage on a rock mass has been considered using a 

variety of approaches including the Hoek and Brown-GSI approach, geomechanical 

classification, fracture mechanics approaches and blast damage models. Of all of these 

                                                           
To be submitted to International  Journal of  rock mechanics and Mining science  as:  

Lupogo, K., Stead, D., Elmo, D., 2017. The influence of blasting on rock slope failure mechanisms
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approaches it is the Hoek and Brown – GSI approach that is routinely used in mine 

practice. However, where discrete structures, control slope failure using this approach is 

known to be inappropriate. Furthermore, field investigation of blast damage for a long time 

has been assessed in terms of overbreak alone, neglecting actual blast damage features 

(Little, 1999; Oriard, 1982 and Saiang, 2004). Many of the tools used to define blast 

damage such as Peak Particle Velocity (PPV), the Hoek and Brown-GSI approach and 

empirical blast damage levels are related to assessment of the overbreak.  

Figure 7.1, after Little (1999) shows a complex failure surface for an inter-ramp or 

overall slope comprising major structures in the crest region, a central rock mass and the 

toe region where minor structures are superimposed on the rock mass in the blast damage 

zone. For large slopes in a jointed rock mass, the extent of blast damage may be an 

important control on slope stability as overbreak can cause strength reduction of the rock 

mass and hence failure of design benches. Ground vibration can also loosen and dislocate 

rock blocks. Reduction in the shear strength of discontinuities and venting gas from 

explosives can also contribute to dislocation of rocks near the slope surface.  

 

 

Figure 7.1 Conceptual illustration of blast damage zones (modified from Little, 1999). 
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7.2. Types of damage encountered in slopes 

In this chapter, damage is considered as due to two separate but inter-related processes viz: 

damage due to the blast itself and damage due to gravitational slope movement influenced by 

blasting. During numerical modelling the effects of blast damage can be introduced into 

geomechanical models in several ways including; 

 Direction incorporation of blast fractures; 

 Simulating the growth of blast fractures; 

 Simulating the effect of rock bridge degradation through the extension of pre-existing 

discontinuities;   

 The introduction of step paths through a combination of pre-existing joints and blast 

fractures; and 

 Reduction in the shear strength along pre-existing discontinuities. 

Damage due to blast induced slope failures can be orders of magnitude greater than the 

damage due to the actual blast processes alone and in this research it is intended after 

numerical simulations to characterize the slope deformation due to both blast induced and 

gravitational slope failure. Using varied geomechanical models both the tensile and shear failure 

characteristics of blast induced slope failures are investigated. This chapter focuses on the 

simulation of the slope induced damage associated with blast damage.  

7.3. A new conceptual model for blast-damage induced 

rock slope failures 

Field observations suggest that blast damage depends on the geology and the inherent 

tectonic damage. In this chapter, a discontinuum blast fracture intensity approach is proposed 

instead of the more commonly used Hoek-Brown continuum blast damage zone approach. 
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Using this approach other factors that control the influence of blast damage on slope stability 

can also be included in the numerical analysis including: 

 The geometry of the blast fractures (orientation, persistence, and spacing, overlap of the 

fractures and location/extent of blast fractures)  

 The intensity of the opened fractures due to blast damage 

 Shear strength reduction of the existing discontinuities due to venting gas and ground 

vibration 

 Damage accumulation at the tips of the discontinuities due to cumulative ground vibration.  

In order to include the above mentioned features, blast damage can be considered as:  
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In this thesis damage D is defined as damage of the rock mass and it is defined as damage of 

intact rock and damage in the joints as shown in equation 7.5 

 

 DRM = DI + DJ (7.5) 

                             

Where DRM is the total rock mass damage, DI is an intact rock damage parameter and DJ 

is a discontinuity damage parameter. In the proposed discontinuum damage approach it is 

suggested that the damage for intact rock and discontinuities be treated separately. DI, the 

intact rock damage is obtained by using a discrete fracture network (DFN) approach. This 

component of damage reflects the effect on the rock strength of the development of new blast 

fractures and the extension of pre-existing discontinuities. The blast intensity parameter, (B21), 

as proposed by Tuckey, (2012) is used to generate blast damage DFN for simulating directly 
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the reduced strength of the rock mass. The effect of blast damage on geological 

discontinuities, is specified using the discontinuity damage parameter  Dj, and reflects the 

change in shear strength along discontinuities within the blast damage zone and is considered 

by setting the cohesion on both the geological structures and blast fractures to zero.  

Results from the field investigations and numerical simulations of blast fracturing 

conducted have provided an improved understanding of the characteristics and processes of 

blast damage in a rock mass. Chapters 4 and 5 documented the relationships between 

tectonic damage and blast fracturing and indicate that blast fracturing is dependent on the rock 

mass quality and inherent damage. Blast fracturing can be defined using three parameters (i) 

the intensity of blast fractures (ii) persistence of blast fractures (iii) the orientation of blast 

fractures relative to pre-existing discontinuities and (iv) the depth of the blast damage behind 

the slope face.  

7.3.1. Intensity of blast fractures 

Field evidence shows that the blast fracture intensity is characterized by the following: 

 Blast fracture intensity depends on the geology and the adopted blast practice. Figure 7.2 

shows that intensity of blast fractures decreases with increase in Blast damage quality 

index, BDQ (which reflects rock mass quality). These results show that blast fracturing and 

general blast damage should consider both geology and blast design ; 

 Blast fracturing is dependent on the intensity of pre-existing discontinuities as shown in 

Figure 7.3. Assigning blast fractures depends on the pre-existing discontinuities, blast 

design and implementation. 

7.3.2. Blast fracture orientation  

Field investigations and numerical modeling show that the blast fracture orientation varies 

with distance from the blastholes. The blast fracture orientation can be divided into two zones 

(Figure 7.4); 

 Zone 1 - characterized by the presence of highly connected fractures (high intersection 

density) resulting in a fully developed loose blocky rock mass. Blast fracture in this zone are 

randomly oriented and hence they are characterized by low value of Fisher coefficient ; and 

 Zone 2 - characterized by partially connected fractures (reduced intersection density) and 

the presence of more remnant rock bridges. The blast fracture in this zone are usually 
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orthogonal to pre-existing discontinuities, they are usually characterized by higher values of 

Fisher coefficient. 

 

 

 
 
        Figure 7.2 The intensity of blast fractures as a function of the blast damage quality  

 

 

Figure 7.3  Field observation of blast fractures and pre existing discontinuities  
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                 Figure 7.4  simulated Elfen zonation of blast fracture orientation based on the 
distance from blasthole  

7.4. A numerical modelling toolbox for blast damaged slope  

In this research varied numerical modelling approaches are used to investigate the 

influence of blast damage on slope stability. Geomechanical models are used to investigate 

how slopes are influenced by blast damage considering: 

 Slope excavation stages and blast fracturing ; 

 Rock bridge degradation due to blast damage; and 

 Influence of blast fractures on wedge failure kinematics.  

Few numerical codes are suitable to model the influence of blast damage on slope 

stability. The introduction of blast fractures alone is not enough to model the full blasting 

process. Suitable numerical approaches should be able to simulate stage by stage changes in 

material properties and crack growth, since these two parameters reflect observed field blast 

damage conditions. This chapter investigates the influence of blasting features such as blast 

fracture, joint surface damage and rock bridge degradation on blast induced slope 

displacements/damage. The analysis are done using varied  strain numerical codes (both 

small and large strain codes) to simulate the influence after blasting fracturing or joint damage. 

7.5. Excavation stages and blast-induced fractures 

A numerical analysis was undertaken assuming a conceptual 500 m high open pit slope 

model with discontinuous highly persistent joints and a major fault plane which combine to form 
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potential bi-planar failure geometry, Figure 7.5. The objective of this preliminary conceptual 

analysis is to study the influence of blast damage on the stability of large open pit slopes. In 

this study, the continuum finite element code Phase 2 (RS2; Rocscience, 2015c) is employed 

to simulate the influence of blast damage in large open pits. Shear strength reduction is used 

to calculate the strength reduction factor referred to SRF. The basis of the shear strength 

reduction technique involves the following steps Rocscience (2015c); 

1. The strength parameters of the slope are reduced by certain factor and the finite stress 

is computed  

2. The process is repeated for different values of strength reduction until the model become 

unstable and achieves equilibrium.    

Table 7.1 shows the input data for the rock mass, blast fractures and natural 

discontinuities that was used for the numerical models. Material properties are assumed to be 

representative of a granite rock type (Intact rock strength of 109 MPa with an assumed 

Geological Strength index, GSI values varying from 30 to 100). The intact rock is considered 

as an elastic perfectly plastic material that follows a Mohr Coulomb constitutive criterion. The 

failure in slip of the blast fractures and faults is also governed by a Mohr-Coulomb failure 

criterion.  

Table 7.2 shows the assumed fracture length and the orientation of the blast fractures. 

The intensity of the blast fracturing is measured as the areal intensity described in terms of 

blast fracture intensity, B21 after Tuckey (2012). 

  

Figure 7. 5 Geometry of the conceptual pit slope model with the assumed blast damage 
zone 
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Table 7. 1: Rock mass and discontinuities properties used in Phase 2 models 

GSI 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 

Density (kg/m
3
) 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 

Young‘s modulus 
(GPa) 

30 29 28 22 16 9 5 2 

Poisson‘s ratio 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 

Friction angle (
o
) 53 51 49 46 43 40 37 33 

Tensile strength 
(MPa) 

3.63 1.7 0.8 0.38 0.18 0.08 0.04 0.02 

Cohesion (MPa) 18.0 14.2 11.5 9.9 8.6 7.5 6.5 5.6 

Discontinuity properties 

 Cohesion (kPa) Friction (
o
) Tensile 

strength 
(kPa) 

Normal stiffness 
(GPa/m) 

Shear stiffness 
(GPa/m) 

Fault 0 35 0 5 0.5 

Blast fractures 0 35 0 5 0.5 

 

 Table 7.2 Properties of the blast fractures (length and orientation) 

Type Length (m) Length distribution  Orientation  

Blast fracture 2 Uniform  (minimum 1m and 
maximum 3 m) 

Fisher distribution  
Dip angle -36

0
 

7.5.1. Modeling strategy  

The two dimensional finite element code Phase 2 (Rocscience, 2015c) was used to 

model the influence of blast damage features on slope stability. A parametric study was 

undertaken to investigate the influence of both blast fracture content and induced joint surface 

damage on slope stability. During rock excavation by blasting, the fractures created are 

dependent on the stage of the excavation. Figure 7.8, shows the distribution of the blast 

fractures at different stages in slope excavation. The blast fractures tend to be cumulative and 

create zones of intense fracturing in the overlap areas between different stages of excavation.  

1. The blast fractures are introduced into the numerical model in a staged manner;  

2. Initially, the blast fractures are introduced at a specific zone and their strength properties 

set equal to the material properties; 

3. After excavation, the discontinuity strength is reduced to the required shear strength 

properties reflecting blast fracture properties (in this case zero cohesion and tensile 

strength and a low friction angle which reflect removal of asperities on the joint 

surface). The reduction in discontinuity shear strength properties is done through the 

use of a multiplier factor. Table 7.3 shows the multiplier factor for the joint properties at 
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excavation stage 1. The factor is multiplied by the assigned joint property value. A 

value of 1 indicates the initial strength values (reflecting material properties) and a 

value of zero reflects the reduced cohesion and tensile strength; a value of 0.01 

indicates the assumed reduction in the friction angle due to removal of asperities; and 

4. The same procedure is repeated for the five conceptual excavation stages and the blast 

fractures introduced into the model as groups (Figure 7.8). 

Table 7.3 Assumed multiplier factors for blast fracture for each excavation stage 

*= Multiplier factor for cohesion     **= Multiplier factor for tensile strength      ***= Multiplier factor 

for friction angle 

Figure 7.6 a) Conceptual model for blast fracture occurrence at the bench scale showing 
fractures accumulating due to the different excavation stages b) Blast 
fracture groups 1 – 5, are introduced sequentially at each excavation stage 
as indicated in Table 7.3.  

  Multiplier factor to derive blast fracture properties 

Excavation 
stage Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 

1 

* ** *** * ** *** * ** *** * ** *** * ** *** 

0 0 0.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 1 1 1 

5 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 

(a) (b) 
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7.5.2. Influence of blast fracture content on slope performance 

A parametric study was conducted to investigate the influence of blast damage on slope 

stability for different assumed rock mass quality (GSI = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100) and 

for different blast fracture intensity values, B21. It is argued that, for the GSI values of 30 to 100, 

the damage zone which develops in practice is associated with varying blast performance and 

in this preliminarily approach; the thickness of the damage zone was made constant for 

different GSI. The results presented in Figure 7.7, show that the stability of the pit slope clearly 

depends on the rock mass properties and the damage intensity in the form of B21 assigned to 

the blast damage zone. As expected the stability of the open pit decreases as the rock mass 

properties decrease. Figure 7.9, shows the influence of the blast fracture intensity, B21. The 

influence of blast damage is more significant for rock mass properties derived from a GSI 

between 40 and 70. For rock masses with a GSI of less than 40, the rock mass is already very 

weak, and therefore additional fracturing due to blast damage does not appear to significantly 

change the stability relative to the higher GSI rock masses (in terms of the simulated shear 

strength reduction factor). As the slope is already at failure with a low rock mass strength (GSI) 

blast damage may tend to exacerbate failure with limited apparent effect on the shear strength 

reduction factor, SRF. 

   

            Figure 7.7 Variation of shear strength reduction factor, SRF, with blast fracture 
intensity, B21 (m/m2) and assumed rock mass quality (GSI). 
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7.5.3. Influences of the orientation of blast fractures  

A preliminary investigation of the influence of blast fracture orientation on pit slope 

stability was carried out. The orientation of the generated DFN blast fractures were varied 

through the assumed Fisher coefficient, K. In this analysis, the Fisher coefficients used were 

0.005, 0.05, 0.5, 5, 50 and 500. A Fisher coefficient of 0.005 represents very random fractures 

and 500 represents fractures oriented in the same direction; intermediate values represent 

varied fracture orientations. Figure 7.8, shows the results of the variation in blast fracture 

intensity, B21, Fisher coefficient, K, and the SRF. The SRF is less than 1 for Fisher coefficients 

of 0.5, 5 and 50. Figure 7.9 (a) shows an initial model with blast fractures and assigned joint 

properties before deformation and figure 7.9(b) shows the model after numerical simulation 

showing the deformation of the rock mass due to blast fracturing.  At lower SRF values, it is 

suggested that the fractures are oriented in a direction parallel to the loading direction causing 

more loading in the direction of the fractures. The orientation of the blast fractures provides a 

kinematic mode for the slope to fail by facilitating brittle fracture of rock bridges between the 

main geological structures and blast fractures. Figure 7.9 (a and b) implies that the damage in 

the zone between the lower and upper failure surfaces is due to blast damage. The blast 

damage zone at the slope face and the blast induced reduction in shear strength of the 

discontinuity surfaces promotes toe breakout failure, Reduction in kinematic restraint occurs 

due toe breakout. The failure of rock bridges is a result of toe breakout, blast associated 

reduction in shear strength and consequent biplanar block displacements.  The movement of 

the biplanar block is associated with a major increase in damage in the area between the 

upper steeper and lower shallow biplanar surfaces. This form of biplanar slope damage has 

been recognised in previous modelling using Phase 2, UDEC and Slope Model by Tuckey 

(2012). In this research it is shown that the blast induced damage enhances the biplanar slope 

movements and the probability of slope failure.  
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 Figure 7.8 Variation of the SRF, blast fracture intensity (B21) and Fisher coefficient for 
Phase2 simulations   

 

 

    Figure 7.9 Phase2 Simulation of the influence of blast damage on biplanar failure. (a) 
initial model with blast fracture and (b) Toe breakout through the blast 
damage zone, intact rock bridge failure and consequent development of 
slope damage in the area between the lower and upper biplanar surface are 
clearly shown 

 

(a) (b) 
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7.5.4. Potential instability due to blast fractures  

Damage in the geomechanical slope models can be related to the number of yielded 

elements. Damage intensity, D21 simulated in the models was represented using a continuum 

modelling approach; in this case it is suggested that D21 can be defined as the damaged or 

yielded area divided by the total area under consideration (Figure 7.10). The areas of yielding 

are clearly shown for an assumed blast intensity, B21 of 0.3 m/m2 and varying GSI of 30, 70 

and 100 (intact rock). Slope performance is characterized by the development of the damage 

(yielded) area and the damage factor, D21.  

Preliminary results indicate that the pit slope stability is dependent on the magnitude of 

blast fracture intensity, B21, and rock mass condition, GSI. As shown in Figure 7.11, damage is 

higher for GSI between 40 to 80. In this range, introducing blast fractures result in increased 

slope yielding. For values of GSI equal or greater than 80 the presence of blast fractures has 

little influence on slope performance. These simple continuum models imply that blast induced 

slope yield occurs due to progressive shearing of rock bridges and the formation of a wedge 

interface between slope and major structure intersections (Figure 7.11), as observed in 

previous published biplanar slope simulations Tuckey (2012).             

 

Figure 7.10 Three selected continuum finite element models with an equal blast fracture 
intensity, B21 of 0.3 m/m2 and varying rock mass conditions, GSI = 30, 70 
and 100 respectively 
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 Figure 7.11 Simulated slope damage for different assumed blast fracture intensity 
values, damage zones is a function of the assumed rock mass quality 

7.6. Excavation progress towards final wall slope 

During cut back excavation, repeated blast loading causes a progressive accumulation 

of damage within a rock mass and leads to degradation of the rock mass strength with 

resultant large displacements at the slope surface. A numerical analysis was undertaken for a 

conceptual 300m high open pit slope with continuous joints and a discontinuous basal joint 

which combine to form a hexahedral wedge/block failure geometry (Figure 7.12). The objective 

of this preliminary analysis is to study the behavior of rock bridge degradation due to blast 

damage. In this study, the lattice element code Slope Model (Itasca, 2014d) is employed to 

simulate the influence of blast damage in large open pits. Table 7.4, shows input data used for 

the numerical models. Intact rock in the present models is considered as an elastic-perfect 

plastic material that follows Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. 
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Table 7.4 Slope model input parameters for intact rock and strength properties of 
discontinuities  

 

Parameter Intact rock Sub 
vertical 
joints 

Basal 
joints 

Density (kg/m
3
) 2700 - - 

Young‘s modulus (GPa) 22 - - 

Poisson‘s ratio 0.27 - - 

Friction angle (
o
) 46 40 20 

Tensile strength (MPa) 0.38 - - 

Cohesion (MPa) 9.9 0.1 0.05 

Normal stiffness (GPa/m) - 5 5 

Shear stiffness (GPa/m) - 0.5 0.5 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 7.12 (a) Hexahedral wedge with basal joint and joint set 1, joint set 2 and joint set 
3 (tension crack) (b) Slope Model fracture configuration with non-persistent 
basal surface (c) plan-view of the wedge; blast damage is assumed to 
increase connectivity of the basal surface with intersection of joint set 1, 
joint set 2 and joint set 3. 

7.6.1. Modeling strategy 

In this analysis, the three-dimension lattice code Slope Model (Itasca, 2015d) was used 

to model the influence of blast damage features on slope performance. A parametric study was 

(a) (b) 
(c) 
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completed to investigate the influence of crack elongation and rock bridge degradation on 

slope stability. In this analysis, it is assumed that the degradation of rock bridges is dependent 

on the quality of the blasting and the progress of the blast towards the slope wall. Figure 7.13 

illustrates the concept of rock bridge degradation as used in this research. 

 

 

 

         Figure 7.13  Conceptual rock bridge degradation in a slope (as used in this analysis) 

7.6.2. Results of lattice spring modelling 

Figures 7.14 shows the monitored x-displacements (horizontal displacement) plotted 

against rock bridge degradation percentage; as expected the displacement increases as rock 

bridge degradation increases. After 80% degradation of the rock bridges the displacement is 

observed to sharply increase indicating onset of large scale slope deformation and instability. 

X-displacement seems to be concentrated at the base of the wedge, the upper part of the 

wedge showing less movement than the other sections of the wedge. This phenomenon may 

be related to occurring due to fracturing inside the slope. 
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Figure 7.14 Slope Model x -displacements with reduction in rock bridge content  

7.6.3. Inverse velocity changes during Slope Model simulations 

The calculated model inverse velocity and model displacement can be plotted against 

calculation time step in order to further understand slope failure mechanisms (Have, 2015). 

Using this method, the stability of the simulated deforming slope is assessed by defining 

whether the monitored velocity data indicate regressive or progressive slope movement, 

(Mercer, 2006; Havaej, 2015). Regressive slope movement is reflected in a periodic 

deceleration of the slope leading to a stable situation while progressive movement reflects 

accelerating displacements leading to slope failure.  

Figure 7.15 and 7.16 allow comparison of the Slope Model numerical inverse velocity 

plots for a slope with 25% rock bridge content and for 100% degradation respectively. The 

slope behaviour prior to and after the simulated onset of failure is clearly different for the two 

models. Figure 7.19 shows the simulated numerical inverse velocity and x-displacement for the 

model with 25% reduction in rock bridges. Prior to the onset of failure there is significant 

apparent stick slip behavior and marked higher frequency content in the inverse velocity plot; 

this may represent intact rock fractures and the progressive formation of cracks allowing 

displacement. Following the onset of failure, there is a gradual and smooth decrease in the 

inverse velocity and a slow increase in horizontal displacement up to a maximum of 
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approximately 3 m at 17 secs calculation time. The smooth decrease in inverse velocity may 

reflect the development of through-going surfaces with crack coalescence.  

The onset of failure is at around 8 secs calculated time following the cessation of the 

high frequency inverse velocity behavior. The displacement rate after the onset of failure is 

comparatively slow compared to the 100% rock bridge degradation case and may indicate a 

more complex or non-persistent failure surface geometry.   

For the model with a 100% rock bridge reduction, the inverse velocity changes prior to 

the onset of the failure show more limited high frequency content with a smooth increase in the 

displacements and a smooth decrease in numerical inverse velocity. The onset of failure 

appears to be earlier at around 4 to 5 secs calculation time occurring after the maximum peak 

in the inverse velocity plot. After this point, there is a lack of stick-slip behavior (reflecting a lack 

of fracture development) an indication of the through-going persistent nature of the basal 

wedge surface and smooth uniform displacement. It is notable that the 25% rock bridge 

reduction model shows inverse velocity values two orders of magnitude greater than the zero 

rock bridge model (10,000 vs.100 s/m) again probably indicating the relative importance of 

simulated apparent stick-slip failure associated with tensile cracking and progressive rock 

bridge failure.  Following the onset of failure in the 100% rock bridge degradation model, there 

is a comparatively rapid increase in displacement rate with a maximum simulated displacement 

an order of magnitude greater (40 m) compared to the 25% rock bridge reduction model (3 m).  

  

Figure 7.15 Simulated horizontal displacement and numerical inverse velocity for Slope 
Model wedge analysis with 25 % rock bridge reduction 
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      Figure 7.16 Simulated horizontal displacement and numerical inverse velocity for 
100% rock bridge reduction  

7.6.4. Damage intensity  

Damage within the slope during the Slope Model wedge failure was investigated using 

the ellipsoid of damage concept introduced by Havaej (2015). The damage ellipsoid is defined 

as conceptual sphere that can be described by three vectors (1, 2 and 3). These vectors 

are assumed to represent length and direction of the damage axes. According to Havaej 

(2015), the ellipsoid of damage can be defined as an ellipsoid which encompasses the newly 

created cracks within a model. The dimension of the damage ellipsoid can be defined based 

on the extent of damage away from the centre of damage zone. 

Tables 7.5, shows the damage intensity derived from the model for different assumed 

percentages of rock bridge degradation. It can be seen that the damage intensity increases 

with increase in rock bridge degradation. Figures 7.17 to 7.19 show the ellipsoid of damage 

extracted from the micro crack distribution formed during slope failure for different rock bridge 

degradation percentages. The increase in damage intensity can be attributed to the freedom of 

the wedge to move which results in increased internal rock mass deformation/damage during 

movement. 
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Table 7.5 Ellipsoid of damage data for simulated lattice spring basal wedge failure 
assuming varied rock bridge degradation. 

Model 
Rock bridge 
degradation 

Primary 
damage 
axis(m) –

(1) 

Secondary 
damage axis 

(m) –(2) 

Tertiary 
damage 
axis(m) – 

(3) Area(m
2
) 

Volume  
(x 10

6
 m

3 
) 

Number of 
micro cracks 

Damage 
Intensity, 
D21, (m

2
/m

3
) 

1.0 0.0 31.0 150.0 35.0 3408.6 8 10.0 0.0004 

2.0 0.3 62.0 150.0 50.0 9738.9 8 2112.0 0.0012 

3.0 0.5 57.0 152.0 50.0 8953.5 8 6728.0 0.0011 

3.0 0.8 40.0 197.0 33.0 4146.9 8 20449.0 
 

 
0.8 150.0 190.0 150.0 70685.8 8 20449.0         0.0094 

4.0 1.0 50.0 370.0 150.0 23561.9 
 

38550.0 
 4.0 1.0 116.0 270.0 148.0 53934.9 

 
38550.0 

 4.0 1.0 100.0 151.0 150.0 47123.9 
 

38550.0 
 4.0 

    
124620 8 

 
0.0156 

    

 1=60 m ,2=150 m , 3=50 m 

 

Figure 7. 17 Damage ellipsoid for 30 % rock bridge degradation (a) 2D view of the damage 
(b) damage ellipsoid volume superimposed on micro cracks (processed 
using Originlab software (originlab,2016)  

 

(a) 

(b) 

400m 

100m 

(b) 
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1=60 m, 2=150m , 3 = 50 m 

 

Figure 7. 18 Damage ellipsoid for 50 % rock bridge degradation (a) 2D view of the damage 
ellipse (b) damage ellipsoid volume superimposed on micro cracks 
(processed using Originlab software (originlab,2016) ; Note rock bridge 
failure and progressive development of interwedge fracture surface 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

400m 

50m 

(b) 
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 1=40 m  ,2=190 m, 3= 250 m 
 

   1= 40 m , 2 = 197 m , 3= 33  m 

 

Figure 7. 19 Damage ellipsoids for 75 % rock bridge degradation (a) 2D view of the 
damage ellipses (b and c) damage ellipsoid volume superimposed on micro 
cracks for damage ellipsoid 2 and 1 respectively (processed using 
Originlab software(Originlab,2016)) Note rock bridge failure and 
development of two fracture surfaces tending to subdivide wedge into 
three blocks 

 

(a) 

400m 

50m 

(b) (c) 
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7.7. 3D modelling of blast damage  

Several researchers have succesfully used 3DEC to investigate the stability of  rock 

slopes and underground excavations . In this study the potential influence of blast damage on 

slope stability at the Jwaneng open pit mine, Botswana, is investigated using 3D numerical 

modelling. The data gained from the photogrammetric model in addition to published data from 

Tunono et al. (2011) is used to build the model geometry for  3DEC discontinuum 

simulations.The point cloud/mesh processing code CloudCompare (CloudCompare, 2015) and 

MeshLab( MeshLab, 2015) were used to simplify the georeferenced point clouds into a  3D 

surface. The surfaces were then imported into 3DEC to create a closed volume. The model was 

created sufficiently large so that the blocks were cut and used to fix the model. A  network of 

history points was located within the 3DEC model in order to monitor displacements and 

velocity. In 3DEC the blocks can be considered as either rigid or deformable (Cundall,1988); in 

order to simplify the numerical model, rigid blocks were used in this study.    

7.7.1. Model strategy  

A deterministic modelling approach was used to develop the geomechanical model for 

pre-existing discontinuities. Multiple realizations of discrete fracture networks were then built to 

simulate the blast fractures so that the influence of the blast fracture distribution on slope 

performance could be investigated. The model was fixed at both sides and it is assumed that 

there is no displacement along the lateral sides of the slope. The model was run under gravity 

loading. Table 7.6 shows the value of the constant of proportionally used in the conversion of 

the areal blast fracture intensity to the volumetric blast fracture intensity. 

Table 7.6 Measured properties for the three joint sets and blast fracture  

Name Dip/Dip 
Direction(o)  

Orientation K Spacing (m) Constant of 
proportionality 

Trace length 
distribution 

J1 18/316 Constant 10 - - 

J2 81/65 Constant 200 - - 

J3 72/181 Constant 100 - - 

BF 59/215 Fisher (K=4.5) 1.2 0.45 Log normal 
Min =0.1 m 
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7.7.2. Material properties  

Table 7.7 shows input data used for the 3DEC models. Material properties used in the 

analysis are obtained from Tunono et al. (2011). The shear strength of the blast fractures and 

the faults is governed by Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The intensity of blast fracturing is 

measured as the areal intensity described in term of volumetric blasting fracture intensity, B32. 

Table 7.7 Geomechanical properties and discontinuity spacing  

Parameter Joint set 1 Joint set 2 Basal joint  Blast fracture  

Cohesion (kPa) 0 0 0 0 

Friction  angle (o) 45  45 20  45 

Dilation angle (o) 5 5 5 5 

Normal stiffness (GPa/m) 3 3 3 3 

Shear stiffness (GPa/m) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Spacing (m) 200 100 10 Random  

7.7.3. 3DEC model cases  

In this analysis four 3DEC models were investigated   as shown in Table 7.8. The model 

numbers reflect an increase in blast fracture content. The base case model incorporated a 

simplified geological model of Jwaneng. In this model, three joint sets were used without blast 

fractures and then with the introduction of blast fracture (Figure 7.20). 

Table 7.8 3DEC Model cases analyzed in this study with consideration of varying blast 
fracturing.  

Model Number B32   (m
2
/m

3
) 

1 0 

2 0.05 

 3 0.08 

 4 0.15 
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Figure 7.20 (a) Base case 3DEC model and (b) Blast fracture 3DEC model 

7.7.4. Results of the 3DEC blast intensity models 

A parametric study of the influence of blast damage content on slope stability was 

undertaken in 3DEC. Three joint sets as measured from the photogrammetry models and field 

work by Tuckey (2012) and a blast fracture discrete fracture network were incorporated in the 

models which were run for 100000 calculation steps. The influence of blasting on the joints was 

considered by setting the cohesion value to 0 and lowering the friction angle values to simulate 

the influence of blast vibrations on the rock mass.  

Figure 7.21 shows the 3DEC results for the base model which is predominantly 

influenced by basal wedge failures. Figure 7.22 shows the mechanism of basal wedge failure in 

the base case 3DEC model. Results indicated a potential for large scale basal wedge failure to 

occur, the failure preceded by smaller basal wedge failure denoted as key block number 1.  The 

movement of the basal wedges involves both rotational and translational components. The 

progressive nature of the basal wedge slope failure starts with removal of key block 1 followed 

by successive failure of key block wedge 2 and finally key block 3. The movement of block 3 

may be promoted by applied force induced by displacement of key block 2. 
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    Figure 7.21 3DEC base model showing a progressive basal wedge failure mechanism  

 

Figure 7. 22  Progressive key block movement determining the mechanism basal wedge 

slope failure in 3DEC base case model of Jwaneng (the models are indicative 
of mode of failure only NOT actual instability conditions at Jwaneng) 

 

Figure 7.23 shows the 3DEC results for Model numbers 2 to 4. Illustrating that the 

introduction of blast fractures changes the mode of failure of the slope, although still 

predominantly dominated by basal wedge failure. The change in the blast fracture content 

results in an apparent delay in failure due to the fact that the key block may not fail. Further 

increases in blast fracture volumetric intensity (B32) to 0.08 appear to result in an increase in the 

extent of slope failure involving a large section of the slope. Most of the simulated movement 

100 m 

100 m 
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occurs at the toe of the slope. Block failures within the models occur through the dilation of 

vertical joints and sliding along the basal joint surfaces. An increase in blast fracture content 

appears to reduce the volumes of the failed basal wedges. However, the risk posed by rockfall 

due to blast disturbed fragmented rock wedges or blocks remaining on the pit wall may increase 

The apparent slower movement of wedges/blocks is related to calculation time and not real 

time. Increasing blast fracture content may result in increased complexity of potential failure 

surfaces and consequently differential block movements. Increasing blast fractures and hence 

the number of smaller blocks may also increase run times due to more intensive contact 

detection calculations. Figure 7.24 shows the mode of slope failure observed after introduction 

of blast fractures and includes both wedge and planar sliding. 

 

 

Figure 7.23 Displacement in the 3DEC models with increasing blast fracture volumetric 
intensity from B32 of 0 to 0.15 m2/m3 with assumed frictional angle of 350 

400 m 
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Figure 7.24 Block failure mechanisms simulated in 3DEC Model number 3, with B32 = 0.08 
m2/m3 

 

With an assumed lower bound friction angle of 15o the slope failure involved large areas 

with multiple blocks exhibiting translational and rotational modes of failure, Figure 7.25. Further 

increases in the friction angle to 260, resulted in a decreased in the extent of slope failure to a 

small section of the slope. Block failures within the 3DEC models occur through the opening of 

vertical joints and sliding on the basal joint surfaces. The results of the 3DEC analyses indicate 

that most of the potential block failures at Jwaneng could be associated with a reduction in the 

friction angle along the discontinuities. With assumed higher friction angles blast damage could 

result in increased numbers of minor smaller volume potential basal wedges. Small to single 

bench wedge failures are evident in the photogrammetry pit profile. Low friction angles although 

illustrating well the potential mode of the failure would imply large multi-bench failures which do 

not appear to be present in the photogrammetry models. The progressive keyblock failure of 

smaller basal wedges to form larger resultant wedges is an interesting potential failure 

mechanism. This form of slope failure may be associated with degradation of the joint shear 

strength and could occur over both short and longer time scales. Video-footage of rock slope 

failures have shown evidence of smaller block failures occluding immediately prior to larger 

block failures, Over a longer time frame such 3DEC model observations have parallels to 

observed practice in some mines and rock slopes where minor structural block failures have 

acted as precursors to larger scale complex slope failures. These results are in agreement with 

previous keyblock models published in the literature using Siromodel (Thoeni,2011) and with 

monitoring results, (Rosser,2007), LIDAR, and RADAR (Nunoo et al,2016) 

 

 

30 m 
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Figure 7.25 Influence of the assumed friction angle on simulated 3DEC failure 
mechanism  

Figures 7.26 and 7.27 present  graphs of calculated inverse velocity and x-

displacements monitored over  120,000 numerical time steps for 3DEC models without and with 

blast damage fractures respectively. Results show that calculated inverse velocity and x-

displacements for the model without blast fractures showed limited perturbations or stick-slip 

type behavior with a more uniform displacement. The models incorporating blast fractures in 

contrast tends to show numerous changes in gradient or periods of x-displacement with 

associated stick-slip behavior and peaks in calculated inverse velocity plot. It is important to 

note the different horizontal scale which shows that the solution time for the slope without blast 

fractures involves 35000 calculations steps whereas that for this slope including blast fractures 

involves 120,000 time steps. For an over threefold increase in time steps the slope with blast 

fractures shows a maximum displacement of over 8 m compared to approximately 3m for the 

model without fractures. If the displacement at 25000 calculations steps is compared the slope 

without blast fractures shows 3.5 m displacement whereas the slope with blast fractures 
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indicates approximately 1m displacement.  Incorporation of blast fractures results in more 

blocks and hence longer runtimes due to increased contact detection calculations. The inclusion 

of increased block complexity due to blast fractures also results in more complex stages in 

displacement due to interlocking of neighbouring blocks. A similar block behavior was noted by 

Havaej et al (2015) for 3DEC modelling of the Delabole slate quarry. 

 

Figure 7.26  The relationship between calculated inverse velocity and x-displacement for 
the 3DEC model without blast damage 

 

Figure 7.27   The relationship between calculated inverse velocity and x-displacement for 
the 3DEC model with blast damage (B32=0.15 m2/m3) 
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7.8. Conclusions  

The following conclusions can be made on how blast damage affects the slope stability; 

1. From numerical analysis, the increase in blast damage and blast fracture can result in an 

increase in potential step path surfaces (increased connectivity). It is suggested that rock 

slopes may be pre- damaged before the final slope position is reached with degradation of 

both strength and increase in fracture connectivity; 

2. Extension of pre-existing discontinuities by blasting processes can decrease slope stability; 

3. Blast fracturing may have an important control on the kinematics of the wedge failure in 

slopes;  

4. Damage along discontinuities may have a major control on slope stability including reduction 

in shear strength along joint surfaces due to blast induced dilation and displacements; 

5. Increased fragmentation due to blast fractures in some cases appears from model results to 

increase the complexity of a sliding surface and thereby can result in increased frictional 

strength relative to pre-existing continuous basal joint surfaces. Such behavior has been 

noticed in the stabilization of spoil piles along seatearth beds in coal mines where 

ripping/blasting of low friction seatearth beds has been used to increase frictional resistance 

against foundation sliding;  

6. Results indicate that the orientation of blast fractures with respect to both the rock slope and 

pre-existing structures is an important factor.  In some cases, blast fractures increase 

connectivity to provide step-path release whereas in other cases random fracturing may 

tend to increase apparent stability against sliding failures along pre-existing through-going 

joints.  Such results must be viewed with caution in terms of scale; although blast fracturing 

may in some models appear to result in delay of sliding in practice increased rockfall (with 

reduction of kinematic restraint) could negate this effect. Similarly, where blast fractures 

remove near surface rock bridges this may allow toe-breakout of pre-existing non- 

daylighting of joints; and 
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7. The interaction between blast damage and slope stability is a complex process which 

requires careful site specific assessment and cannot be treated correctly without 

consideration of both reduced rock mass and joint strength. 
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Chapter 8. Discussion and conclusions 

 

This discussion chapter provides an opportunity to compare results from field 

investigations, numerical modelling of blast fracturing and using conceptual slope stability 

models. It will also demonstrate how the objectives of this thesis have been addressed and 

where future research is required. 

8.1. The effect of blast disturbance on rock slopes 

The thesis objective to investigate the effect of blast disturbance on the rock mass / 

discontinuities on the slope stability was addressed throughout the thesis. It was found that the 

blast damage occurs in all rock mass conditions ranging from weak to good quality rock. The 

damage encountered in these rock masses is highly influenced by geology, structure and blast 

design. The results in this thesis highlight the limitations of the current approach of defining 

blast damage using the ‗D‖ or disturbance factor which does not adequately consider the 

presence of discontinuities within the damage zone. The presence and characteristics of 

discontinuities within the rock mass leads to varying intensities of blast damage. The 

geometrical properties of the discontinuities have been observed to influence the development 

of the blast damage zone; these properties include persistence, roughness of the joint surface 

and discontinuity orientation. For example, high persistence discontinuities result in more 

intense damage zones than low persistence discontinuities. Similarly, orientation of pre-

existing discontinuities has an important influence, horizontal bedding as expected resulting in 

less damage compares to discontinuities dipping 45o out of the slope.  

The damage encountered in blasted slope is highly dependent on the intensity of the 

pre-existing discontinuities; a less fractured rock mass will tend to exhibit less blast damage 

compared to a highly fractured rock mass. Similar findings were highlighted by Tuckey (2012) 

who noted that the blast intensity in a rock mass is dependent on the inherent or pre-t damage 

in a rock mass. It is suggested that blast damage in a rock mass should be considered as both 
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due to (1) damage in the intact rock and (2) damage along discontinuities. Damage in the 

intact rock involves blast fracture propagation into the rock mass and its importance was 

highlighted in both Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 provided details on blast damage at a road cut 

along the Sea to Sky Highway in BC, Canada whereas Chapter 5 describes the details on blast 

damage observed in open pit slopes. These two chapters allow discussion of a wide range of 

blast damage conditions. The selected road cut provided an ideal opportunity to study blast 

features in detail whereas the open pit slope studies  provided a chance for detailed 

investigation of the influence  of blast damage on the stability of pit slopes at the bench and 

multi-bench scales. 

8.2. Blast fracture propagation investigation in road cuts  

The blast investigations at road cuts provided details on blast fracture geometry and 

their potential role in slope instability. Blast fracture propagation was observed to depend on the 

orientation of the pre-existing discontinuities and the blast design. The propagation of the blast 

fractures varied from the slope surface toward the interior of the slope. On the slope surface, the 

blast fractures are highly connected and form discrete blocks.  

Blast design has an important role in the propagation of blast fractures in rock slopes. 

The investigation of the importance of blast design on the blast damage development of the 

rock mass was highlighted in Chapter 4. Inclined blast holes in the older rock cut resulted in 

intense fracturing of the rock mass compared to pre-split wall control blasting technique. In this 

study, it has been shown that both blast techniques produced exactly the same crush zone and 

radial fractures, however, the difference are due to the development of stable crack growth. In 

pre-split blast techniques, the stable fracture growth is minimized while in inclined blast holes 

the stable fracture growth is enhanced.  

8.3. Blast fracture propagation in open pit mines  

Blast fracture propagation in open pit environments was characterized and highlighted in 

Chapter 5. Blasting practice in open pits is usually influenced by three factors which are 

production goals, management changes and geology. Based on these three factors, the blast 

damage observed in open pits can vary substantially; even within a single open pit blast 
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damage can vary from bench to bench. Three case studies were presented in this thesis 

representing different geology/structure, open pit management and blast designs. Jwaneng 

open pit slopes provided a complex case study as the blast damage is predominantly controlled 

by the structure and orientations of pre-existing discontinuities. Pre-existing discontinuities 

influence the characteristics of blast damage in the investigated open pits and also how the 

mechanism of slope instability. At Jwaneng, it was clearly observed that recognizing the order of 

importance of the different geological structures is fundamental to understanding both blast 

damage and its influence on the slope stability mechanism. The blast fracture propagation at 

Jwaneng occurs within the bedding units and along the bedding surfaces. Fractures propagate 

within the bedding, creating fragment or small blocks.  

The Copper Mountain pit is a complex case study due to the interaction between blast 

damage and old underground workings and its influence on current open pit mining operations. 

The old mine activities could have caused a reduction in strength of key discontinuities which 

may affect current slope stability. The occurrence of overbreak at Copper Mountain may not be 

fully dependent on new blast fractures. The open pit exhibits low values of overbreak, most of 

the benches appearing to have a low crest loss. Most of overbreak encountered at Copper 

Mountain is suggested to be due to the kinematic release of wedges and ravelling of the blocks 

from the dyke rock units.  

The Mount Polley case study represents a more simplified scenario to study blast 

damage and its influences on rock slope stability. The blasting at Mount Polley is well controlled 

where changes in geology often are associated with new/modified blast designs. The main 

changes in blasting design are based on explosive parameters and delay times. 

8.4. Types of blast damage  

The results of numerical modelling presented in Chapter 6 indicate that the blast 

damage thickness can be divided into several zones depending on the completeness of blocks 

formed and extension of pre-existing discontinuities. Figure 8.1 show the distribution of the 

damage in open pit slopes which is divided into several zones: These zones are defined as the; 

• Crushed zone / high damage zone (Zone A) – characterized by high damage in both the 

intact rock and along joint surfaces; 

• Completely damaged zone (Zone B) – characterized by less damage to the intact rock and 

more damage along joint surfaces including dilation and displacement;  
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• Partially damaged zone – characterized by no observed damage in the form of blast 

fractures within the intact rock (not considering micro cracking)  with the predominant blast 

induced damage occurring along joints due to small scale displacement  and opening; and  

• Undamaged zone displaying minimal effects of blast damage. 

 

Table.8.2 summarizes different forms of damage observed in this thesis and their role as 

potential controlling factors on slope stability. 

 

 

Figure 8.1 Types of blast damage in rock slope due blasting process 
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Table 8. 1 General characteristics of the damage types for different damage zones  
Zone  Damage types   Characteristics 

A and B Damage in both rock mass 
and intact rock  

DRM = DI+DJ 

  The intensity of blast fracturing 
and joint damage are high  

 High defects content,  

 New blast fractures are formed 

Propagation of pre-existing joints  

Large opening/displacements in 
pre-existing joints. 

High connectivity of blast 
fractures and pre-existing joints 

C Damage in joint and crack 
growth 

 

DRM = DI+DJ 

DI < 𝐷J 

DI = 0 

 Very limited blast fractures 

 Decrease in defect content  

 Movement in joints (displacement 
and opening) are predominant 
modes of damage  

 Connection between pre-existing 
discontinuities  

 Low connectivity of blast fractures  

D Limited Damage confined to  
joints  

𝐷𝑅𝑀 = 𝐷𝐽  

 a) No connectivity  

b) Minor displacements and opening 
of discontinuities.  

8.5. Damage within the intact rock 

Damage in intact rocks in the form of macro blast fractures was highlighted in Chapters 

4 to 6. Damage in the intact rock was measured using areal damage intensity B21 (Tuckey, 

2012). The occurrence of blast damage in intact rock begins at the blasthole where a crush 

zone is formed, followed by propagation of radial cracks.  
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The damage in the intact rock is highly influenced by geology and blasting design as 

observed at the Sea to Sky highway. However, additional field measurements are required to 

quantify the blast design influence on the development of the blast damage zone. In this thesis, 

the influence of geology on the damage of intact rocks was highlighted. From field observations, 

the presence of discontinuities and the variation in geological structure/lithology changed the 

way damage occurs within intact rocks. Inherent damage (tectonic damage) was observed to 

affect the occurrence of blast damage in intact rock. The increase in tectonic damage increases 

the blast damage in intact rock. Highly fractured rocks tend to have more blast damage than 

less fractured rocks. However, propagation of blast fractures in intact rock follows the law of 

fracture mechanics.  

8.6. Damage along the discontinuities  

The interaction between discontinuities and the blasting process is complex since it 

involves displacement and reflection of stress on the discontinuity surface and accumulation of 

blast stress at the tip of the discontinuities. Due to these two processes, blasting usually causes 

damage on the joint surface and also allows the propagation of pre-existing discontinuities.  The 

reflection and movement of stress in a discontinuity has been observed to destroy rock bridges 

and degrade the asperities on the joint surfaces. The occurrence of joint damage in an open pit 

environment depends on the blast stresses introduced into the slope rock mass. From this 

study, it has been observed that extension of pre existing joint and development of new 

fractures resulted from discontinuities which are rough and irregular; these irregular fracture 

surfaces increase the frictional force on the blocks. In summary, the frictional properties are 

characterized in the following zones (Figure 8.2): 

•    Zone 1 - Rough blast fracture surfaces, degraded pre-existing joint surfaces due to blast 

induced displacements/dilation and removal of asperities (leading to reduced friction), increased 

number of interlocking blocks 

•    Zone 2 and  Zone 3 – Rough blast fracture surfaces, Less displacement/opening of joint 

surfaces resulting in roughness of similar magnitude to pre-blast roughness) surface and 

interlocking blocks 

 Zone 4 – no damage  
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Figure 8.2 Elfen simulation and potential influence of blast damage on frictional strength 
of fractures at the bench scale 

8.7. The extent of blast damage  

Combining the influence of damage due to blast fractures in the intact rock and the 

inherent damage due to pre-existing discontinuities, it can be observed that damage appears to 

extend further than expected. Field evidence has shown that damage is highly controlled by the 

geometry of the pre-existing discontinuities such as persistence and orientation High 

persistence pre-existing discontinuities resulted in high damage effects in rock slopes as 

observed in the Jwaneng open pit. Numerical modelling showed similar results where high 

persistence structures produced a thicker damage zone. As described previously, blast damage 

according to fracture mechanics implies longer or persistent fractures tend to be elongated more 

than less persistent fractures.  
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A literature survey shows that, detection of extent of the blast damage depends on the 

technique used. Until recently, the detection of blast damage was based on methods that focus 

on characterization of the degree of fracturing in a rock mass including (drilling and geophysical 

survey methods). However, through numerical modelling and other non-traditional methods 

such as piezometric and seismic monitoring around open pits, it has been clearly shown that 

there are many different forms and scales of blast damage. Table 8.2 provides examples of field 

investigations on blast damage in open pits. Piezometric monitoring studies at Diavik, NWT, 

Canada and Escondida mines, Chile (Beale et al, 2004) were able to detect the damage along 

discontinuities either as increasing connectivity of the fracture network or the opening and 

closing of joints represented by blast induced pore water pressure changes. Figure 8.3 

summarizes selected results from the literature for some of the different techniques used to 

characterize blast damage in the field. 

 Comparing this study with the extent of damage estimated by Hoek and Karzulovic 

(2004), it can be seen that most of current estimations of blast damage relate to the Zone 1 of 

blast damage which is predominantly intact rock mass damage due to fracturing. This zone is 

suggested to be between 0 and 20 m based on both the numerical modelling and field results 

reported in this thesis. However, other zones of blast damage beyond blast fracturing in Zone 1 

which are very important to larger scale slope stability (other than rockfall and localised bench 

failure) have been shown to exist. These include zones of blast induced crack growth, joint 

displacement and dilation. The concept of progressive blast damage or blast fatigue has been 

suggested and may result in cumulative blast damage due to multiple blasts. Figure 8.3 shows 

that blast damage may be scale dependent. At the slope surface (Zones A and B), blast 

damage is characterized by high values (at both the macro and micro scale); this is in the form 

of reduced intact rock strength due to micro cracking and reduced rock mass quality due to the 

development of new blast fractures, the extension of pre-existing joints and the reduction in joint 

shear strength due to blast induced shear and dilation. 
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Table 8.2 Field measurements on the influence of blast damage in rock slope 

Mine  Damage zone (m) Method  Reference 

Quarry wall 15 Drilling  Oriard (1982) 

Aitik open pit 20 Drilling  
Holmberg and Maki 
(1981) 

- 25 Seismic refraction survey Argilliard (2015) 

Ekati mine 25 Drilling Tannant et al (2001) 

Diavik  400 Piezometer  Beale at al. (2014) 

Escondida  165 Piezometer Beale at al. (2014) 

- 60 
Visual observation, drilling 
and seismic refraction survey  

Hagan(1980) 

- 100 or more Field observations  Marino et al.(2007) 

- 20 Vertical movement McKenzie et al.(2004) 

Rossing open pit  20 Vertical movement  LeJuge et al.(1994) 

. 

 

 

             Figure 8.3 Scale of blast damage within different damage zones 
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8.8. Influence of blast damage on rock slope stability 

The influence of blast damage on rock slope stability has been highlighted throughout 

this thesis. The detailed influence of blast damage is investigated using a range of numerical 

modelling methods in Chapter 7. The following are the key results of this research on the 

influence of blast damage on rock slopes;   

8.8.1. Blast fracture intensity  

Preliminary results indicate that pit slope stability is dependent on the magnitude of blast 

fracturing, B21. The results of 2D continuum modelling using Phase2 showed two main features 

of importance in blast damaged slopes; 

 The blast fracture content in the slope can be an important factor in the failure. 

Simulations indicate that an increase in blast fracture intensity increases the likelihood of 

slope failure; and 

 The distribution of the blast fractures relative to failure surface controls the slope failure  

8.8.2. 3D modeling of slope with blast damage 

The influence of blast damage on a slope was investigated using the 3D distinct element 

code 3DEC. A series of models with an increase in blast fractures were presented in Chapter 7. 

These 3DEC model simulations indicate that the slope may become unstable at a low blast 

fracture content when a low friction angle is assumed due to blast degradation and stabilize at 

higher blast fracture contents. This behavior is different from what it was expected. An increase 

in assumed joint friction angle results in a reduction in the block movements in the slope and 

leads to localised block movements or rockfall. The results of the modelling are assumed for 

large joint spacing and it is to be expected that with assumed closer joint spacing similar 

behavior will be expected with high assumed initial friction angles. The 3DEC analyses clearly 

showed the importance of basal wedge failures and key block removal in the progressive blast 

induced failure of rock slopes. The apparent stabilization of slope as blast fracture increases is 

attributed to interlocking and increased frictional and kinematic restraints due to the increased 

number of blocks. These results should be treated with caution as the progressive failure of the 

near surface blocks could lead to larger scale failure. The apparent stabilization of these blocks 

is may be temporary, since changes in groundwater, can result in increased rockfall hazards 
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and deteriorating slope stability. The delay of failure in the 3D models with blast fracture 

requires further investigation. The 3D models provide additional kinematic constraints on the 

blocks compared to 2D models with increased block interaction and interlocking between 

neighbouring blocks. It is emphasised that the models based on the Jwaneng geometry are 

conceptual in nature and are conducted with assumptions such as joint spacing, rigid blocks 

and strength properties with high uncertainty. These models are not intended to address slope 

instability at Jwaneng but to provide conceptual illustration of the potential effects of blasting on 

a structurally controlled slope rock mass. Notwithstanding these simulations capture closely the 

mode of the basal wedge failures and the progressive key block mechanism. The scale of 

wedge failures is related to the joint spacing and strength assumptions and should be seen as 

conceptual only requiring further parametric analyses on the discontinuity geometry which is 

outside the scope of this thesis. . 

8.8.3. Role of joint damage in slope failure  

Field evidence and numerical modelling in this thesis shows that joint damage is critical 

for slope failure. Field evidence has shown that blast damage of pre-existing joints can take 

different forms including; 

(1) Joint surface damage – occurs due to reflection and refraction of blast stress loading along 

the joint surface  

(2) Asperities degradation –occurs due to degradation of asperities due to movement of 

adjacent blocks and due to blast stress loading along the joint surface 

(3) Dilation – dilation of joints  

All these events induced damage to different degrees. Joint surface and asperity 

degradation are encountered in the rock mass damage zone and due to the creation of high 

friction blast fractures and block interlocking can result in additional frictional restraint. The 

sensitivity analysis done on joint friction changes showed that a change in friction angle can 

results in different failure modes. Higher frictional restraint (likely to be encountered a few 

meters from blasthole) can result in minor wedge failures over large sections of the pit slope. 

Low frictional values resulted to slope failure involved large areas with multiple blocks exhibiting 

translational and rotational modes of failure. Results in this thesis indicate that most of the 
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potential block failures in most damaged rock slopes could be associated with a reduction in the 

friction angle along the discontinuities.  

8.9. The influence of blast damage on different failure 
mechanisms 

Field evidence shows that the influence of blast damage on rock slope stability varies 

depending on the dominant slope failure mechanism. Therefore, it is important to investigate 

and characterize the influence of blast damage on to these failure mechanisms: 

8.9.1. Wedge and planar failures 

Field evidence from Chapters 4, 5 and 7 show that blast damage can have major 

influence on wedge failures observed around the open pits. The influences of blast damage are: 

 Accelerate the failure of the wedges near blast holes due to the venting of gas along the 

discontinuities; 

 The blast stress is most likely to degrade the joint strength and to promote extension of 

pre-existing discontinuities leading to step path surfaces or release surfaces for failure; 

 Explosive gases may uplift damaged blocks. In this case blast damage provides release 

surfaces and also reduces the shear strength of the pre-existing discontinuities;  

 Blast fracturing and joint damage within a failed wedge may cause increased frictional 

kinematic restraint  due to interlocking of blocks along a more complex failure surface; 

this has the apparent effect of delaying the failure and has been observed in open pit 

practice; and 

 Introduction of blast fractures around the toe of slope has a major influence on the slope 

stability. This study has shown that main cause of most toe breakout is blast fracturing. 

These fractures promote tensile failure by allowing fracture growth and coalescence. 
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8.9.2. Non daylighting wedges 

The influence of blast damage on non-daylighting and basal wedges have been 

investigated using numerical modelling and field investigations. This study showed that 

extension of pre-existing discontinuity can provide the kinematic release required for failure. The 

presence of blast fractures in the intact rock promotes the fracture growth and coalescence 

resulting in a reduction in the cohesion of rock mass (Figure 8.4).  

        

Figure 8.4 2D view of a non-daylighting biplanar wedge showing joint extension, rock 
bridge failure and the presence of blast fractures providing a combined 
failure path  

8.9.3. Bench failures  

During the blasting process, wedging due explosive gases occurs and blast fractures are 

free to propagate near the excavation wall. In most cases the blast impacts are observed at the 

bench scale.  As excavation progress, a fracture continues to develop since the stress from 

blasting promotes both the creation of new fractures and/or the propagation of existing 

fractures. Further increases in excavation depth leads to the accumulation and growth of 

fractures in a region where different excavation phases overlap. If joints do not interact, the 

slope bench is only damaged. For brittle rocks, propagation and accumulation of fractures 

causes a reduction in the intact rock strength and connection of the fractures to the slope 

boundary.  
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8.10. Advantages and disadvantages of the methods used in 
this research  

A summary of the methods used in this thesis is given in Table 8.3. 

 
Table 8. 3 Advantages and disadvantages of methods used in this research 
Method used  Advantage  Disadvantage  

Blast Damage Quality, BDQ - Shows quantitatively the 

fracturing of a rock mass 

due to combined blast 

and pre-existing 

fractures  

- Directionally dependent 

- Difficult to use for highly 

fractured rock mass 

- Assumes similar 

relationships to RQD 

which have not been 

proven by field mapping 

Joint damage (JRC) - Shows the state of 

roughness of joint 

surface and helps to 

approximate the friction 

angle when related to Jr 

and Ja  

-  

- Blast damage on joints 

results into roughness 

amplitudes  which are 

beyond the current 

classification of joint 

surface 

- In contrast measurement 

of JRC from long-

distance remote sensing 

may result in truncation 

of in roughness or 

smoothing due to 

resolution limitations 

- JRC and friction angle 

are directionally 

dependent 

- JRC on pre-blasted 

surface needed to 

assess surface blast 

damage 

- Differentiation between 

slope failure- induced 
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roughness change and 

blast induced change 

difficult. 

- Not possible to map Ja 

from remote sensing to 

derive friction angle 

confidently 

DFN - Considers data 

uncertainty  

 

- Depends on field data 

quality  

- Requires experience in 

DFN development 

- Validation against field 

data is essential 

 

Structure from Motion - Quick 3D model 

generation  

- Difficult to control 

matching of images 

- Some methods do not  

show the discontinuities 

- Highly affected by 

environment 

Photogrammetry  - Cost effective 

 

- Time consuming for blast 

fracture 3D models 

- Camera station 

arrangement  

-  Deformation of the 

model based on 

calibration file  

- Highly affected by 

environment 

Laser scanning  - Easy and quick to 

acquire 3D models  

 

- Multiple stations  

- Handling of high 

resolution data 
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8.11. Advantages and disadvantages of the numerical codes 
used  

Table 8.4 shows the advantages and disadvantages of numerical codes used in this 

thesis. It can be seen that no one numerical code alone is suitable for blast damage 

assessment. Therefore, a combination of methods is required in this thesis to investigate the 

influence of the different forms of blast damage on slope performance. 

Table 8. 4 Summary of the code used, advantages and disadvantages 
Code Advantage Disadvantage 

Limit equilibrium 

- Quick assessment of influence 

blast damage in discontinuities 

- Cannot incorporate 

blast fractures into the 

model 

Phase2 - 

(Rocscience,2015b) - finite element code, easy to 

introduce fractures stage by 

stage 

- - less computing time 

- Low strain code, 

means it shows low 

deformations 

 

UDEC (Itasca,2015b) 

- 2D Distinct element code. Blast 

fractures and joint damage can 

be introduced for selected areas 

of the model 

 

Slope model(Itasca,2015c) 

- 3DLattice spring code. It can 

describe the relationship 

between blast damage features 

such as rock bridge degradation 

and brittle damage of the slope 

- It shows low strain 

deformation and hence 

low displacements 

3DEC (Itasca,2015a) 

- 3D distinct element code. Good 

for 3D influence of blast damage 

features on wedge failure 

kinematics 

- Need simplification on 

the intensity of blast 

fractures 
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8.12. Contributions of the research  

This thesis presented the following contributions toward blast damage research; 

1. Characterization of blast damage /rock mass damage 

• The introduction of blast damage characterization framework for rock slopes- as shown in 

chapter 3. This study has been able to provide the field and remote sensing framework for 

assessing the blast damage in rock slopes. 

• The introduction of a blast damage quality designated index (BDQ). Through this study, an 

index for evaluation blast damage based on field data has been established 

• Mapping of the influence of blasting on the damage of the joints - this thesis has contributed 

to the investigation of damage on joint surfaces.  

• Application of discrete fracture network to characterize blast damage – this approach has 

been used in all chapters of this thesis; several contributions have been made including, 

how to apply blast fracture in numerical models using discrete fracture network approach. An 

additional contribution of this research is in characterizing a network of fractures based on 

intersection density of the blast fractures.  

2. Modelling 

• Modelling of blast damage in a rock mass - this thesis has contributed in defining a blast 

damage zone. The blast damage zone is divided into several zones based on the amount of 

damage encountered. The damage decreases exponentially from the slope face. 

• Develop a conceptual geometry for considering blast damage in a slope. Chapters 4, 5 and 

7 have contributed to creation of conceptual models that can be used study the influence of 

blast damage using small strain numerical codes. The main aim of these models is to 

understand the role of different blast damage features in slope failure mechanisms. 
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• Application of 2D and 3D modeling codes (3DEC and Slope Model) to study the 

(conceptual) influence of blast damage in a rock slope. The developed conceptual models 

were tested in different 2D and 3D codes. The contribution of this thesis is defining the 

important requirements for modeling blast damage. 

8.13. Observations and guidelines for mapping blast 
fractures 

This section presents a guideline for the mapping of blast fractures in rock slopes. These 

steps can be applied in both field and remote sensing investigations. Mapping of blast surface 

feature using long range remote sensing is clearly limited due to the limitations of resolution and 

the truncation of geometric features. It is clearly not possible to assess some joint and fracture 

characteristics without access to the face using conventional mapping methods. The suggested 

criteria for the distinction of blast fractures from pre-existing fractures are as follows; 

(a) Pre-existing discontinuities  

 Pre-existing discontinuities are commonly planar and have a tendency to occur in preferred 

orientations or sets(although random joints and curved pre-existing joints are not 

uncommon); 

 Pre-existing joints in slopes may often be stained or influenced by weathering to varying 

degrees ; 

 Pre-existing joint morphology may vary considerably from polished to very rough and may at 

a larger scale be planar, stepped or undulating. The influence of tectonic or gravitational 

activity may often be present in the form of slickenside/polishing or ridges. Tensile natural 

joints tend to be rough whereas joints which have undergone shear tend to be smooth;   

 Pre-existing discontinuities may vary widely in persistence as is evident from the recognised 

persistence classification schemes. Discontinuities in rock slopes are commonly observed to 

be of low to high persistence in rock slopes; and 

 Discontinuity spacing similarly may commonly vary from the cm scale to the metre scale 

dependent on the rock type and tectonic environment  

(b) Blast fractures  
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 Blast fractures are usually not planar, in the field they are observed to as  curved or highly 

irregular traces; 

 Blast fractures occur in different patterns depending on the velocity of propagation; the 

dominant observed pattern is tree like fracturing pattern; 

 In most of open pit slopes the blast fractures are commonly observed to form a step path 

connecting two pre-existing discontinues; 

 Blast fractures can easily be observed emanating from the blast hole forming a radial or 

―star‖ - fracture patterns; 

 Near blasthole, the blast fractures are often characterized by random orientation 

  Far away from the blast hole, the blast fractures often can be in specific preferred 

orientations usually perpendicular to dominant pre-existing discontinuities; 

 In case of several sets of dominant pre-existing discontinuities, blast fractures tend to be 

created in sets reflecting these dominants pre-existing discontinuity sets; 

 The characteristics of the fracture surface are often important in the distinction between pre-

existing joints and blast fractures. Blast fractures are commonly curved, rough and due to 

tensile failure. Conchoidal fracturing is common with brittle fracture features such as feather 

structure, arrests, hackle marks etc. observed. These features are however also common in 

natural rocks reflecting the brittle fracture involved in joint propagation; 

 Blast fractures commonly have low persistence and display visible fracture opening. The 

persistence of blast fractures in the strike and dip direction has received limited attention 

with very few authors attempting to map the orientation of blast fractures. In most pre-split 

blasted walls, blast fractures tend to be orientated in a specific direction with the design 

such as to form distinct fracture surfaces between the boreholes. These blast fracture 

surfaces tend to form sub-parallel to the slope surface and sometimes can be mapped as 

blast fracture clusters ―sets‖ with persistence in both the dip and strike directions. Commonly 

blast fractures will be observed as traces on the slope face which may be curved, zig-zag, 

step-path or highly irregular. Often there is little indication of the persistence or orientation of 

the blast fractures within the face. It is observed than the blast fractures propagate along 

lines of weakness following foliations and cutting across thinly spaced structures either by 

intact rock fracture or through orthogonal structures. Such irregularity in blast fracture traces 

can be a characteristic feature; 

 Blast fractures can be observed to propagate from the tip of pre-existing non persistent 

joints or proto-joints; and 
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 Blast fractures tend to be extremely closely spaced near blasthole with the spacing 

increasing rapidly with distance away from the blast. 

8.14. Recommendations for future research 

 Infrared thermograph  

The efficiency of infrared thermography as a non-destructive technique is well 

documented in many fields of engineering to support restoration or conservation projects and 

treatments. In civil engineering and architecture. Infrared thermography has been successfully 

used as an alternative to conventional inspection techniques especially for the detection of 

subsurface defects. Furthermore, this technique has been successful used as an experimental 

method to detect damage and fatigue of rock materials under loading conditions. It is suggested 

that this technique to be applied in rock slope blast damage investigations.  

 Hyperspectral applications in mapping blast damage  

Hyperspectral imaging techniques have shown potential in detecting damage in a rock 

mass. The technique has been extensively used in mapping to distinguish weathered from 

unweathered rocks.  It is suggested that the technique could be applied in characterisation of 

blast damage due to ability to distinguish different rock mass conditions (correlation of blast 

fracture damage with alteration). 

 Geophysical investigation  

In this study the blast damage zone has been studied by surface and numerical 

modelling. It is recommended that a geophysical investigation (e.g. seismic refraction and 

electric resistivity methods) be used to obtain the information on blast damage behind the face 

of the slope. These methods can be used to validate numerical models developed in this 

research. Rock fragmentation associated with blasting results in local reduction of modulus of 

rock mass with corresponding reduction in seismic velocity. 

 Characterise blast damage within the slope to provide model constraint 

Models used in this analysis were constrained by field mapping. It is suggested that 

models should be constrained with field measurements and using proper explosive and blasting 

material models. 
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 Increase the application of fracture mechanics in blasting studies  

Current approaches used in assessing blast damage are not dependent on fracture 

mechanics, the evidence from this thesis is that fracture mechanics shows clearly where the 

damage is critical to slope stability 

 Risk based approach  

Mine design is increasingly changing from deterministic hazard assessment to risk-

based methods. Hudson (1992) introduced rock engineering system to define the important 

parameter to consider in characterizing the rock mass. Blast damage being the feature in an 

engineered slope, a Rock Engineering System could be a useful tool for define damage in open 

pits. 

 Exponential function for blast damage zone in numerical code 

This study showed that blast damage depth varies exponentially from the slope surface 

towards the back of the slope. It is recommended that this function should be implemented into 

numerical codes or for modelling slope stability. 

 DFN modelling   

This study presented a preliminary work on characterization of blast damage in a rock 

mass. The application of discrete fracture network approach has shown a potential in 

characterization of blast damage. This thesis suggests more research on characterization of 

blast damage by a DFN approach.  

 3D blast fracturing modelling 

The current study used a 2D brittle fracture modelling approach to investigate the 

influence of blast energy on crack propagation and formation of the blast damage zone. The 

two-dimensional approach used in this research is not able to capture some important features 

of blast damage. More research on 3D modelling of blast damage fracturing is needed to 

capture the 3D influence of geological structure on blast damage. 

 Radar monitoring and association with blast performance 

Scope for using monitoring data on faces with different blast damage quality to correlate 

displacement magnitudes and type. More research is required in monitoring the influence of 

blast on slope stability using Radar and other remote sensing techniques. 
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 Further development of BDQ 

Further studies on blast fracture roughness measurements to develop improved 

methodology and on surfaces not involved in failures, Characterisation of blast fracture 

curvature and morphology. 
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Appendix I- Framework for mapping using 

structure from motion data  

A1. Framework  

Figures A.1 and A.2 show the framework used in this thesis for mapping of discontinuities based 

on structure from motion data; this involves image acquisition, image matching and 

visualization. Figure A.2 shows the software used in each stage of the mapping process. An 

important step in this process is image acquisition and matching. There are a number of issues 

to be solved in this approach including   dealing with variation in brightness, shadows and 

repetitive structures within the photographs.  

          

 

Figure A. 1 Flow chart for model generation and mapping  
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Field data 

acquisition

 

Figure A. 2 Flowchart for mapping the rock mass structure using open source software 

A.2 Example models  

This section present two examples of models generated using the SfM technique. 

Figures A.3 and A4 show the 3D models generated by SfM for the Sea to Sky and Copper 

Mountain mine respectively. 

 

Figure A. 3 Plot showing a 3D rock exposure of the Sea to Sky old highway cut created 
by SfM technique  
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Figure A. 4 Plot showing a 3D model for the Southwest wall of Pit 3, Copper Mountain 
generated by SfM 
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Appendix II- Construction of 3D geometries from 

remote sensing for use in numerical models 
 

Figure A .3 shows the flowchart for generation of 3D models from point clouds.  The most 

important step in this process is simplification of the mesh to a format that can be 

accommodated by the software. The limitation of these methods is that the software does not 

allow for sharp corners or edges which need to be smoothed out.  

 

 

 Figure A. 5 Flowchart for generation of 3D models from point clouds for use in 3DEC 
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Appendix III- A proposed guideline for blast 

damage mapping 

Geology and structural geology 

The quality of final blast damage model depends on an understanding of the geology of the area 

being investigated. Before field work, geological information regarding the area is prepared and 

initial structural geology model is developed. An inherent damage model (tectonic damage 

model) is derived to aid in defining blast damage domains. There is a close relationship 

between structural domains and blast domains. 

Blast design 

The blast design and its implementation for open pits is also required in order to understand the 

amount of blast energy used to fragment the rock mass. The blast design information will 

provide initial data input on: 

(a) Mine target for fragmentation 

(b)  Mine practice for final wall control 

(c) Number of production blasts done in the mine- important for estimating damage in 
discontinuities 

(d) Interaction between geological structures and blasting activities 

Stages  

The study begins with a feasibility study to gain overall knowledge of the open pit wall being 

investigated. Afterward, the criterion is formulated based on suitability indicators as follows: 

 After completion of feasibility study, continued studies and investigations are conducted 

of areas that have the potential for  enhancing blast damage mechanisms such as 

adverse structures, low strength intact rocks and contrasts in elastic modulus  
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 During the feasibility study, different blast domains in relation to slope stability are 

defined. However, each element of blast damage characterization will have both initial 

and final site investigation stages. 

 Areas that are defined as dangerous for physical mapping should be mapped using 

other techniques such as terrestrial photogrammetry, laser scanning and thermal 

imaging  

Feasibility study  

The main purposes of the feasibility study stage are: 

 To identify and select the blast domains, structural domains, geological domains and 

the areas of instability in which further investigations will be concentrated 

 To determine with limited effort, whether the feasibility study judgement of suitability 

of selected area is valid after in-depth data has become available 

Complete study  

If overall assessment shows that the selected area has the potential for blast damage, a 

complete site investigation will be done on the selected area. The purpose of the site 

investigation will be to gather sufficient data on the parameters that are required for blast 

damage characterization. This stage is very important because it will assist in the following; 

 An understanding of the factors that promote the formation of blast damage features 

in selected area 

 Development of site/area specific methodologies 

 Detailed long term slope deformation as it is influenced by blast damage 

Where to start blast damage investigation? 

After feasibility study, areas all categorized into blast damage domains-called blast domain. 

Blast domains are regions within the mining operations where different rock mass properties 

control blasting performance. A blast domain is defined as an area with lithology and structure 
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which behave similar with regard to blasting. In blast damage investigation, these domains are 

considered as starting point for investigation (Scotty, 1998: Floyd, 2012). 

Blast domain indicators  

From field investigations in this thesis it is suggested that the blast damage indicators which are 

commonly used in current blast damage investigations are often not ideally for different 

situations.  

 Overbreak – overbreak observed in the slope surface can be caused by blast 

damage or kinematic mechanisms. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish the 

influence of blast damage and kinematic causes 

 Half cast factor- for an open pit slope situated in highly fractured rocks such as 

Copper Mountain and Mount Polley, the half cast factor is not observed in most of 

the pit slopes  despite the fact that the open pit final walls were excavated using 

controlled pre-split/ pre shear blasting techniques 

 Debris accumulation – in the case of Mount Polley, the debris in the benches were 

cleaned as part of slope bench management program; it is hence difficult to use 

debris accumulation as an indicator of blast domains 

 Bench mapping – bench mapping is commonly  restricted due to the safety of the 

benches 

Surface evidence of blast damage  

Numerous conditions need to be examined in a site investigation in order to build a fundamental 

understanding of the blast damage zones. Several conditions which are of direct importance for 

defining blast damage zone as described by previous workers Oriard, 1982; Little, 1997; Hagan, 

1979 and 1982); 

• Blast damage includes all features resulting from modification of the rock 

mass by blast energy that may compromise the stability of the walls. These 

features are; 
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• Backbreak (induced failure) 

• New cracks (fracturing) 

• Opening of pre-existing discontinuities (volume increase and loosening) 

• Extension of pre-existing discontinuities (preferential fracturing) 

• Development of microcrack in intact rock blocks (intact block weakening)  

• Loosening 

• Blast load release fractures 

• Movements along the pre-existing discontinuities (leading to shear strength 

reduction 

A Discrete fracture network approach to character sing the intensity of pre-
existing discontinuity and blast fracture intensity using P21 and B21 

Two approaches were used to derive blast fracture and pre-existing discontinuity intensities; 

 Tracing of fractures on photographs – simple and provides more data for mapping blast 

fracture intensity  

 3D mapping of point clouds – less reliable for mapping, requiring fracture detection 

algorithms to map blast fractures  

 

             

 

Figure B. 1 Traced discontinuities – (i) black color shows blast fractures and (ii) (blue and 
red color show pre-existing discontinuities  
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Figure B. 2 Plot showing 3D mapping of discontinuities based on a topographical 
window approach (Sturzenegger, 2009) 
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Procedures for mapping blast fractures in the Image J software; 

 Import image and scale the image before mapping 

 Trace pre-existing discontinues and blast fractures and determine the intensity per unit 

area (P21), Figure B.4  

 Determine the sum of joint length and area of sampling window to determine the 

intensity (P21)  i.e. in this case  

                           Sum of fracture length is 33m and area is 22 m2 

                            Intensity (P21) = 33m/22m2=1.4 (m/m2) 

 Trace blast fractures (usually irregular fractures between pre-existing discontinuities) 

and determine the intensity of blast fracturing.   

 Calculate the intensity of blast fracture as B21 , Figure B.5 

 

 
  

Figure B. 3 Traces of pre-existing discontinuities  

 

 

  Figure B. 4   Traces of blast fractures (black color) and pre-existing discontinuities  

3m 
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Blast damage quality (BDQ) measurements 

 Two approaches were used to derive the BDQ measurements in a rock slope surface.  

i. Linear fracture frequency method  
The linear frequency method by Priest and Hudson (1979) relates the theoretical RQD and the 

mean discontinuity frequency per meter (𝝀), is used to calculate the BDQ for different scanlines; 

                                     

The limitation of this methodology is that  

 Discontinuities are not equally distributed in all directions and therefore frequency will 
depend on the direction of the mapping line. 

 The equation above is valid for blast fractures  

 The method is limited for number of joints between 4-16 

 This was overcome by sampling fractures in several directions intersecting the sampling 
area. In this thesis, this method was used to verify results obtained from BDQ estimation 
based on surface joint counts by Palmstrom (2005). 

ii. Volumetric joint counts (Palmstrom, 2005) 
A three dimensional BDQ based on the same principle suggested by Palmstrom (2005) was 

used where BDQ is estimated from the number of joints per m3.  

 

Limitations  

 The equation is limited for number of joint between (4 and 44)-therefore the approach 

requires small sampling windows for blast damaged areas. 

 Joints parallel to observation surface are not well represented in the sampling area  

 A minimum area is required for determination of BDQ has to be defined 

 Jv definition applies for joints of length > 1m. For blast fracture the technique can cause 

inaccuracies for blast fracture  

 

The following are the steps used to derive BDQ; 
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1. Several (1 m by 1m)   areas were mapped for blast fractures. The reason for 

using such a small sampling area is that blast intensity changes very abruptly. 

Consequently, to avoid bias, small areas were used. 

2. Count the number of fractures in each area  

3. Sum up the joint counts and calculate the BDQ    

          

   

Figure B. 5  Traces of pre-existing discontinuities and blast fractures  

 

 

Figure B. 6  Windows shown in yellow (1m x 1m) and lines in green (varied orientation) as 
scanlines for counting fractures  
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Table B. 1 Results of BDQ calculated using linear frequency and volumetric joint count 
methods  

Fracture frequency 
scanline orientation (o) 

Volumetric 
joint counts         

600 900 1350 (1m2) 
BDQ 
600 

BDQ  
900 

BDQ  
1350 

BDQ 
(JV) 

10 6 7 17 74 88 84 68 

14 14 11 44 59 59 70 0 

14 11 29 44 59 70 21 0 

18 11 14 40 46 70 59 10 

14 11 12 23 59 70 66 53 

17 9 13 19 49 77 63 63 

9 10 6 9 77 74 88 88 

6 8 7 12 88 81 84 80 

6 4 9 13 88 94 77 78 

 

 

Results  

- The Linear frequency method overestimates the BDQ of the blast 

fracture rock mass in some of the sampling directions when 

compared to volumetric joint count method   

- The BDQ for a 60o scanline corresponds to a sampling line 

parallel to the pre-existing joints – reflecting blasting damage 

intensity, since the fractures sampled are all blast fractures 

- Volumetric joint counts are highly influenced by blast fractures; - 

most of the counts being blast fractures. No need to weight blast 

fractures (most of fractures are observed in 3D).  Large sampling 

areas are not useful because they can contain more than 44 joint 

counts (limits the application of the approach). 

 

Limitations-time intensive as it requires all the blast fractures to be traced on the photographs  
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Appendix IV - Mapping blast damage at Sea to 

Sky highway 

   

 

Figure C. 1 Trace distribution of pre-existing joints – Window 1, n = 165 measurements. 

 

Figure C. 2 Trace length distribution of blast fractures - Window 2, n = 62 measurements. 
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Figure C. 3  Trace length distribution pre-existing discontinuities - Window 3, n = 102 total 
measurements. 

    

Figure C. 4 Trace length distribution of blast fractures - Window 4, n = 59 total blast fracture 
measurements. 
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Figure C. 5Trace length distribution of pre-existing discontinuities - Window 4, n = 139 
measurements. 

 

Figure C. 6Trace length distribution of blast fractures - Window 4, n = 47 blast fracture 
measurements. 
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Figure C. 7 Trace distribution of blast fractures - Window 1 old highway road cut, Brunswick 
Point, n = 39 measurements. 

 

Figure C. 8Trace distribution of blast fractures - Window 1 old highway cut, Brunswick Point, n 
= 22 measurements. 
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Figure C. 9Trace length distribution of blast fractures- Window 3 old highway road cut, 
Brunswick Point, n = 24 measurements. 

 

Appendix V - Mapping blast damage at Mount 

Polley mine  
 

This appendix represents the blast damage and geological data for the Mount Polley mine, BC. 

The blast damage features are derived based on window mapping as presented in section D.1. 

Section D.2 presents exclusively blast fracture mapping at Mount Polley. The BDQ and joint 

surface roughness measurements are presented in sections D.3 and D.4 respectively.  
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    Figure D. 1 Geology of Springer open pit, Mount Polley (Golder, 2008) 
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Figure D. 2 Photogrammetry models for Springer open pit  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12m 
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D.1 Pre-existing and blast fracture intensity 

 

Figure D. 3 Blast fracture (black) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (red and blue) –window 
A-1 

                 
Figure D. 4 Blast fracture trace length distribution- Window- A1, Mount Polley, n = 317 

measurements. 
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Figure D. 5 Pre-existing joint trace length distribution - Window A-1, Mount Polley, n = 33 
measurements. 

 

Figure D. 6 Blast fracture (black) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (red and blue) – in 
window A-2 
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Figure D. 7 Blast fracture trace length distribution - Window A-2, Mount Polley, n = 105 
measurements. 

 

Figure D. 8  Pre-existing discontinuity trace length distribution - Window A-2, Mount Polley, n = 
30 measurements. 
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Figure D. 9 Blast fracture (black) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (red and blue) window A3 

 

Figure D. 10  Blast fracture trace length distribution - Window A-3, Mount Polley, n = 134 
measurements. 
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Figure D. 11 Pre-existing discontinuity trace length distribution - window A-3, Mount Polley, n = 
29 measurements. 

 

Figure D. 12  Blast fracture (black) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (red and blue) – in 
window A4 
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Figure D. 13 Blast fracture trace length distribution - Window A-4, Mount Polley, n = 33 
measurements. 
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D.2 BDQ measurements at Mount Polley 

 

Figure D. 14   Mapping BDQ using volumetric joint count - window A1 (black windows 
approximately (1m x1m). 

 

 

Figure D. 15  Mapping BDQ using volumetric joint count and scanlines (green color) at window 
A4 

 

3m 
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        Figure D. 16  Mapping BDQ using volumetric joint count - window A5 

 

Table D. 1 BDQ measurements in windows A1, A2 and A3 using a window area of 1m2  

Window ID  Area ID 
Number of joints 
per volume (Jv) BDQ   

Window 
ID 

 Area 
ID 

Number of joints 
per volume (JV) 

BDQ 

 A1 1 20 49    A2 1 9 85.3 

  2 11 78.7     2 7 91.9 

  3 16 62.2     3 10 82 

  4 25 32.5     4 7 91.9 

  5 30 16     5 5 98.5 

  6 8 88.6     6 8 88.6 

  7 17 58.9     7 10 82 

  8 7 91.9     8 6 95.2 

  9 20 49     9 5 98.5 

  10 21 45.7     10 5 98.5 

  11 18 55.6     11 10 82 

            12 17 58.9 

            13 9 85.3 

            14 10 82 

            15 8 88.6 

            16 10 82 
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Window ID  Area ID 
Number of joints 
per volume (Jv) BDQ           

 A3 1 10 82           

  2 8 88.6           

  3 12 75.4           

  4 5 98.5           

  5 5 98.5           

  6 6 95.2           

  7 6 95.2           

  8 5 98.5           

  9 5 98.5           

  10 5 98.5           

 

Table D. 2  BDQ measurements on windows A1, A2, A4 and A5 based on window area of 25m2  

A1                Fracture frequency  Volumetric joint counts                                    BDQ 

Area ID 
Scan line orientation 

Jv 
  

Scan line orientation          
Jv 

0
0
 45

0
 135

0
 0

0
 45

0
 135

0
 

1 14 15 18 34   59 56 46 30 

2 7 9 9 15   84 77 77 77.5 

3 8 14 6 22   81 59 88 60 

4 15 11 10 36   56 70 74 25 

5 9 9 10 16   77 77 74 75 

                    

                    

A2                Fracture frequency  
Volumetric joint counts  

  

                                BDQ 

Area ID 
Scan line orientation 

Jv 
  

Scan line orientation          
Jv 

0
0
 45

0
 135

0
 0

0
 45

0
 135

0
 

1 6 5 9 9   88 91 77 92.5 

2 6 9 6 10   88 77 88 90 

3 14 12 14 30   59 66 59 40 

4 1 1 2 6   100 100 98 100 

5 2 2 2 6   98 98 98 100 
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A4                Fracture frequency  Volumetric 
joint counts   

  BDQ 

Area ID 
Scan line orientation 

Jv 
  

Scan line orientation          
Jv 

0
0
 45

0
 135

0
 0

0
 45

0
 135

0
 

1 6 7 8 13   88 84 81 77.5 

2 3 5 5 9   96 91 91 87.5 

3 5 6 4 8   91 88 94 90 

4 6 5 6 7   88 91 88 92.5 

5 5 13 13 15   91 63 63 72.5 

                    

                    

A5                Fracture frequency  Volumetric 
joint counts   

                                BDQ 

Area ID 
Scan line orientation 

Jv 
  

Scan line orientation          
Jv 

0
0
 45

0
 135

0
 0

0
 45

0
 135

0
 

1 13 17 19 39   63 49 43 12.5 

2 17 15 17 22   49 56 49 55 

3 11 11 15 17   70 70 56 67.5 

4 6 10 14 11   88 74 59 82.5 

5 12 10 14 26   66 74 59 45 

6 13 16 19 29   63 52 43 37.5 

7 14 12 18 37   59 66 46 17.5 

 

 

Figure D. 61 graph showing the influence of sampling orientation on BDQ  
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Appendix VI - Mapping blast damage at Copper 

Mountain mine  
This appendix represents the blast damage and geological data for Copper Mountain mine, BC. 

The blast damage features are derived based on windows presented in section E.1. Section E.2 

presents the BDQ measurements.  

E.1 Pre-existing joints and blast fractures  

 

 Figure E. 1 Joint set 2 trace length distribution Copper Mountain –window 1, n = 13 
measurements. 
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Figure E. 2Joint set 1 trace length distribution Copper Mountain– Window 2, n = 24 
measurements. 

 

 

Figure E. 3  Blast fracture (red) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (blue) – Copper 
Mountain –window C- 01 
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Figure E. 4  Pre-existing joints trace length distribution – Copper Mountain – window C-

01, n = 15 measurements. 

 

 

Figure E. 5 Blast fracture trace length distribution – Copper Mountain – window C-01, n = 
261 measurements. 
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Figure E. 6  Blast fractures (black) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (red and blue) – 
Copper Mountain –window C- 02 

 

Figure E. 7   Trace length distribution of   pre-existing joints – Copper Mountain – 
Window C- 02, n = 171 measurements. 

 

3m 
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Figure E. 8  Blast fractures (black) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (red and blue) – 
Copper Mountain –window C- 03 

 

 

Figure E. 9 Trace length distribution of pre-existing discontinuities– Copper Mountain – 
Window C-03, n = 34 measurements. 

 

4m 
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Figure E. 10 Blast fracture trace length distribution – Copper Mountain – Window C-03, n 

= 396 measurements. 
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E.2 BDQ measurement 

Table E. 1 BDQ measurements in C1 window area of 1m2  

C1 
Area 

ID  

Number 
of 
joints BDQ C2 

Area 
ID  

Number 
of 
joints BDQ C3 

Area 
ID 

Number 
of 
joints BDQ 

  1 13 72.1   1 8 88.6   1 13 72.1 

  2 14 68.8   2 6 95.2   2 11 78.7 

  3 10 82   3 6 95.2   3 17 58.9 

  4 17 58.9   4 7 91.9   4 8 88.6 

  5 18 55.6   5 8 88.6   5 13 72.1 

  6 10 82   6 5 98.5   6 7 91.9 

  7 12 75.4   7 8 88.6   7 5 98.5 

  8 7 91.9   8 20 49   8 14 68.8 

  9 12 75.4   9 15 65.5   9 5 98.5 

  10 9 85.3   10 5 98.5   10 14 68.8 

  11 8 88.6   11 5 98.5   11 5 98.5 

  12 5 98.5   12 6 95.2   12 8 88.6 

  13 8 88.6   13 8 88.6   13 8 88.6 

  14 5 98.5   14 5 98.5   14 7 91.9 

  15 10 82   15 17 58.9   15 12 75.4 

  16 16 62.2   16 6 95.2   16 16 62.2 

  17 7 91.9           17 17 58.9 

                  18 5 98.5 

                  19 8 88.6 

                  20 9 85.3 

                  21 10 82 

                  22 6 95.2 

                  23 8 88.6 

                  24 5 98.5 

 
 
Table E. 2 BDQ measurement for window area of 25m2 at Copper Mountain Mine  

C1                Fracture frequency  
Volumetric 

joint 
counts   

  BDQ 

Area ID 
Scan line orientation 

Jv 

  

Scan line orientation          
Jv 

0 450 1350 0 450 1350 

1 12 17 12 28   66 49 66 45 

2 10 7 11 37   74 84 70 22.5 

3 10 14 13 27   74 59 63 47.5 

4 13 11 13 23   63 70 63 57.5 

5 8 10 10 20   81 74 74 65 

6 7 7 6 12   84 84 88 85 

7 7 9 15 23   84 77 56 57.5 
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C2                Fracture frequency  
Volumetric 
joint 
counts   

                                
BDQ 

    

Area ID Scan line orientation Jv   Scan line orientation          Jv 

  0 450 1350     0 450 1350   

1 10 10 12 23   74 74 66 57.5 

2 14 16 13 31   59 52 63 37.5 

3 12 13 12 31   66 63 66 37.5 

4 9 11 9 28   77 70 77 45 

5 10 11 13 32   74 70 63 35 

6 15 9 14 27   56 77 59 47.5 
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Appendix VII - Mapping blast damage at 

Jwaneng mine 
This appendix represents the blast damage and geological data for Jwaneng mine, Botswana. 

Section F1 presents field mapping at Jwaneng open pit including additional measurements on 

the blast fractures and pre-existing discontinuities. Section F.2 presents the different windows 

investigated. In these windows blast fractures are traced and pre-existing discontinuity trace 

length distributions presented. Sections F.4 and F.5 present the BDQ and joint damage 

measurements. 

F.1 Additional discontinuity mapping  

 

Figure F. 1  Discontinuity mapping at Jwaneng mine, SE wall 
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F.2 Pre-existing and blast fracture mapping windows 

 

   

Figure F. 2 Location of windows used for mapping -Jwaneng East wall (Domain 7a), after 
Tuckey (2012). 
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Figure F. 3 Blast fractures (red) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (blue) window EW-

02 

 

Figure F. 4 Trace length distribution of blast fractures - Window EW-02, n = 161 
measurements. 
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Figure F. 5 Blast fractures (red) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (yellow) in window 
EW-04 

 

Figure F. 6 Trace length distribution of blast fractures - Window EW-04, n = 82 
measurements, Jwaneng. 
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Figure F. 7 Blast fractures (red) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (yellow) in window 

EW-05 

 

Figure F. 8 Trace length distribution of blast fractures- Window EW-05, n = 41 
measurements, Jwaneng. 
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Figure F. 9 Blast fractures (red) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (blue) in window 

NW-01 

 

Figure F. 10 Trace length distribution of pre-existing discontinuities–Window NW-01, n = 
43 measurements, Jwaneng. 
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Figure F. 11 Trace length distribution of blast fractures - Window NW-01, n = 146 
measurements, Jwaneng. 

 

Figure F. 12 Blast fractures (red) and pre-existing discontinuity traces (blue) in window 
NW-02 
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Figure F. 13 Trace length distribution of pre-existing discontinuities Window NW-02, n = 
15 measurements, Jwaneng. 

 

Figure F. 14 Trace length distribution of blast fractures - Window NW-02, n = 262 
measurements, Jwaneng. 
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Figure F. 15 Blast fractures and pre-existing discontinuity traces in window NW-03 

 

Figure F. 16 Trace length distribution of blast fractures - Window NW-03, n = 34 

measurements, Jwaneng. 
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Figure F. 17 Trace distribution of blast fractures - Window NW-03, n = 396 measurements, 

Jwaneng. 

 

F.4 BDQ measurements  

 
                  Figure F. 18 BDQ measurements for 1m2 window NW-01 
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Figure F. 19 Graph showing BDQ values for different sampling windows 

 

Table F. 1 BDQ measurements for different windows (1m2) 

NW-01 

Number 
of joints 

BDQ 

 
NW-03 

Number 
of joints 
volume 

(Jv) 

BDQ 

1 23 39.1 

 

1 20 49 

2 15 65.5 

 

2 11 78.7 

3 17 58.9 

 

3 16 62.2 

4 10 82 

 

4 25 32.5 

5 25 32.5 

 

5 30 16 

6 10 82 

 

6 8 88.6 

7 18 55.6 

 

7 17 58.9 

8 5 98.5 

 

8 7 91.9 

9 12 75.4 

 

9 20 49 

10 18 55.6 

 

10 21 45.7 

    

11 18 55.6 
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Table F. 2 BDQ measurements for different windows (25m2) 

EW4 

Fracture counts(frequency) 

Volumetric 
joint 
count, Jv 

 

BDQ 

BDQ based on 
volumetric 
joint Jv 

Orientation (o) 

Orientation (o) 

0 60 135 0  60 135 

1 20 10 19 20 53 41 74 43 65 

2 20 21 16 25 
 

41 38 52 52.5 

3 26 12 21 6 
 

27 66 38 100 

4 21 4 15 26 
 

38 94 56 50 

5 15 4 22 34 
 

56 94 35 30 

6 12 19 15 25 
 

66 43 56 52.5 

7 12 16 17 6 
 

66 52 49 100 

          EW 5 12 18 17 66 
 

66 46 49 
 2 12 20 0 

  
66 41 100 

 3 15 22 15 
  

56 35 56 
 4 14 15 15 

  
59 56 56 

 5 14 18 18 
  

59 46 46 
 6 11 11 13 

  
70 70 63 

 7 12 12 8 
  

66 66 81 
 

          EW-3          

1 14 15 18 34 
 

59 56 46 30 

2 7 9 9 15 
 

84 77 77 77.5 

3 8 14 6 22 
 

81 59 88 60 

4 15 11 10 36 
 

56 70 74 25 

5 9 9 10 16 
 

77 77 74 75 

          NW-1          

1 12 17 14 44 
 

66 49 59 5 

2 5 18 19 48 
 

91 46 43 -5 

3 6 21 13 40 
 

88 38 38 15 

 

 

 




